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This thesis describes the development of optimised fluorescent dye-doped tracer 
droplets for gas phase particle image velocimetry (Ply), to study mixing in multi-
phase flows. The use of these tracer droplets in applications where flare can be an 
obstacle to obtaining velocity flow data is also demonstrated. In PIV, micron-sized 
tracer particles are normally required to accurately follow the flow while at the same 
time providing optimum fluorescence signal for proper image capture. Thus, there is 
a requirement to identify dyes with high quantum yield that can be dissolved in 
suitable nebulisable solvents at high concentrations and to investigate the effect of 
high concentration on fluorescence properties, such as fluorescence concentration 
quenching effects that could lead to a decrease of the fluorescence signal from tracer 
droplets. 
The selection criteria of candidate dyes and the study of their fluorescence properties 
by steady-state spectrofluorometry are presented. Bis-MSB and DCM were identified 
to be the optimum blue and red emitting dyes and to offer high solubility in o-xylene 
and DMSO respectively. As quantitative intensity measurement in conventional 
cuvette-based measurements is limited to highly diluted solutions, a novel 
experimental approach employing stabilised emulsions to emulate the fluorescence 
properties of micron-sized tracer droplets has been developed. Dye-doped oil-in-
water and water-oil emulsions, stabilised by nanoparticles, have been prepared and 
characterised and their fluorescence properties investigated using a custom-built 
spectrometric system. This technique allowed quantitative fluorescence intensity 
measurements of emulsion droplets containing dye concentrations up to the solubility 
limit (-10-2  M)  and showed that no concentration quenching of fluorescence occurs in 
highly dye-doped micron-sized tracer droplets. 
The development of a single-colour-camera PIV system that can image micron-sized 
and spectrally distinct fluorescent tracers in a two-phase flow is reported. Each of the 
flows is seeded with either highly-doped droplets containing Bis-MSB or DCM dyes. 
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ABSTRACT 
The system exploits the inherent co-registration offered by a 3-chip colour CCD 
camera with the images recorded in the 3 colour planes enabling flow constituent / 
phase to be determined as well as pulse order. The PlY system and seeding strategy 
are described and discussed. The PlY results show that the spectral discrimination 
process is robust and in a well-mixed gas-phase flow the average error between the 
flow velocities in the two constituents is less than 4%. 
In some applications where flow velocity information in the vicinity of an object is 
critical, the illuminating light sheet impinging on the object surface produces flare 
that prevents Ply data from being obtained. In a novel approach, using I Lim tracer 
particles of o-xylene doped with Bis-MSB and an appropriate optical filter, the 
illuminating light has been spectrally separated from the imaging signal and the 
elastically scattered flare removed. 
The use of dye-doped microemulsions in a novel micro-PIV seeding methodology 
for full field velocity measurements in microfluidic devices is presented. This 
approach gives improved particle image contrast and reduced motion parallax 
uncertainty, when compared to conventional solid seed particles. Results of micro-
Ply measurements in T- and Y- junction microfluidic chips are presented. Channel 
velocity profiles were found to agree with CFD simulations and slight deviations 
from the ideal behaviour are discussed. 
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Today, car manufacturers are facing ever more, increasingly stringent, regulations 
and standards, on fuel consumption and emissions. To face up to the challenge, 
Gasoline Direct Injection (GD!) is one of the advances in engine design that the 
industry is developing to produce Ultra Low Emissions Vehicles (ULEV). To 
guarantee an optimum performance, a GDI engine relies on the control of the 
mixture formation in the combustion chamber. 
In order to gain an in-depth understanding of the mixing process, the development of 
non-intrusive techniques is being pursued. One of the most promising techniques is 
based on the combination of optical sensor instrumentation and computational fluid 
dynamics. 
The research described in this thesis, carried out in collaboration with Prof D.P. 
Towers of the Department of Mechanical Engineering of Leeds University, is 
concerned with the development of novel techniques to characterise 
multiconstituentlmultiphase spray systems, and the related mixing phenomena in the 
engine, within the cylinder. The instrumentation to be elaborated is based upon the 
principle of Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) and the overall goals of the project 
were: 
1. to 	devise 	full-field 	optical 	instrumentation 	for 	simultaneous 
multiconstituentlphase velocity vector measurements with the aid of optically 
active seed particles with optimised fluorescent yield. 
1 
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2. to develop and optimise sets of fluorescent tracers and solvents, giving peak 
fluorescence detectability by the PIV imaging system; to achieve flare 
removal in gas phase PIV. 
2 
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2. THE CONTEXT 
2.1. CO2 Emission Regulations and Standards in the 
European Union 
Under the Kyoto Protocol of the United Nations Convention on Climate Change, the 
European Union committed itself to reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 8 
% by 2008-2012 compared to the 1990 level. One of the major contributors to GHG 
emission is the sector of road transport, since CO2 emissions in the EU- 15 grew on 
average by 1.6% per year between 1990 and 1995 and by 2 % per year between 1995 
and 2001. Overall, CO2 emissions from road transport grew by 22 % between 1990 
and 2001. In the latter year, road transport accounted for 24 % of the total manmade 
CO2 emissions in the EU-iS, and passenger car traffic was probably responsible for 
around 60 per cent of this.. 
As projected by the European Auto-Oil II Program*  (AOPII), with the regulations 
that have already been decided, the problem of toxic emissions from road transport in 
Europe will be solved by 2020. The only sticking point is that CO2 emissions will 
have to be tackled actively 2 . Thus, the strategy adopted by the European Union in 
1998 to reduce CO2 releases from passenger cars, consists of a voluntary 
commitment by the automobile industry on fuel economy improvements (ACEA 
Agreement) by mainly technological developments and the subsequent market 
changes. The set targets on CO2 emission for new passenger cars are of 140 g 
CO2/km by 2008 and 120 g CO 2/km in 2012. These stringent regulations have 
forced the car manufacturers to rethink the engine internal combustion concept, 
which has prompted the development of new engine designs such as High Speed 
Direct Injection Diesel (HDI) engines, and Gasoline Direct Injection (GDI) engines. 
* The Auto-Oil II Programme (AOPII) was launched in spring 1997 initially in order to fulfil the aims of the review clauses in 
the EU Commission's "Auto-Oil 1" proposals. These referred to the need to come forward with an updated strategy to meet the 
requirements of the Community air quality standards and related objectives by 2010 at least cost. 
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2.2. Gasoline Direct Injection 
From the early 1990's fuel economy and CO2 emission reduction became one of the 
major challenges to be tackled by the automotive industry. Since then, much research 
effort has been deployed in the development of new engines, allying both the 
superior performance and cleaner exhaust gas of gasoline spark-ignition (SI) engines, 
and the higher fuel economy of compression-ignition (Cl) diesel engines. The 
enhanced fuel economy achieved by a diesel CI engine when compared to a SI 
gasoline engine is mainly due to the use of higher compression ratio, combined with 
unthrottled operation  (throttling: engine speed and torque level controlled by the 
amount of fuel injected). On the other hand, diesel engines exhibit higher noise and 
vibration as well as particulate and NO x emission levels than a gasoline SI engine. 5 
Although the gasoline direct injection engine concept is not new in essence and dates 
back to the early 1950's, its emergence into mass production was impeded by 
technical limitations such as high hydrocarbon and soot emission and poor 
performance 6 . Today, advances in GDI engine design as well as electronic control of 
direct-injection injectors and pumps, make GDI engines a viable technology for the 
mass market. 
The GDl engine's potential of achieving high power output and fuel economy 
consists in the precise control over the fuel injection timings and amount of fuel 
delivered in the combustion chamber. These two parameters are constantly varied in 
order to match the driving load conditions so that at low load, the engine operates in 
a extremely lean condition (stratified charge), whereas at high load, fuel injection 
modulation governs the engine power in similar fashion than diesel engine. 
Far from presenting an in-depth exposition of the technical features of the GDl 
engine and its functioning mode, this thesis will present the most relevant aspects of 
this technology to emphasise the context of this research. 
2.2.1. Comparison of conventional and GDI engines 
The main difference between current "conventional" SI gasoline engines and GDI 
engines resides in the air/fuel mixture preparation approach. Current SI engines are 
El 
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based on a fuel injection system known as Multi-Point Injection (MPI) - which 
replaced the carburation system of the 1970's- where the fuel is injected into each 
intake port of each individual cylinder before the intake valve opens (Figure 1.1). 
On the other hand, a GD! engine is devised to operate in a similar way to a diesel 
engine; the gasoline is injected directly into the cylinder (Figure 1.2). 
Figure 1.1: Mixture preparation in a typical MPI SI engine 7 . 
Spark Plug 	 lntkVh. 
Combu I on 
Chamber 	 - - 	
Injector 
Figure 1.2: Mixture preparation in a typical GD! engine7. 
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2.2.2. Optimisation of the GD! engine to reduce CO2 emissions and fuel 
consumption 
Although the MPI SI gasoline engine has proven its reliability, in term of fuel 
economy it still suffers from two major limitations. At engine start (crancking) or 
cold starting, fuel metering can be inaccurate due to the formation of a puddle of 
liquid fuel in the intake valve. Consequently, the engine operates in rich mixture 
conditions, which in return increases the levels of unburned hydrocarbons and 
emission. Secondly, the engine load is controlled by throttling which is 
thermodynamically inefficient due to pumping losses i.e. the energy loss due to the 
work required to displace air into and out of the cylinders. 
These limitations are avoided in the GDI engine, as the fuel is injected directly into 
the cylinder. This allows greater fine-tuning and more precise control over the 
amount of injected fuel as well as a better control of the injection timing to match the 
engine load conditions. 
The key feature associated with the fuel economy of direct injection is the concept of 
stratified charge 8 . GDI's electronic controls allow the fuel to be injected in two 
different ways, depending on the engine's load, as illustrated in Figure 1.3. During 
high load demand (for example in-town driving), fuel is injected so that the air/fuel 
mixture is evenly distributed throughout the combustion chamber; this is 
homogeneous charge. Meanwhile, at low load demand (for example motorway 
driving), a smaller, and more concentrated air/fuel mixture cloud is formed around 








(. EGA licluded 35- 5) 
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Engine Speed (rpm) 
Figure 1.3: Variability of fuel delivery in the GD! engine (A/F: air/fuel ratio; EGR: Exhaust Gas 
Recirculation system, fresh air or inert gas returned to the combustion charge during stratified-
charge operation) 9 . 
2.2.3. The importance of monitoring air/fuel mixture and spray 
characteristics in the GD! engine 
Amongst many determining factors for the delivery of optimum performance by a 
GDI engine, two important factors are of interest in the context of this thesis. The 
first concerns the impact of the in-cylinder/spray injector design on directing and 
stabilising the mixture plume around the spark plug during stratified operation, in 
order to produce satisfactory ignition. The second relates to the air/fuel mixture-
preparation prior to combustion. 
Injecting fuel directly into fuel chambers reduces the time for mixture preparation 
which can lead to cylinder wall wetting and other effects producing incomplete 
combustion with unacceptably high emissions of hydrocarbons or soot. Therefore, 
the monitoring and diagnosis of the impact of different designs of in-cylinder injector 
on mixture stratification as well as the influence of combustion chamber conditions 
(pressure, temperature, air flow field...) on spray evolution, droplet atomisation, 
7 
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dispersion and evaporation, are of the highest importance for understanding and 
improving the quality of the combustion process. 
Active research work has been done in this area, such as that of (to cite only a few) 
Aoki et al. where the combination of experimental and computational fluid dynamic 
calculations were used to evaluate air/fuel mixture distribution and movement in 
combustion chamber' °, Lee et al. on the spray structure and the atomisation 
mechanism of the high-pressure swirl-type GDI injector using a phase Doppler 
anemometer (PDA) system" and Park et al. on the sizing spray droplets within the 
engine in-cylinder using a planar imaging technique based on laser-induced 
fluorescence (LIF) and the Mie scattering.' 2 Yamakawa et al. investigated the air 
velocity distribution in and around a GDI gasoline spray using a combined LIF- PIV 
system 13 , whereas work on the effect of piston shape and intake flow on the fuel 
mixture was carried by Kang et al. using a laser induced exciplex fluorescence 
technique 14 
Monitoring and diagnosis techniques for quantitative/qualitative flow measurements 
and characterisation are various, and often involve the use of a CCD camera as a 
means of image recording and/or analysis. These methods encompass a broad range 
of instrumentations, such as endoscopic setups for direct imaging, Laser Doppler 
Anemometry (LDA) or Phase Doppler Anemometry (PDA) for droplet sizing, fuel 
atomization and evaporation' 2,15,16 ; or Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF) and/or 
Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) for spray structure visualisation, flow field 
velocity measurements and droplet sizing ' 721 . 
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3. FLOW MEASUREMENTS 
Flows, and particularly turbulent flows, are present in a wide range of naturally 
occurring phenomena and technological applications. The complexity in 
mathematically treating the chaotic and stochastic characteristics of turbulent flows 
renders their measurement of great importance. Historically, quantitative and 
qualitative flow measurements evolved from the use of point velocity techniques, 
such as Hot-Wire Anemometry 2224 (HWA) in the 1920. HWA is based on the 
principle of heat transfer between the sensing surface of a probe and the properties of 
the fluid passing over it. Although this technique shows both high spatial and 
temporal resolution, it is intrusive and interferes with the flow. The invention of 
lasers in the 1960 allowed the use of the laser beam as a non-intrusive tool to probe 
the flow, which led to the development of Laser-Doppler Anemometry 2527 (LDA). In 
LDA, flow velocimetry measurements are inferred from the Doppler shift due to the 
velocity of micron-sized particles seeded in the flow. Essentially, when the incident 
laser beam is focused on a measurement section of the flow, the scattered light from 
the particles incurs a frequency shift which is linearly proportional to their velocity. 
The use of more than one laser beam combined with interferometric methods and 
optics allows two- or three-component velocimetry measurements to be made. 
The LDA technique was successful in turbulent flow research because of its high 
temporal/spatial resolution, non-intrusiveness and directional response, but as with 
HWA, it is a point velocimetry technique, which means that only one section of the 
flow volume can be sampled at a time. Larger flow sections can be quantified by 
LDA trough a scanning approach; however, this can be time consuming and limited 
to steady-state flows. 
The advances in laser, camera and computer technology from the 1980 opened the 
way for the development of full field (or global) velocimetry measurement 
techniques, amongst which PIV emerged to be the most widely today for qualitative 
and quantitative flow characterisation. 
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4. PARTICLE IMAGE VELOCIMETRY 
4.1. Development 
The development of particle image velocimetry emerged from the initial applications 
of Laser Speckle Velocimetry 2830 (LSV) as a technique for full-field fluid velocity 
measurements. In LSV, a laser light sheet is used to illuminate the flow which has 
been seeded with a high density of tracer particle, the light scattered from which 
interferes to produce speckle patterns. Double exposure recording is then used to 
generate speckle image pairs, which are correlated to produce the local velocity field. 
The LSV technique was used with much success within the fluid mechanics 
community for the study of a wide range of flow phenomena. However, the 
requirement for high seed density to generate speckle patterns is a shortcoming of 
this technique since the seed particle loading can affect the flow behaviour under 
stud y31 . Furthermore, the LSV speckle patterns can be difficult to correlate when out-
of-plane flow motions are present, as is the case in highly turbulent flows 32 . 
As the imaging of particles rather than speckle became recognised as a better 
alternative for the study of turbulent flow structures, the basic foundations of PIV as 
a technique for flow visualisation and quantification were laid by the work of 
Adrian 33  and Pickering and Halliwe11 34. In principle, PIV is equivalent to LSV, apart 
from the seed particle density which is much lower in PlY, and which subsequently 
produces tracer image pairs instead of speckle image pairs. In this way, the local 
flow velocity can be determined by measuring the fluid displacement, from particle 
images, and dividing this by the time interval between the exposures. As the 
exposure time interval and the spatial resolution of the imaging system are small 
when compared to the time and length scale of the flow, instantaneous and accurate 
velocity maps can be obtained. 
The fluctuating accelerations of a turbulent flow require that tracer particles be small 
(of the order of micrometer diameter for experiments in gas flow) so that they can 
follow the flow without excessive slip. The associated small light-scattering cross-
section combined with the required short-time exposure recording (when imaging 
10 
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turbulent flow), means that powerful, pulsed lasers are needed for producing good 
quality particle images. In its early stage, PIV experiments relied on the use 
continuous wave (CW) lasers (typically argon-ion) for flow illumination with the 
pulsed laser light sheet (LLS) generated using diverse strategies 35 such as: rotating 
multi-facet prisms, rotating mirrors and mechanical shutters. The technical 
limitations and the light intensity loss inherent to the implementation of CW lasers 
for pulsed LLS, constrained Ply to the study of low velocity air flows 36  until the 
arrival of double-pulsed solid-state lasers and particularly the Nd:Yag laser which 
saw its first application in 1.98f-;n   the work of Kompenhans et al. 37 
The high pulse energy (typically 0.4 J at 532 nm), short pulse duration (5-10 ns) and 
high repetition rate (10 - 50 Hz) made the Nd:Yag laser the ideal Ply laser, 
delivering enough light intensity to produce good particle images from micron-sized 
tracers. Particle images can be recorded either on a photographic film or on a CCD 
camera sensor. The large dynamic range and the high resolution needed for the study 
of turbulent flows meant that photographic films were well suited to that purpose 
until CCD cameras with sufficient resolution become available. High-resolution 
photographic films such as the Kodak Technical Pan (300 lines/mm) - now 
discontinued - were very popular as their fine grain could store the equivalent of up 
to 80 Mbytes of data on a 35 mm film. However, due to the digitisation resolution 
limit of the typical image scanner, the final exploitable digital data for correlation 
analysis was limited to approx. 8 Mbytes 38 . 
The transition from film to CCD-based PIV was initiated in the early 1990 by the 
work of Willert et al.39 which demonstrated that it was possible to generate Ply 
results from particle images recorded directly from a low resolution CCD camera 
(512x480). The theory behind this work, which became known as digital PIV 
(DPIV), was further extended by Westerweel 40 which applied sub-pixel interpolation 
techniques to low resolution images in order to estimate sub-pixel particle 
displacements. An in depth review on the fundamentals of DPIV can be found in 
reference 41, published by the same author 41 . 
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It was not long before the technological limitations of DPIV had been overcome 
(spatial resolution and frame rate) and today's PIV is exclusively DPIV. Common 
CCD sensors offer resolution over 12 Megapixels (equivalent to a 120 lines/mm 35 
mm film) as well as many added advantages such as higher light sensitivity, linear 
light intensity response (as opposed to the logarithmic response of a film) and near 
real-time flow visualisation/computation". 
PIV data processing, along with DPIV, saw tremendous development with the 
advancement in computer processing power. In order to extract velocity information 
from the flow, the double exposure particle image pairs were divided into a grid of 
interrogation windows/spots to which Fourier-transform-based algorithms were 
applied. In early algorithms, Young's fringe analysis methods were used where, from 
the amplitude and the orientation of the fringe spacing, it was possible to infer the 
image spot displacement. An alternative method was proposed by Sutton et al. 42 and 
Adrian et al. 33 which consisted of applying an auto-correlation method to the image 
interrogation spots resulting from single-frame/double-pulse recording 43 . In this 
method, a small group of particles belonging to an interrogation spot of the first 
image are statistically correlated (auto-correlation function) with the same ones (in 
the same spot) from the second image. The correlation function (or field) yields to a 
set of correlation peaks*,  which corresponds to the shift in pixels from which the 
velocity values are inferred. However, the fact that the auto-correlation function is 
rotationally symmetric means that it suffers from directional ambiguity, i.e. the 
direction of the flow could not be determined. To resolve this, several techniques 
were employed such as spatial artificial shift, image de-rotation 45 and pulse 
coding46 . 
Cross-correlation is another correlation method that has been developed by Keane 
and Adrian 47  and which relies on a different recording strategy, double-frame/single 
pulse. In this method, the first and the second image are recorded separately and then 
*The spatial auto-correlation field results in a main peak at the origin (self-correlation peak) 
corresponding to the perfect correlation of an image superposed upon itself and two smaller 
symmetric peaks. The position of these two peaks with respect to the self-correlation peak provides 
the x and  components of the particles displacement (see Chapter 2). 
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cross-correlated. Cross-correlation presents many benefits compared with auto-
correlation methods, such as the absence of directional ambiguity (since the recorded 
image order is known), self-correlation peaks and improved signal-to-noise ratio. 
There is no doubt that cross-correlation methods benefited tremendously from the 
advances in interline transfer camera technology (also known as cross-correlation 
cameras) which streamlined even more the image processing step 38,48  Although 
other PIV data processing techniques exist 48 ' 49 , cross-correlation is a well-established 
and proven PIV processing method which appears today as a standard tool in many 
commercially available PlY packages. 
PIV can be applied not only to extract the planar velocity field of a flow (2D-PIV), 
but can also be implemented to perform volume velocity measurements (3D-Ply) 50 . 
The simultaneous measurement of three velocity components (3C) can be 
approached by various methodologies such as stereographic 51 , holographic 52  and 
multiple-plane methods 53 . Most 3D-Ply methods involve a certain level of 
experimental and processing complexity, however stereographic PlY (stereo-PlY) is 
the most widely implemented method 54  due to its relative ease of setup, given that it 
only requires two cameras. In this setup, the cameras are arranged in a configuration 
that fulfils the Scheimpflug condition 55  where each camera is observing the same 
flow field at a different angle. In this manner, the imaging setup acquires a stereo-
like vision, which allows, after camera calibration, the determination of the out-of-
plane velocity components from the measurement of the in-plane (2-D) components 
at each camera. However, although stereo-PIV is a common methodology for 3D 
velocity measurement, the accuracy of the velocity in-plane components is much 
better than that out-of-plane and current research is still driven toward improving the 
latter56 . 
4.2. Multiphase PIV 
A multiphase flow can be described in terms of two topologies, dispersed and 
separated 57 . Dispersed multiphase flows are defined by the presence of a continuous 
gaseous (or liquid) phase flow in which the dispersed liquid/solid (or solid/bubble) 
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phase is laden. On the other hand, separated multiphase flows are defined by two or 
more continuous streams of flow separated by interfaces. In multiphase flows, the 
respective phases are mixed macroscopically (i.e. well above the molecular level) 
with each one having its own velocity field 57 . 
Multiphase flows occur in many industrial, environmental and biological processes, 
such as automotive combustion, sprays, powder mixing, cavitating flows, 
meteorological systems and blood flow. For some multiphase flow systems, it is 
important to understand their behaviour in order to predict the consequences, while 
for others the characterisation and the understanding of the phases interaction(s) are 
critical to improve the efficiency of the system. PIV is powerful in this respect owing 
to its potential to provide simultaneous velocity field measurements in both phases. 
In Ply, a laser beam is focused into a light sheet, which illuminates tracer particles in 
the flow. Light from the tracers is then elastically scattered and imaged onto a CCD 
camera. After correlation analysis, a 2D/3D vector map of the fluid flow is produced. 
This approach is well established for single phase flows but its implementation in 
multiphase flows generates images from the tracers in both phases (or constituents) 
resulting in velocity vectors across the overall image field. This does not allow 
quantification of the flow fields in each phase of the flow and hence further 
parameters such as relative velocity and mixing cannot be quantified. Therefore, for 
multiphase PIV, sufficient phases discrimination is a requirement. 
Typically, in a dispersed multi-phase flow, the continuous phase (e.g. gas) can be 
seeded with tracer particles whose sizes are much smaller than the laden dispersed 
phase (e.g. liquid droplets). Phase discrimination can then be achieved by separation 
methods such as spot intensity 58, spot size thresholding 59 ' 60 and masking61 , spatial 
frequency filtering62, spot shape discrimination by median filter 63 and phase 
correlation peak properties. However, separation methods suffer limitation from the 
noise that each phase introduces to the other 65 or because they are difficult to apply 
in applications when there is a size overlap between tracers and dispersed phase 
particles (droplets), such as in fuel sprays for automotive combustion. Furthermore, 
size-based separation algorithms cannot be applied in separated multiphase flows 
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since both phases will need similarly sized seed particles to achieve adequate flow 
following. 
Another approach can be envisaged for phase discrimination and which consists of 
colour tagging of either one or both phases with the aid of optically active tracers 
that produce fluorescent or phosphorescent emissions over a range of wavelengths 
different from that of the illuminating laser beam. In the case of laser-induced 
fluorescence-PIV (LIF-PIV), or more simply fluorescence-PIV (FPIV), the optical 
signal from the tracers is the fluorescence induced by excitation from the 
illuminating laser. 
Optically active tracers were first used in full field instrumentation in 1985 where 
Gharib et al. 66  used phosphorescent coated particles to show the direction of motion 
of tracers within a flow. These tracers emitted phosphorescence for a short time after 
exposure, with the phosphorescence intensity gradually decaying, allowing the 
direction of the velocity vector to be inferred from a single exposure photograph. 
Two groups have addressed the application of PIV to gasoline direct injection (GDI) 
sprays using 532 nm laser light sheets with conventional tracers in one phase and 
fluorescent tracers in the other 19 ' 67 . Boedec et al. employed incense solid particles 
(0.3 to 3 rim) to seed the gas phase while the high pressure spray delivered 
rhodamine 6G doped water droplets. Conversely, Rottenkolber et al. seeded the air 
phase with aerosol droplets (diameter < 3 pm) of a solution of DCM dye in 
propylene carbonate, while the other phase was made of sprayed droplets of a 
hollow-cone injector. In these works, the emission spectrum of the fluorescent dye 
was selected to be separate from the excitation and hence combinations of filters 
were used on the CCD cameras. Whilst multi-phase velocity vectors were produced, 
the data suffered from either poor validation rates 67 or required the phases to have 
differing velocities 19 implying that the optical discrimination of the fluorescent 
tracers from the conventional tracers was not completely successful. 
In a previous study of multi-constituent flows, Towers et al. 68  used optically active 
tracers, in the form of rhodamine-doped droplets, in one phase and conventional 
tracers in the other. The mixing flows were illuminated with a first pulse at 532 nm 
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and a second from a pulsed dye laser at -640 nm. Images were obtained on 2 
monochrome cameras with filters, such that one camera only imaged Mie scattering 
from the 2r1  pulse and fluorescence emission from the first pulse, with the other 
recording Mie scattering from the first pulse. However, as high 532 nm energy pulse 
was required (>100 mJ) in order to obtain sufficient fluorescence signal, from 
fluorescent droplets of a size < 5 gm, this generated intense Mie scattering signal that 
saturated the camera CCD chip. This setup required the use of dense filters that 
generated image distortions. Therefore, to avoid signal intensity mismatch between 
the fluorescence and Mie scattering and the need to use optically dense filters to 
accommodate the camera dynamic range, a different approach was envisaged by 
Kosiwczuk et al. 69 where only LIF is used to discriminate between the phases of a 
turbulent two-phase flow. The dispersed phase was doped with a fluorophore 
emitting at different wavelength from that of the tracer particles of the continuous 
phase, when both phases were illuminated by a laser light sheet at 355 nm. A pair of 
synchronised cameras were then used to record simultaneously the fluorescence 
signal of each phase. A potential source of errors resides in this approach in correctly 
aligning the cameras so that each camera records the same image. 
In order to free the experimental setup from camera alignment and synchronisation 
difficulties a strategy employing a single colour CCD camera can be envisaged. For 
each phase of the flow, a fluorescent dye can be chosen to emit light at a particular 
wavelength in order to discriminate between the phases. The adopted philosophy is 
to exploit the inherent co-registration offered by a 3-chip colour CCD camera with 
the images recorded in the 3 colour channel enabling flow phase to be determined as 
well as pulse order. 
This strategy relies on seeding each of the two flow phases with two different 
optimised micron-sized fluorescent tracers (see Chapter 4). One with red emitting 
dye tracers and one with blue emitting dye tracers, for which simultaneous excitation 
using 355 nm excitation from one laser cavity, will produce separate images in the 
blue and red channels of a colour camera, thereby achieving flow constituent 
discrimination. A second pulse at 532 nm from the second laser, will generate Mie 
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scatter from both types of tracer in the green channel and a red signal from the phase 
tagged with the red emitting tracers. Cross-correlation between the red and green 
layer should therefore produce vectors for one flow phase, and between the blue and 
green layer the vectors for the other phase. This approach is further discussed in the 
Chapter 5 of this thesis. 
Prior to using fluorescent droplets in PIV experiments it was attempted to 
quantitatively correlate the fluorescence intensity from airborne micron-sized 
fluorescent droplets (0.5 to 5 pm) with their diameter. However, because of technical 
difficulties this  provided limited success. This work is summarised in Appendix I. 
4.3. Use of Emulsions for Fluorescent Tracer Optimisation 
In LIF-PIV multiphase experiments, tracer particles consist of dye-doped liquid 
droplets generated by an atomiser. It is generally accepted 70  that for proper flow 
following, tracer particlç size needs to be below 5 p.m in order to minimise tracer slip 
and settling. This size requirement renders the detection of the fluorescent tracers 
difficult by the imaging system and therefore the recourse to the use of high dye 
concentrations. However, the use of high concentrations can result in concentration-
related quenching effects 71 , thus leading to a decrease in the fluorescence signal as 
the concentration is increased beyond some optimum value. 
In the literature, no explicit work has been reported on the investigation of 
concentration quenching effects in highly concentrated fluorescent tracers for phase 
tagging. It is not possible to investigate concentration quenching effects at high dye 
concentration by conventional spectrofluorometertry of bulk dye solution because of 
to the inner filter effect 72 and self-absorption 72  (see Chapter 2). Therefore a novel 
approach has been developed, as described in Chapter 4 of this thesis. This approach 
consists of mimicking tracer droplets by forming an emulsion system in which the 
micron-sized doped droplets are dispersed within a non-fluorescent and non-miscible 
continuous phase. In this manner, quantitative spectroscopic measurements can be 
made on the emulsion droplets in a stable and controlled laboratory environment. 
This methodology has enabled the development of optimized fluorescent tracers. 
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4.4. Flare Removal in Gas Phase PIV 
One of the major problems in practical Ply experimental systems has been unwanted 
'flare' in the recorded images. Flare is caused when the light used to illuminate the 
tracers also impinges on surfaces within the experimental setup. The light that is 
scattered from a solid surface is much more intense than that scattered from the 
tracer particles, giving saturation in the recorded images near these regions and 
therefore particle images and flow vectors are lost 38 . This is particularly problematic 
in a number of industrially important applications, for example, in turbomachinery 73 
, studies of flow and spray dynamics in automotive engine cylinders 76 and in 
chemical engineering reactors 77 ' 78 . 
Various approaches have been explored to reduce the effects of flare. Surface 
preparations with matt black finish have been carried out and have shown to be 
beneficial for a short period 79  or more recently, surface coating with a paint 
containing optical absorbers have been reported for flare removal 80. However, with 
pulsed laser illumination the surface layer can rapidly become ablated, which 
requires the use of paint formulations capable of withstanding high energy pulses and 
be chemically inert with respect to the seeding substance. 
An alternative approach will be discussed in Chapter 6 of this thesis. It involves the 
use of optimised fluorescent tracers which emit light at wavelengths longer than that 
of the illumination laser. If sufficient chromatic separation exists between the 
excitation and emission wavelengths, filters can be used to prevent the intense light 
scattered (flare) from any solid surfaces from being imaged. 
CHAPTER 1 
5. MICRO-Ply USING NOVEL FLUORESCENT DROPLET 
EMULSIONS 
Microfluidic devices have seen rapid development in a wide range of applications 
such as drugs and materials screening and delivery, lab-on-a-chip integrated 
diagnostic medical tools and inkjet printing heads. Their adoption and scaling up to 
industrial products, however, demands robust diagnostic tools to measure the flow 
performance and the reliability of microfluidic devices. 
Micro-Particle Imaging Velocimetry (Micro-PIV) constitutes a powerful tool to 
characterise diverse flow behaviour in microfluidic devices. The principle of this 
method stems from macro-PIV and has gained widespread acceptance since its 
application by Santiago et al.81 In that work, tracer images were obtained from the 
light scattering of monodisperse micro-sized solid polystyrene particles. The low 
scattered light level from the particles meant that the exposure times were long 
which limited the system to low velocity flow. 
In order to increase the contrast and facilitate image treatment, polystyrene or latex 
particles coated with a fluorescent dye are generally used 82 . An alternative solution 
to enhance the contrast is to use polymeric particles having the fluorophore dissolved 
in the bulk 83 . From a practical point of view, the large volume fraction of particles in 
the carrying fluid often leads to clogging of channels and particles tend to adsorb 
onto the surfaces, where they cannot be removed easily. To reduce uncertainties, 
such as motion parallax, the particles should have a density close to the carrying 
fluid to avoid buoyancy effects, as these appear to be important at low flow rates. 
To overcome these problems, a novel approach will be discussed in the Chapter 7 of 
this thesis in which an emulsion of fluorescent droplets has been developed as a 
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1. ABSORPTION AND FLUORESCENCE 
When a molecule is excited via light absorption, the consequent relaxation process 
when it emits light is known as photoluminescence. There are different pathways for 
a molecule to de-excite and fluorescence is one particular case. 
1.1. Light Absorption 
1.1.1. Generalities 
Prior to the absorption, the large majority of molecules in the electronic ground state 
lie in the vibrational level m=0 known as the zero-point vibrational level. 
When a molecule absorbs light, several vibronic transitions can occur between the 
ground state and the excited state, the lowest energy vibronic transition, the 0-0 
transition, corresponds to the transition between the zero-point levels of the ground 
and excited states. 
For most organic molecules, the ground electronic state consists of a closed shell 
with all bonding orbitals doubly occupied. In such situation, the spin multiplicity 
equals to 1 (M=2S + 1) and the ground state is described as a singlet state (So). When 
an electronic transition occurs, the resultant excited electronic states are called 
singlet Si, S2, S3.. .if the promotion of the electron leads to a conservation of the 
quantum spin number with S0. On the other hand, if the transition results in the 
electron spins being parallel so that the multiplicity is 3, these exited states are 
described as triplet states T 1 , T2, T3 ... 
In the triplet state, as the Pauli's exclusion principle forbids two electrons with 
parallel spin of occupying the same orbital overlap zone, the electrons are further 
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apart than in the singlet state and are subjected to lesser repulsive interactions. Thus, 
the triplet state lies lower in energy than the singlet state. 
1.1.2. Transition probability and absorption coefficient 
The lowest transition in energy involves a transition between the singlet ground state 
and the first triplet excited state. However, this transition is forbidden and therefore it 
is rather transitions between So and Sn states which are generally observed. 
1.1.2.1. Selection rules for a transition 
A transition between two states is likely to occur only if a dipole moment is created 
as results of the interaction of light with the molecule'. The resulting transition 
dipole moment is a purely quantum mechanical quantity that describes the transient 
electric dipole resulting from the shift of charge during a transition 2 . This fact can be 
quantified in terms of transition probability which is proportional to the square of the 
scalar product of the transition dipole moment and the cosine of the angle between 
the vectors of the dipole moment and the light polarisation direction. Therefore, the 
probability of transition is maximum (transition allowed) if the two vectors are 
parallels and nil if they are perpendicular (transition forbidden) 3 . 
Several factors can contribute to the vanishing of the transition dipole moment and 
their effect can be summarised in a set of rules known as selection rules for a 
transition. These rules are not strict if appropriate perturbations (spin-orbit coupling, 
molecular vibrations) are introduced and can be summarised in two main selection 
rules: 
o Spin-forbidden transitions: Transitions between states of different 
multiplicity such as singlet-triplet are forbidden. However, this rule can be 
relaxed through spin-orbit coupling which could result in ISC. The 
probability of observing ISC is increased by the presence of heavy atoms as 
the extent of spin-orbit coupling increases with the atomic number. 
• Symmetry-forbidden transitions: Transitions between states of the same 
symmetry are forbidden. This rule can be relaxed through molecular 
vibrations which induce a departure from the molecule's perfect symmetry 
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(vibronic coupling) such as in the case of benzene which displays long-
wavelength absorption bands. 
1.1.2.2. Absorption coefficient 
The absorption coefficient is a molecular property that is independent of the 
concentration of the absorbing species and the optical path length. Experimentally, 
when a monochromatic beam of light (of intensity I and cross-section S) traverses a 
dl 
sample of thickness dl containing dN molecules, the portion of light - - i-- getting 
absorbed is equivalent to the probability of capturing a photon: 
dl adN 
=NaCdl 	 (2.1) 
I 	S 	
a 
where dN=NaCSd1 	 (2.2) 
where C, a and N a  are the sample concentration, the molecular cross-section and the 
Avogadro '5 number, respectively. 
As the initial beam intensity (l o) decreases exponentially as it progress through the 
light path, the sample absorbance, A, follows the Beer-Lambert law: 
A= log - 	 (2.3) 
Following the integration of Eq. 2. 1, the absorbance is re-expressed as: 
NaCI 	
(2.4) A=log— 
I = a 
I 	2.303 
where the quantity 
Nag 
 can be defined as the molar absorbance coefficient 
2.303 
which lead to the well-known Beer-Lambert law for the absorbance: 
A=ECI 	 (2.5) 
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1.1.3. Franck-Condon principle 
The Franck-Condon principle  states: electronic transitions are so fast in comparison 
to the nuclear motion that immediately after the transition, the nuclei have nearly the 
same relative position and momentum as they did before the transition 2 . Such a 
transition is represented on potential energy diagram (Figure 2.1. a & c), by a vertical 
transition. 
The relative intensities of the vibronic transitions is determined by the Franck- 
Condon factor which is the square of the vibronic overlap integral J,mi<xx>i 2 . 
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Figure 2.1: a, C) Schematic representation of the potential energy curve as a function of nuclear 
separation r. The vibronic wave functions (x) are represented as Morse functions. b,d) 
Depiction of the absorption spectrum. The vertical lines represent the observed absorption 




Considering the situation where the equilibrium nuclear separation is the same in 
both the ground and the excited states (r gr=rex, Figure 2.1-a), the most intense 
transition will correspond to the 0-0 transition ((XT ex 
	
= max). On the other 
hand, if the equilibrium nuclear separation of the excited state differs from that of the 
ground state to a higher vibronic transition. For example, in Figure 2.1.c where r ex  
r, the 0-2 transition is most intense. Consequently, the shape of the absorption 
spectrum and the intensities of the vibronic band reflect the relative position of 
potential energy curves and the corresponding Franck-Condon overlap integrals 
(Figure 2.1.b & d). 
1.2. Fluorescence 
1.2.1. Fluorescence characteristics 
The energy received from light absorption is dissipated by radiative and non-
radiative transitions. For polyatomic molecules, luminescence 
(fluorescence/phosphorescence) are mainly observed from the S 1 /T 1 excited states, 
because of the high rate of non-radiative deactivation processes (internal conversion 
and vibrational relaxation) of the upper excited states (n>1). This observation is 
known as Kasha's rule. 
1.2.1.1. Radiative and non-radiative deactivation of excited states 
The Jablonski diagram (Figure 2.2) is a convenient way to illustrate the possible 
unimolecular processes for deactivation of the excited states of a molecule. 
Internal conversion (IC) describes the non-radiative transition between two 
isoenergetic vibrational level of two electronic states possessing the same spin 
multiplicity (e.g. Sn to Si and T n  to T i ) and is followed by vibrational relaxation 
towards the lowest vibrational level of the final electronic state. The S , to So internal 
conversion can compete with the S1 to S0 transition (fluorescence) but it is less 
efficient than S2 to Si  conversion because of the larger energy gap between S1 and So. 
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Figure 2.2: Jablonski diagram. The thick horizontal lines depict the electronic states and the 
thin line the vibrational levels. Radiative transitions are represented by straight arrows. 
(abs.=absorbance, fluor. =fluorescence, phos.=phosphorescence). Non-radiative processes by 
wavy arrows (VR=vibrational relaxation, IC=internal conversion, ISC= intersystem crossing). 
Fluorescence is a radiative relaxation process, which involves the emission of a 
photon as a consequence of the S 1 to So transition and its lifetime is in the order of 
10.1010 s. Vibrational relaxation to the thermally equilibrated S1 state is fast 
(typically 10.12  s); hence, the fluorescence emission is from the lowest vibrational 
levels of S to higher vibrational levels of So. The latter in turn relax vibrationally to 
the ground state thermal population of vibrational levels. Consequently, three general 
effects are observed: 
- The emission spectrum is a mirror image of the absorption spectrum if the 
vibrational level is similar in the S and S2 states. 
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- The emission spectrum lies at longer wavelengths than the absorption spectrum 
because of the energy loss from vibrational relaxation in the upper excited state 
(Stokes shift). 
- Fluorescence emission spectra and quantum yield are independent of the 
excitation wavelength, since excitation to higher vibronic levels is followed by 
rapid relaxation to the lowest vibrational level of S (Vavilov's rule). 
Intersystem Crossing (ISC) is a non-radiative spin-forbidden transition between 
vibrational levels belonging to electronic states of different multiplicity (e.g. Sn to 
TO and as a result of spin-orbit coupling. 1SC has a lifetime of typically 10 40-10s. 
Typically, ISC from S1 can involve transitions to higher vibrational level ofT 1 or to 
an upper state T n  state followed by rapid T—*T 1 internal conversion. Vibrational 
relaxation will bring the system to T 1 thermal equilibrium level where the molecule 
will undergo either phosphorescence or vibrational relaxation to S0. The T 1 to So 
radiative transition is spin-forbidden and thus its radiative rate is low. For instance, 
in solution and at room temperature, molecular collisions will result in non-radiative 
transition to S0 (right hand process in Figure 2.2), whereas at low temperature or in 
solids, the triplet state lifetime is long enough to allow phosphorescence (typically 
10-6 —is). Because ofT 1 lies below of Si,  the phosphorescence spectrum is situated at 
longer wavelength than fluorescence. 
The ISC rate constant depends on both the singlet—triplet energy gap and the spin-
orbit coupling between these states. 
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1.2.1.2. Rate constant, lifetime and quantum yield 
The rate of the radiative and non-radiative processes can be expressed in terms of 
their rate constant as defined in Figure 2.3. 
Figure 2.3: Representation of processes and respective rate constants leading to activation and 
deactivation of the S and T 1 states. Radiative transitions are represented with straight arrows 
(orange: absorption, blue fluorescence, green phosphorescence). Wavy arrows represent non-
radiative processes. 
The quantum yield of fluorescence is the rate of emission to the rate of absorption of 
radiation. Therefore, the fluorescence quantum yield corresponds to the fraction of 
molecules decaying radioactively, which can be expressed as follows 3 : 
kR[SlJ 	kR 
1 	 - 
kR+kIc+kIsc 
(2.6) 
In the absence of intermolecular quenching and photochemical reactions, the sum of 
quantum yields for the deactivation processes originating from the S1 state will be 
equal unity, OF +(DISC+ 	= 1. 
The lifetime of the excited state S i which corresponds to the measured fluorescence 




T F = 
kR+ k 1 + kisc 
	 (2.7) 
The radiative lifetime, 'rR, of the S, state is the fluorescence emission lifetime in the 
I 
absence of non-radiative process so that TR = 	. Therefore, the fluorescence 
kR 
quantum yield can be expresses as the ratio of the measured to the radiative lifetimes: 
(2.8) 
VR 
1.2.2. Fluorescence quenching 
In addition to the unimolecular processes such as internal conversion and intersystem 
crossing deactivating the excited molecule, a wide range of intermolecular 
photophysical processes can contribute to a decrease of the fluorescence quantum 
yield. These processes are generally called fluorescence quenching processes and 
frequently involve fast electron, proton or energy transfer. 
It is beyond the scope of this thesis to further describe the characteristics of 
fluorescence quenching processes. However, fluorescence quenching by excimer 
formation will be given specific mention here, since it is relevant to the quenching of 
the fluorescence by fluorophore concentration (see Chapter 4). 
In some cases, it is observed that an increase in the concentration of a fluorophore 
results in a decrease in the fluorescence quantum yield. This effect is termed self-
quenching or concentration quenching and results from the collisional formation of 
an excited dimer complex known as an excimer, as follow: 
'At + ' A - '(AA) * 	 (2.9) 
Excimer formation is favoured by an enhanced stabilisation interactions between the 
ground and excited monomers and 'A t relative to a 'A monomer pair as shown by 
the potential energy diagram Figure 2.4. Therefore, the excimer fluorescence 
spectrum generally consists of a broad and structureless peak lying at longer 
wavelengths than the monomer emission -'. 
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Figure 2.4: Schematic representation of excimer and monomer: Top: potential surfaces. 
Bottom: absorption and fluorescence emission (Adapted from reference 2). 
1.2.3. Solvent effect 
As mentioned in section 1.2.1.1, vibrational relaxation results in a Stokes shift 
between the absorption and emission spectra. However, interactions with the solvent 
can results in a much increased Stoke shift. This effect is particularly marked if the 
fluorophore has a larger dipole moment (.t) in the excited state (S1) than in the 
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Figure 2.5. A) Sketch of solvent effect on the energy of the excited state and on increasing Stokes 
shift. B) Representation of a typical Lippert plot for a fluorophore in solvents with increasing 
polarity (From reference 5). 
The timescale of solvent relaxation time is shorter (typically 1012  s) relative to 
fluorescence lifetime 
( 
10 s), hence when a molecule is excited to the S, level, the 
solvent dipole moments have time to redistribute and reorient around gF. The net 
result is the stabilisation of the S 1 state by lowering its energy prior to the emission 
(Figure 2.5 (A)). Therefore, the extended Stokes shift is characteristic of the 
fluorophore' s solvent environment. 
The Lippert equation (Eq. 2.10) provides a general quantitative and qualitative 
description of solvent effect on the fluorophore's spectral properties . 
- - 	PF — ,UG) 
VA VF 
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c—i 	n 2 -1 
where Etf = 	- and a the cavity radius in which the fluorophore 
2e+1 2n 2 +1 
resides (typically a z 4 A for an aromatic fluorophore). 
The fluorophore sensitivity to solvents can then be estimated by plotting the Stokes 
shift values (VA - VF) against solvent's 4f (Lippert  plot, Figure 2.5 (B)). 
1.3. Steady-state Spectrofluorometry 
1.3.1. The spectrofluorometer 
Conventional spectrofluorometers (Figure 2.6) are commonly equipped with a Xenon 
lamp that offers high intensity, continuous emission from 250 nm to the infrared. An 
excitation monochromator is used to select the excitation wavelength by a diffraction 
grating. The fluorescence signal is collected at right angles to the incident beam and 
detected by an emission photomultiplier via an emission monochromator. The 
monochromators are motorised to allow automatic wavelength scanning and are 
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Figure 2.6: General layout of a conventional spectrofluorometer. 
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To allow compensation for intensity fluctuations and the spectral profile of the lamp, 
the spectrofluorometer may include a reference channel whereby a photodiode or 
photomultiplier detector monitors the excitation intensity. 
Optical fibres can be interfaced to the spectrofluorometer to allow the study of 
samples not compatible with the spectrofluorometer sample holder. The use of 
optical fibres requires the use of an adapter (Figure 2.7) consisting of reflectors and 
lenses, which focus the light at the exit/entry of the monochomators. Two optical 
fibres are required for conducting light one for the emission and the other for the 
excitation. 
12T -10  
-T - - 	 I 	 I 	 I 
11 	 9 	 8 7 6 
Figure 2.7: Schematic representation of a typical spectrofluorometer optical fibres adapter: 1-
Excitation fibre. 2- Incoming excitation monochromator light 3- Collimating lens. 4- Excitation 
mirror. 5- Emission mirror 6- Optical fibres adapter. 7- Fluorescence directed to the emission 
monochromator. 8- Optical fibre holder. 9- Emission fibre. 10- Fluorescence from sample. 11-
sample. 12- Excitation light. 
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1.3.2. Steady-state fluorescence 
The steady-state fluorescence intensity, 'F,  per absorbed photon, is the fluorescence 




The intensity of the absorbed light is the difference between the intensities of 
incident light and transmitted light: 'A= Jo - IT with Jo  the intensity of the incident 
photons and IT  expressed using the Beer-Lambert law where E, C, I are the molar 
absorption coefficient, the sample concentration and the sample path length 
respectively 
T 	I 
'T 'O'- '-' (2.12) 
Therefore, the fluorescence intensity can be expressed as a function of the sample 
photophysical properties 
IF = F'A = F'O(1 - 
10_6CL) 	
(2.13) 
If the sample solution is dilute enough so that its absorbance is small (typically 6 
<0.05), a Taylor series expansion for the exponential function can be used where 
e =I—X. 
Thus equation (2.13) for the fluorescence intensity takes the form: 
IF OC IOFL 
	
(2.14) 
A plot of the fluorescence intensity against the concentration should therefore be 
linear for solution with low absorbance. 
1.3.3. The inner-filter effect 
The fluorescence intensity is proportional to the sample concentration, but this 
proportionality is only valid for dilute solutions. 
A right-angle detection geometry sample holder (Figure 2.8) is commonly found in 
conventional spectrometers. When the concentration is too high, most of the incident 
light is absorbed before reaching the central part of the cuvette, which leads to a 
diminution in the detected fluorescence intensity. 
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This is known as the inner filter effect and results in a non-linear dependence of 
detected fluorescence on concentration. 
2 
Figure 2.8: Sketch of inner-filter effect in conventional cuvette in a right-angle detection setup. 
1: Incoming excitation light, 2: Cuvette containing a concentrated fluorophore solution, 3 
Aperture of the emission monochromator detector. 
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2. PARTICLE IMAGE VELOCIMETRY 
Particle image velocimetry (PIV) has seen a tremendous development since the late 
1980s when the principles of PIV theory were proposed. The development of lasers 
and camera technology helped open the way for crucial advances in flow 
visualisation and flow field velocity measurements, which broadened the range of 
PIV applications. 
2.1. Principle of Particle image Velocimetry 
The principle of PIV consists of recording images from a light sheet illuminating 
micron-sized particles "tracers", seeded in the flow. The local flow velocity can be 
determined by measuring the fluid displacement from sequential particle images and 
dividing this by the time interval between the exposures. As the time interval and 
spatial resolution of the imaging system are high, when compared to the time and 
length scale of the flow, instantaneous and accurate velocity maps can be obtained. 
A typical arrangement for a PIV experiment would incorporate a pulsed laser light 
sheet illuminating a cross section of the seeded flow, a CCD camera recording 
particle images and software for image analysis, as shown in Figure 2.9. Hence, the 
success of PIV experiments depends on the careful choice of laser source, tracers, 
camera and the image processing algorithms. 
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Figure 2.9: Representation of a simple particle image velocimetry experimental setup. 
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2.2. Laser source and laser light sheet generation 
An optimum spatial resolution and field of view is a prerequisite for PIV 
experiments; hence, as a source of illumination, lasers are ideal. As opposed to white 
light, lasers output a bright, monochromatic, coherent and directional beam that can 
be converted into a thin laser light sheet (LLS). 
2.3. PIV Laser 
Because the acquisition of particle images is done by short exposure of the tracers to 
the LLS, pulsed lasers are more suitable than continuous wave (CW) lasers. These 
latter require an additional shutter mechanism to generate the pulsing effect, which 
limits their applicability to slow flow velocities. 
The Nd:YAG (Neodymium:Yttrium Aluminium Garnet) laser is a repetitive pulsed 
laser commonly used in PIV applications. This solid-state laser consists of a rod of 
1% Nd3 doped YAG crystal (Y 3A150 1 2)7 enclosed in a cavity where it is flashlamp-
pumped. This results in lasing at 1064 nm. 
The good optical quality and thermal conductivity of the Nd:YAG crystal 8 , allow the 
use of techniques such as Q-switching to produce short laser pulses with repetition 
rates and power up to 100 Hz and 200 mJ respectively 9 . 
The infrared line at 1064 nm wavelength can be either frequency doubled or 
frequency tripled (or even frequency quadrupled) by a non-linear crystal in order to 
produce radiation at 532 or 355 nm wavelengths, respectively. Non-linear crystals 
operate on the principle of non-linear interaction between light and matter to 
generate harmonics as multiples (n) of the input frequency. Harmonic generation 8,10 
is accompanied by power loss which increases rapidly as higher harmonics are 
produced and since the efficiency is proportional to the power of input laser 
intensity, high input power is generally needed". 
In order to generate powerful pulses and control the time interval between pulses, a 
Q-switch is inserted in the laser cavity' 2 . 
Q-switching is a technique where the quality factor, Q, (energy stored per 
pass/energy dissipated per pass) of the laser cavity is altered. To generate intense 
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pulses, the Q value is first set a low value by, for example, blocking light reflection 
to one of the laser mirrors so that the laser cannot resonate and lasing cannot begin. 
When a certain energy level is reached (saturated gain), the Q value is rapidly raised, 
lasing begins and an intense pulse is then delivered. 
Q-switching is operated using several types of devices 8 ' 11 , the most common of 
which consists of a polariser and a Pockels cell, which is an electro-optic crystal 
whose light transmittivity is altered according to the voltage applied 8 . 
Typical properties and specifications of modern Nd: YAG PIV laser are summarised 
in Table 2.1: 
Repetition rate 10 Hz 
Pulse energy 1064/532/355 nm 650/300/160 mJ 
Beam spatial profile: near field (<lm) 70% 
Beam spatial profile: far field (cxD) 95% 
Delay between two laser p ulses * 0 to 10 ms 
Resolution (pulse duration) 4-6 ns 
Table 2.1: Specifications of Nd:YAG laser (Continuum surelite 11-10), reproduced from 
reference 13. 
2.3.1. Laser light sheet generation 
Tracer particles in the flow are illuminated using a laser light sheet generated by 
passing the laser output beam through a set of cylindrical and/or spherical lenses 
lenses. Depending of the application, laser light sheets with different shapes can be 
produced using a combination of different types of lenses as shown in Figure 2.10. 
Generally, one cylindrical lens (c, f) is sufficient for generating the LLS and control 
of the height is done via the focal length of a second lens (b, e). Also, in order to 
avoid focal lines' 2 , a diverging lens (a,d) is used in front the incident laser beam. 
The LLS properties such as thickness, beam waist and intensity profile can be 
predicted using Gaussian optics laws, but the calculations are generally based on 
assumptions that can lead to imprecision ' 2" 4 . Therefore, the LLS thickness and beam 
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profile are generally measured experimentally using a detector such as a 
monochrome camera fitted with an appropriate density filter. 
a 	 b 	 c 	 Thickness 
XG Q Light sheet 
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d e 	 f 
Figure 2.10: Side view of laser light sheet optics with examples of lens focal lengths. Top- Two 
spherical lenses (a, b) and one cylindrical lens (c). Bottom—Three cylindrical lenses (d,e,f) 
(Adapted from reference 12). 
2.4. Tracer Particles 
To be prefect flow tracers, seeding particles should be homogenously distributed in 
the flow and be small enough to reflect the motion of the fluid; but since the ability 
of a particle to scatter light decreases with its diameter, there is compromise between 
the intensity of the light scattered from the particle and the response to flow 
fluctuations. 
2.4.1. Tracers in a Flow 
As PIV relies on measuring the velocity of particles seeded in the flow rather than 
the flow itself, it is important that the tracer follows the flow characteristics with a 
minimum of velocity lag, due to drag and gravity effects. The response of the tracers 
to the fluid accelerations can be assessed through the particle frequency responsef, 
which is a convenient way to assess the particle's ability to establish velocity 







where p, d and p1, are the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, the particle diameter and 
density respectively. 
A water droplet in air (Pair = 1.82 10 kg.m'.s' at 293 K and p,, = 1000 kg.m 3 ) with 
a diameter of 5 .tm will give a frequency response of J,; = 15 kHz, which is low 
considering that typical 15  flow turbulence frequencies are in the range of 1 - 10 3 
kHz. On the other hand, a I .tm droplet will pieseni better flow tracking behaviour 
withf = 300 kHz. 
2.4.2. Light scattering from particles 
The treatment of light scattering from particles with a diameter larger than the 
wavelength of the incident light, is best described within the framework of Mie 
theory. The theory provides a rigorous solution of Maxwell's equations for a light 
field generated by a plane monochromatic wave propagating in a homogeneous 
medium and impinging on a spherical, isolated, homogeneous particle 14 . In the Mie 
regime, the scattering of light by a particle suspended in a given medium can be 
characterised in term of its size parameter, q = 1rn meddp/?, where flmed  and X 
correspond to the medium refractive index and the incident wavelength respectively. 
Detailed derivations of Mie scattering equations can be found in the relevant 
literature. 
Light scattering intensity is proportional to the square of particle diameter 17 , 
oc q' ° d, and also strongly varies with the observation angle (Figure 2.11). 
The latter must be taken into account in PIV experiments since measurements are 
mainly made perpendicular to the light sheet where the scattering intensity is a factor 
of 100 lower than the forward scattering. 
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Figure 2.11: Light (),= 532 nm) scattering by an oil particle (n= 1.46) in air. Left— polar plot of 
the logarithm intensity against the scattering angle for a I p.m oil particle. Right— logarithm 
relative intensity against particle diameter for a 900  observation angle. 
In Ply tracer images, the intensity of each pixel contains the Mie scattering intensity 
contributions from a number of particles. The scattering intensity signal corresponds 
to: 
in 
SM =C M d 	 (2.16) 
M M '2 where -M 	 (2.17) mr 
and m is the total number of particles contributing to a given pixel and K m an 
experimental constant. dk , IM, X, V and r are the diameter of droplet k, the incident 
laser intensity and wavelength, the detection volume V and the LLS—CCD camera 
distance, respectively. Therefore: 
KIvA02 m 
M 	 2 	2.k mr 
2.4.3. Fluorescence from tracer droplets 
Fluorescence intensity from tracer droplets containing a fluorophore can be 
calculated using geometric optics and the Beer-Lambert law. When an incident light 
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ray reaches the curved surface of a droplet it is refracted inside it until reaching a 
point on the internal surface where it is then reflected towards another point on that 
surface (Figure 2.12). The process is then repeated and the incident ray intensity is 
attenuated by the successive reflections/refractions. 
77,%2.R. jMxv*WenC* j 
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Figure 2.12: Schematic representation of the path of a ray inside a droplet. 
Therefore, the fluorescence intensity If emitted by a tracer droplet, consists of the 
sum of the of the fluorescence intensities i i(p), resulting from the light absorption 
along the different light paths (L(9) with p  =1,2,3...) and over all the incidence 
angles O ( n=1,2,3 
= 10 (D(I - e '"8 ) 	 (2.19) 
A more in depth discussion on the application of geometric optics and calculation of 
the integrated fluorescence intensity for a droplet larger that the incident light 
wavelength can be found in reference 42. 
For sufficiently low fluorophore concentrations, the fluorescence intensity emitted by 
a droplet is proportional to its volume and, at the pixel level, the fluorescence signal 
captured by the CCD camera can be expressed as 43 : 
KFIOV 
SF = 	2 	N 	 (2.20) r 
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where the number density of fluorescence species N = - it 0 	C and KF is an 
3 m 
experimental constant. This leads to: 
SF = KFIoVcICd3 	 (2.21) 
mr 
2.4.4. Generation of tracers 
When gas flows are studied, seed particles are either liquid droplets or solid particles. 
Although, the choice of the particle type will generally depend on the specific PIV 
application, droplet generators are often preferred over particle generators because of 
the ability to produce steadier seeding rate, the availability of a wide range of 
atomisation fluids with known physical properties 16 and the ability to incorporate a 
fluorophore for laser induce fluorescence-PIV (LIF-PIV) applications such as 
multiphase PIV and flare removal. Droplet generators should, however, produce 
droplets with nearly monodisperse size distributions in order to avoid image bias 
towards the larger droplets that may not be following the flow 18 . 
Air nebulisers also known as air-assist atomisers can produce monodisperse droplet 
distributions in the 1-5 urn range in diameter. Air nebulisers come in different 
designs but they are generally based on the same principle as illustrated in Figure 
2.13. The fluid contained in the nebuliser reservoir is drawn upstream by the 
depression created by the air jet and form a thin liquid film which is then atomised 
by the vertical air jet. The function of the impactor is to remove the largest droplets 
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Figure 2.13: Schematic representation of an air nebuliser (Adapted from reference 19). 
For air nebulisers presenting a configuration where the liquid film is impinging 
perpendicular to the air jet, the mean diameter of the atomised droplets depends 
mainly on the nebuliser geometry 19 '20 . 
2.5. Data and Image Processing 
In PIV, the particle density in the flow is too high to allow the particles be tracked 
individually and thus statistical methods are employed to extract velocity 
measurements. The general approach consists of dividing an image into a grid of 
small areas called interrogation spots, which can then be analysed by either of two 
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) based methods, auto-correlation and cross-correlation 
analysis2 1-23 
In auto-correlation, two exposures from two laser pulses of seed particles are 
captured on a single frame as shown in Figure 2.14— left scheme. The resulting auto-
correlation field consists of a large central peak and two smaller peaks symmetrical 
to it. The large peak (S) represents the perfect correlation of an image superimposed 
upon itself. The two other peaks (S. S) correspond to the mean displacement within 
the interrogation area. There are two peaks because of the directional ambiguity in 
the image: it is not possible to determine which particle images were recorded in the 
first exposure. The ambiguity can be lifted by using image-shifting techniques 24 , but 
W. 
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this adds to the experimental difficulties. The auto-correlation method also suffers 
from poor resolution for small displacements since the two peaks tend to overlap 
with the large peak. These are the two main reasons why cross-correlation analysis is 
preferred in PIV. 
One frame containing - - 
two SuCseseVe 
WSW pulses 	 :. 	 - - Interogation spots - - ---.--..± 	.... 
- - - - First frame containing 
the 11191 pulse 
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Figure 2.14: Schematic representation of velocity vector generation by single frame/double 
exposure and double frame/single exposure for auto-correlation and cross-correlation NV 
respectively (correlation fields adapted from reference 25 ). 
Cross-correlation analysis is based on the capture of two images on two separate 
frames, as shown in Figure 2.14 - right scheme. It consists of correlating the same 
interrogation spots between the two frames. In this way, because pulse order/image is 
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known, the cross-correlation field yields a single large peak and the directional 
ambiguity is lifted. The raw data obtained from cross-correlation need to be 
processed (validated) before the statistical velocity vectors can be extracted and a 
range of validation techniques are employed such as correlation peak-height and 
moving-average validation 23 ' 26' 27 . 
Several parameters affect the spatial /temporal resolution, dynamic range and the 
signal to noise ratio of the cross-correlation analysis. Although the list is too 
extensive to be presented here, three main parameters can be highlighted: 
• Seed density. 
In order to achieve a high probability of valid measurement, each interrogation spot 
needs to contain a minimum number of seed particles, defined as the seed density, 
for which a value of 7-10 produces a near 100% probability of making valid 
correlations 23 . 
• Laser pulse separation. 
In cross-correlation Ply the laser pulse/image recording sequence is synchronised 
with respect to the pulse separation (At). The dynamic range of the measurement 
increases with At but the probability of finding the same group of particles in the 
same interrogation spot decreases and therefore so does the signal-to-noise ratio 
(SNR). 
• The interrogation spot size. 
The spatial resolution of PIV measurements increases with decreasing interrogation 
spot size. Accordingly, the seed density will decrease and likewise the probability of 
valid correlations. 
2.6. Image Recorder and Optical System 
2.6.1. Cross-correlation PIV camera 
For cross-correlation PD! analysis, cross-correlation CCD cameras are the preferred 
method of sampling data. The cross-correlation cameras use high-performance 
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progressive-scan interline CCD chips. Such chips include m x n light sensitive cells 
and an equal number of storage cells as shown in Figure 2.15. 
Figure 2.15: Schematic illustration of light-sensitive pixels and storage cell layout of a cross-
correlation PlY camera (Adapted from reference 28). 
As noted in the previous section, the camera is synchronised with the first laser pulse 
which exposes the seed particles to the LLS, this produce the first frame. 
Immediately after, the frame is transferred from the camera's light-sensitive cells to 
the storage cells (buffer). The same process is applied for the following pulse(s). 
Once the storage cells contain the frames from the first and the second pulses 
showing the initial and final position of seed particles, these are transferred 
sequentially to the camera outputs for acquisition and cross-correlation processing. 
2.6.2. Recording optics 
The CCD camera, as the recording medium for particle images, is used in 
conjunction with an optical system for image formation which consists generally of a 
set of lens. The optical system parameters such as the magnification, M, focal length, 
f and aperture, D, affect the dynamic range of a given Ply experiment and 




2.6.2.1. Particle image size 
The diameter of tracer particle/droplet is generally in the order of a couple of 
micrometers, therefore the effective particle image diameter in the image plane is 
generally governed by the combination of geometric and diffraction effects. 
Geometric effects imply that the particle image diameter is Md v, where d is the 
particle diameter in the object plane. But, since the lens is diffraction limited and its 
point response function is given by an Airy function whose diffraction-limited spot 
size d = 2.44(1+ M)fA with f = 	the lens f-number. Therefore, the 
D 
effective particle image diameter in the image plane is: 
de =M2d +d 	 (2.22) 
For particle/droplet tracers whose diameters such that Md << d , de = d, which 
means that the particle imaging is then governed by diffraction effects and the 
particle image size is independent of the actual particle diameter. 
2.6.2.2. Depth of field 
The DOF is the thickness of the region in the object plane where all the particles are 
in focus. The DOF (Eq. 2.23) needs to be larger than the laser light sheet thickness in 
order to avoid imaging out-of-focus particles, and can be made thicker by increasing 
the r at the expense of the image resolution. 
DOF = 4(1+ 
1)2 









An emulsion can be defined as at least two immiscible phases, one of which is 
dispersed in the form of droplets in the other, and can be considered as metastable 
colloidal systems. As such, emulsions display characteristics of Brownian motion, 
reversible phase transitions and irreversible transitions leading to complete phase 
separation. Emulsion destruction is thermodynamically and kinetically favourable 
and can be hindered by increasing the kinetic barrier via the addition of surface-
active species such as surfactants or solid particles. The main role of such surface-
active species, which are also known as emulsifiers, is to adsorb at the interface and 
reduce the interfacial tension between the phases (surfactants) and to form a barrier 
between the dispersed phase so that drop coalescence does not occur. 
Depending on which phase is the dispersed phase, there are two types of simple 
emulsions, oil-in-water (01W) and water-in-oil (0/W). The emulsion type is 
generally controlled by the type of the emulsifier, lipophilic or hydrophilic, which 
can also control the dispersed phase drop size. 
Emulsions can be classified into two main categories, (macro)emulsions, which are 
thermodynamically metastable systems with a drop size ranging from 50 nm to 50 
tm, and microemulsions, which are thermodynamically stable and have a 
characteristic drop size between 5-50 nm. 
In the context of this thesis, only the general aspects of W/0 and 01W emulsions 
stabilised by solid nanoparticles will be discussed. 
3.1. Emulsion instability processes 
The stability of an oil-in-water emulsion can be affected by several breakdown 
mechanisms that can be divided into five major categories 29 , flocculation, 
coalescence, creaming/sedimentation, Ostwald ripening and breaking. Figure 2.17 
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Figure 2.17: Sketch of emulsion instability processes (Adapted from reference 29). 
Flocculation & Coalescence. Emulsion flocculation occurs when there is a net 
attractive force between droplets that is able to overcome the Brownian motion, 
resulting in either the formation of discrete aggregates called flocs or the formation 
of structures with expanded networks (or both). During flocculation, the droplets 
keep their characteristics (size, distribution...) and, generally, the attractive forces are 
weak enough to allow an easy reversibility to the original emulsion. 
Coalescence, on the other hand, involves droplets coming into close contact then 
irreversibly fusing to create new larger ones. The rate of coalescence is dependent on 
droplet collision rate and surface properties. This process results in a change in the 
initial droplet size distribution and the limiting stage is the complete separation of the 
emulsion into the two immiscible bulk phases. 
Creaming/sedimentation, Ostwald ripening & Breaking. Contrary to coalescence 
and flocculation, these two processes do not involve the droplets coming into 
contact. Creaming occurs when there is a density difference between the two phases, 
which by the effect of gravity will separate them. During this process, the less dense 
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phase will "float" at the top of the vessel (creaming) while the denser phase tends to 
sink at the bottom (sedimentation). 
Ostwald ripening refers to an isothermal diffusion (distillation) process, which has as 
a driving force the decrease of the droplet's interfacial area and where smaller 
droplets are transported through the continuous phase to be re-condensed into larger 
ones30 . 
Breaking constitutes the final stage of an emulsion break-up and involves one or 
more of the processes described above. Since emulsion instability factors influence 
one another, breaking can occur within minutes or years. 
3.2. The Stability of Pickering Emulsions 
It has been known for a long time that finely divided particles such as silica can act 
as stabilising agents for emulsions. These emulsions are often referred to as 
Pickering emulsions after the early work of Spencer Pickering who observed that 
particles acted as emulsifiers for 01W emulsions if they were more wetted by water 
than oil, by residing at the interface 31 . 
During the emulsification process, an increase of the interfacial area (AA) occurs, 
due to the formation of dispersed droplets, and it is accompanied by an increase of 
the interfacial free energy AG 1 = )AA. Therefore, in the absence of surface-active 
agents, the system tends towards the emulsion destruction. Whereas the role of 
surfactants in stabilising emulsions is to decrease the surface tension (y) so that the 
interface free energy is small, this is not the case for solid particles which have no 
impact on the surface tension 32 '33 . Stabilisation in this case, is achieved by reducing 
the interface area of the drop that is exposed to the continuous phase, since the 
particles are irreversibly adsorbed at the oil/water interface. The energy of adsorption 
with which a particle is held at the oil-water interface is function of the particle-
interface contact angle (0) (a quantitative measure of wettability of the particles by 
either phase) which is < 90° for hydrophilic particles and > 90° for hydrophobic 
ones. As the energy of adsorption is smaller than the energy of desorption for all 
contacts angles, except for 0 and 1800,  particle adsorption at the interface is 
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spontaneous and thermodynamically favourable. However, for an emulsion to be 
stable, particles should be wetted by both the water and oil phases, which means that 
they should be neither too hydrophobic nor too hydrophilic (i.e. the contact angle is 
not too far from 900).  In this way, stable W/0 (01W) emulsions can prepared as the 
hydrophobic (hydrophilic) particles penetrate the water (oil) drops and curve its layer 
in order to expose the largest fraction of the particle surfaces to the oil (water) 
phase33 . 
Although, the exact mechanism for emulsion stabilisation by solid particles is still an 
ongoing debate32, two general mechanisms have been proposed 34 . 
The particles adsorb irreversibly at the oil/water interface and form either a dense 
monolayer or multilayer film around the droplets. The resulting steric hindrance 
prevents drops coalescence. Additional stabilisation is provided by particle/particle 
interactions that create a three-dimensional particle's network extending in the 
continuous phase and keeping the dispersed drops apart. 
Emulsion stability, structure and formation are also influenced by other factors such 
as particle concentration, pH, system electrolyte, emulsification time and the liquids 
phase volume fractions. However, these factors can be very specific to a given 
emulsion system33 ' 3537 , therefore only some generalisations will be presented here: 
Effect of particle concentration on droplets size. For many solid stabilised 
emulsions, dispersed phase droplets size decreases as the concentration of solid 
particle increases in order to allow more particles to be adsorbed at the interface 34 . 
However, if the concentration is further increased until a limiting drop size is 
reached, then the particles are no longer adsorbed and rest in the continuous phase. 
Subsequently, a 3-D network of particles may form and provide extra emulsion 
stability32 . One of the advantages in increasing particle concentration is an 
improvement in emulsion stability against creaming, since smaller droplets will have 
less tendency to "float" to the surface, but this is generally accompanied by an 
increase in emulsion viscosity which can be unsuitable for some applications 34 . 
Effect of particle type, pH and electrolyte. There are two main types of silica 
particles, precipitated silica particles that are prepared by alkaline hydrolysis of 
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sodium silicate solutions 38 and pyrogenic or fumed silica such as Aerosil 200 (300 
and R972). 
In aqueous dispersions, it has been shown that emulsion stability can be improved 
when the particles are weakly flocculated prior to emulsification 39 . Flocculation can 
be controlled by the addition of salt and/or by adjusting the pH, which decreases the 
particle's surface potential and electric charge respectively. For some silica particles, 
the silanol (Si-OH) groups present on the surface can be ionised at the appropriate 
pH and their surface rendered negative, this lead an increase in the repulsive forces 
between the particles that decreases the extent of the flocculation 37 . 
3.3. Emulsification Processes 
There are numerous emulsification tools and techniques that can be used to create 
emulsions. Only the following two techniques are relevant to the present work. 
3.3.1. Emulsification with Rotor-stator processors 
Rotor-stator processors for continuous operation are called colloidal-mills. The 
processor head consists of a smooth or toothed rotor and a stator comprising slits 
(Figure 2.18). The large inertial forces and shearing generated by the motion of the 
rotor create turbulent micro-eddies on the droplet interface which divide large drops 
into smaller ones. The amount of shear by the processor depends on the number of 




Figure 2.18: Representation of the rotor-stator head (Adapted from reference 40). 
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3.3.2. Emulsification with Ultrasonic processors 
The deformation of two immiscible bulk phases can be achieved by applying 
mechanical energy which can be dispensed by a wide range of homogenisation 
techniques. In ultrasonic emulsification, the processor metal tip delivers intense 
ultrasound at a typical frequency of 20 kHz. The exact mechanism of droplet 
disruption is unknown, but it is supposed that the drops oscillate at a natural 
frequency until they burst 29 . It has been suggested that the frequency of the shock 
waves (cavitations) create extensional flows which elongate the droplets to the point 
where they break-up into smaller ones 36. There are correlations between the 
emulsification time, the position of the metal tip in the bulk and the shear rate 
(proportional to the frequency) on one hand and the emulsion completeness and 
droplets size on the other hand; these parameters have been widely investigated and 
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This chapter describes generic experimental methods. Precise experimental details 
including preparative methods are found in the corresponding chapters. 
1. SPECTROSCOPY 
1.1. Steady state Fluorescence measurements 
Steady state fluorescence spectra were recorded using a Floriba Jobin Yvon 
Fluoromax fluorometer, fitted with a 150 W Xenon lamp. 
An emission spectrum is measured by selecting the relevant excitation wavelength 
Xex at the excitation monochromator. The emission intensity signal is recorded by 
setting the emission monochromator scanning range between X + 15 rim and 2?ex - 
15 nm. An excitation spectrum is measured by selecting the relevant emission 
wavelength Xem at the emission monochromator. Emission intensity signal is 
recorded by setting the excitation monochromator scanning range between X em/2 + 
15 run and A.m- 1511111. 
For bulk solutions measurements, the slit width was set for both monochromators at 
5 nm-wavelength resolution and the integration times were set at 0.1 s per 
wavelength increment. 
Bulk dye solutions were measured in 1 cm path-length disposable PMMA cuvettes. 
Fluorescent dyes powder were fully dissolved in the appropriate solvent and diluted 
so that the final concentration does not exceed a corresponding absorbance of 0.05. 
Fluorescence measurements on emulsion samples were carried out in disposable 
borosilicate glass microcapilary tubes using liquid light-guide optical fibres which 
directed the excitation beam and the fluorescence emission. The emulsion sample 
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was flown through the microcapilary at a fixed flow rate using a KDS250 syringe 
pump (KD Scientific). The microcapilary and the optical fibres were placed in a 
custom build holder (see section 3.2.4). The excitation monochromator slit width was 
set to 9 nm, while the emission monochromator was set to 7 rim. The integration 
times were set to 0.5 s wavelength per increment so that satisfactory smooth spectra 
are recorded. 
The DataMax software (Instruments SA, Inc.) that pilots the fluorometer was used to 
correct the measured signal intensities against wavelength-dependant lamp 
performance. 
1.2. UV-VIS Measurements 
Absorption measurements of dye solutions were carried out in fused silica cuvettes 
with 1 cm path length using a Cary 300 (Varian) double beam spectrometer. The 
fluorophore dye powder was fully dissolved in the appropriate solvent and diluted so 
that the final concentration does not exceed a corresponding absorbance of 0.1. 
2. EMULSION PREPARATION, CHARACTERISATION AND 
IMAGING 
2.1. Emulsions preparation 
The material required for the preparation of dye-doped oil-in water (0/W) and water-
in-oil (W/0) emulsions stabilised by silica nanoparticles are detailed in Chapter 4 
section 2. Depending on the solubility of the fluorophore in a given phase, an 
emulsion type is preferred: 0/W emulsion for a dyes soluble in non-polar solvent and 
W/0 for a dye soluble in polar solvent. The preparative method and emulsification 
process for each emulsion type can be found in Chapter 4 sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. 
2.2. Microscope imaging 
Stock 01W and W/0 emulsions were diluted at 1% vol. in water and oil respectively. 
An aliquot of the diluted emulsion was placed in a Haemocytometer cell 
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(Marienfeld). Micrographs were taken using a TE2000 inverted microscope (Nikon) 
fitted with a high-performance computer-controlled Imager QE CCD camera (La 
Vision). Three Nikon objectives were used for imaging: lox plan apo (NA= 0.45), 
50X Lu Plan (NA=0.80) and 100X plan apo (oil immersion, NA= 1.40). 
A haemocytometer cell is a special microscope slide for cells counting (Figure 3-1). 
It has the advantage, over a conventional microscope slide, of containing a chamber 
with a fixed depth (0.1 mm) in which the sample solution is introduced through a 
small slot between the cover and the cell. This avoids the introduction of air bubbles, 




0.1 mm deep 	Sample introduction slot 
Figure 3.1: Sample introduction in a Haemocytometer cell. 
2.3. Emulsion droplet size distribution 
Stock 01W and W/O emulsions were diluted at 1% vol. in water and oil respectively 
and passed into a laser diffraction particle size analyser (LS 230, Beckman Coulter). 
The volume of sample required for measurements is determined automatically by the 
analyser. 
Prior to the measurements, the sample's background was measured by carefully -so 
that no air bubbles could form- passing the emulsion continuous phase (either water 
or oil) in the analyser. 
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2.4. Flow Cytometry 
Flow cytometry allows simultaneous measurements and analysis of multiple physical 
characteristics of dye-doped particles or tagged cells as they flow in a fluid stream 
through a beam of light. By measuring visible and fluorescent light emission, 
properties such as particle's relative size, relative population, and relative 
fluorescence intensity can be measured. 
A flow cytometer (BD FACS) was used to assess how many size populations of the 
emulsion's doped droplets contribute to the overall fluorescence. The excitation filter 
was set at 380 nm and the fluorescence signal collected at 450 nm. The measured 
samples consisted of stock emulsions diluted at 1% vol. in the corresponding 
continuous phase. 
3. PARTICLE IMAGE VELOCIMETRY 
3.1. Macro-PIV 
3.1.1. Tracer droplets generation 
Seed droplets were generated with a pressure-driven medical nebuliser (Andy Flow, 
Med2000). The nebuliser is equipped with three removable nozzles (A, B and C) 
which control the nebulised droplets size distribution (Figure 3.2). Nozzle C with a 
nominal size distribution of 1-3 gm was used. The reservoir was filled with the 
solution to be nebulised and the seed density was controlled by a pressure-regulated 
flow of nitrogen. 
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Figure 3.2: Representation of the Andy flow nebuliser. 
3.1.2. Lasers 
Ply illumination was provided by two pulsed Nd:YAG lasers (Continuum Surelite 
11-10) (Figure 3.3). The lasers were triggered from an external pulse generator 
(Stanford DG535), running at a frequency of 10 Hz. This allows the Q-switch timing 
of both lasers to be controlled independently, while accurately controlling the pulse 
separation. The laser cavities were either frequency doubled (532 nm) or tripled (355 
nm) by fitting appropriate harmonic generators (Continuum) in the cavity. The 
maximum output energy of the cavities was measured to be approximately 300 mJ at 
532 nm and 110 mJ at 355 nm, in a pulse duration of 6 ns. 
Figure 3.3: Surelight 11-10 layout. 1- Rear mirror. 2- Pockels cell. 3- A.14 plate. 4- Dielectric 
polariser. 5- Oscillator rod. 6- Gaussian output coupler. 7- Frequency doubled harmonic 




3.1.3. Imaging system 
The imaging system was composed of a 105 mm Nikon macro lens mounted on the 
CCD camera using a Nikon to C-mount adaptor. The depth of field and tracer's 
sharpness was controlled with the lens's selectable r dial. 
3.1.4. Recording medium 
Depending on the application (Chapter 5 & 6), particle images were recorded on 
either an imager QE CCD camera (La Vision) with a resolution of 1376 x 1040 
pixels or a HV-F22F 3 CCD-chip colour camera with a resolution of 1280 x 960 
pixels. The Imager QE camera possesses a 12 bit dynamic range chip with a high 
quantum efficiency (> 62%) as well as double exposure function with an interframe 
time of 500 ns to enable PIV measurements of high velocities. Double frame images 
capture was done by triggering the camera with an external pulse generator (Stanford 
DG535). The image recording was done using the Davis Version 7 (La Vision) PIV 
software package. 
The HV-1722F camera is a high precision 3 colour channels (Red, Green and Blue) 
camera with 8 bit dynamic range per channel. For image capture, the camera was 
triggered internally at 7.5 frames per seconds. HV-F22F Viewer software (Hitachi) 
was utilised for image recording. 
3.1.5. Data Processing 
PIV velocity vector field were generated from the captured double frame images 
using the adaptive multi-grid cross correlation algorithm in Davis software. The 
general processing workflow consist of a pre-processing stage for noise subtraction, 
a multi-pass cross-correlation stage where the interrogation window sizes are defined 
and a post-processing stage were the validity of the vector fields are assessed. 
3.2. Micro-PIV 
Micro-PlY measurements were carried out with T- and Y- junction micro-fluidic 
channels chip. The chip was held in a sample holder with the inlets and outlet 
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connected to flexible PVC tubes. The measurement fluid consisted of a dilute 
solution of an emulsion. The emulsion's dispersed phase fluorescent droplets acted 
as micro-PIV tracers. Continuous pumps (Milligat) were used together with their 
valve system to alternate between feed solution (the emulsion solution) and the flush 
solution (wash solution). A Nanoflow sensor was connected to the outlet to monitor 
the throughput of the pumps. The micro-PIV system consisted of a high intensity 
light emitting diode as illumination source, controlled by a Flowmap System Hub, 
illuminating the chip from 5 mm below the surface with 90 ns pulses at 532 nm. The 
time lapse between two images in a pair was 100 j.ts, and each measurement 
consisted of 25 image pairs recorded at intervals of Is with an interline transfer CCD 
monochrome camera (Hisense MKII, Strobe double frame). The experimental set-up 
and a representation of the microfluidic T-junction chip are represented in Figure 3.4 
& Figure 3.5 respectively. 
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Figure 3.5: Sketch of the microfluidic T-junction chip. The emulsion solution is flown through 




IDENTIFICATION AND CHARACTERISATION OF AN 
OPTIMUM FLUOROPHORE FOR PRODUCTION OF 
DOPED TRACER DROPLETS 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The study of turbulent two-phase flow systems such as fuel sprays in automotive 
applications, with a PIV technique that is based solely on Mie scattering is not 
straightforward. This is mainly due to the difficulty of discriminating between the 
signals of the seed particles in the gas flow from the one belonging to the spray 
droplets. 
In order to overcome the phase separation difficulty, various methods could be 
employed such as the application of masking algorithms based on seed image size 
and intensity', spatial frequency 2 and spot shape filtering  or by peak properties 
correlation technique4 (see Chapter 2). However, the majority of the separation 
techniques can be challenging to implement in situations where the signal from seed 
particles is hard to detect because of the intense scattering from high density spray 
and/or reflective geometric boundaries. Moreover, discrimination algorithms can 
introduce some level of noise in one of the phases, which can diminish the quality of 
the measurements. 
Fluorescence Ply (FPIV), which takes advantage of the red-shift of the fluorescence 
emission signal of the tracer with respect to the laser light, constitutes a strong 
approach for tackling phase discrimination for simultaneous Ply measurements in 
multiphase flow. On the other hand, while the requirements for small size seed 
particles (< 3jtm) for proper flow following is satisfactory in terms of Mie scattering 
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signal detection, this is not the case for the fluorescence signal which tends to be 
weaker since its intensity being proportional to the cube of the doped seed droplet 
diameter. Previously, Towers et al., have shown that in their setup there was a 
difficulty in acquiring both fluorescence and Mie scattering images from seed 
droplets smaller than 3 pm image because of the fluorescence signal being up to 60 
times weaker than the corresponding Mie signal 5 . 
Therefore, high dye concentrations and high energy laser power are often required in 
order to produce satisfactory fluorescence images from seed droplets, such as in the 
work of Driscoll et al. 6 and Kosiwczuk et al. 7 , where although the dye spectral 
properties have been studied, combination of high dye concentration and 355 nm 
pulse energies of 100 mJ were used. 
In highly doped seed droplets, concentration quenching can take place resulting in 
fluorescence intensity signal being actually reduced. Hence, it is critical that 
investigations in such effect be carried out in order to produce optimised doped seed 
droplets which in return would require less illumination power (see Chapters 5 and 
6). 
For Ply experiments in multi-constituent/multi-phase systems discussed in this 
thesis a single colour camera is used for image acquisition. It is therefore desirable 
for the fluorescence emission bandwidth to be contained within one of the primary 
colour bands corresponding to a detection channel of a colour CCD. The desired 
properties of the dyes for the PIV applications treated in this thesis are intense 
absorption at 355 nm, high fluorescence quantum efficiency and a fluorescence 
emission wavelength centred in the high sensitivity range of the blue channel (450 
nm) and the red channel (z 620 run) of the silicon based CCD cameras, for the blue 
emitting dyes and the red emitting dye respectively. 
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1.1. Required Properties of the Fluorophore 
In the context of this research, the seed material consists of fluorescent-dye-doped 
liquid droplets with a size distribution in the range of 0.7-3 gm generated by a 
nebuliser. The properties of the dye so that optimum fluorescent signal is obtainable 
must satisfy several requirements: 
- The dye must absorb strongly at the laser wavelength. 
- The fluorescence emission bandwidth must be appropriate to the spectral 
sensitivity of the camera. The dye must have a peak emission intensity in a 
wavelength range where the CCD camera has high quantum efficiency. 
- The dye quantum yield must be sufficiently high to achieve good visibility of 
seed droplets. 
- The dye must be soluble in the nebulisation solvent over a range of 
concentrations. In practice, cross-correlation is carried out at the pixel level, and 
not on individual droplets, where the intensity of each pixel intensity contains 
contributions from a number of fluorescencing droplets. The laser induced 
fluorescence (LIF) captured by the CCD can be expressed as 8 : 
- K 1 I0VN 
SL — 	2 r 
(4.1) 
where K 1 is an experimental constant, I o is the laser intensity, V is the probed 
volume, Ct is the quantum yield of the fluorophore, r is the distance from the laser 
light sheet to the camera and N is the number density of the fluorescing species. N is 
defined as: 
jM 3 lrcld 
N= 	0 
V.m 
in which C is the fluorophore concentration, dk is the diameter of the droplet, k, m is 
the total number of droplets contributing to the intensity of a particular pixel. 




S = 	Cd 
r•m 
(4.3) 
Once all the experimental parameters have been fixed and assuming that the seeding 
is monodisperse with a constant seed density, the fluorescence intensity from the 
seed droplets can be adjusted by either changing the laser intensity or the fluorophore 
concentration. Power adjustments of Nd:YAG lasers commonly used for PIV can be 
impractical, as the lasers are designed to operate at a nominal frequency and output 
power. Increasing the pumping power to achieve more laser intensity tends to have a 
detrimental effect on the spatial properties of the beam and hence the quality of the 
generated laser light sheet. Laser power attenuation can be achieved by decreasing 
the Q-switch delay but not without affecting the pulse temporal profile. 
Alternatively, neutral density filters may be used for beam attenuation without 
affecting the temporal or the spatial profile 9 . 
The adjustment of fluorophore concentration does not require modification of the 
optical setup and hence provides a convenient way to vary droplet fluorescence 
intensity according to the available CCD dynamic range. 
Generally, the detection of micron-sized fluorescent seed droplets can be difficult, 
especially when UV-excitable dyes are employed. The generation of Nd:YAG laser 
third and fourth harmonics (355 nm and 266 nm, respectively) are accompanied by 
significant laser power losses due to the low conversion efficiency of the harmonic 
generator crystal, which in return requires the use of high dye concentrations (in the 
order of 10-2  M) to achieve a satisfactory fluorescence signal. However, high dye 
concentrations can be accompanied by concentration-related quenching effects' 0" 1 , 
such as the formation of dye aggregates or excimers, leading to a decrease in the 
fluorescence signal. Such effects need to be assessed, in order to optimise the dye 
concentration in seed droplets. 
Fluorescence concentration quenching effects are usually investigated using a 
standard steady state spectrofluorometry to investigate the relationship between the 
fluorescence intensity and the fluorophore concentration. In the absence of 
concentration quenching, a linear relationship should exist between dye 
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concentration and fluorescence intensity. However, this relationship holds true in 
bulk solution only for dilute solutions such that the inner filter effect and self-
absorption are avoided, as explained in Chapter 2. It is therefore not possible to 
investigate concentration quenching at the relatively high concentrations that would 
be found in spray droplets using conventional spectrofluorometry. 
Although instrumentation such as aerosol fluorescence analysers are reported to 
record emission spectra of a variety of airborne micron sized particles' 2,13,  low 
signal-to-noise, uneven excitation illumination, scattering, spray fluctuations and 
fluorescence intensity variation with the drop size render quantitative intensity 
measurements difficult. 
In the present work, another approach to evaluate concentration quenching in doped 
Ply tracers has been developed, whereby an emulsion is formed in which the 
continuous phase is non-fluorescent and immiscible with the dispersed phase 
consisting of micron sized droplets containing the fluorophore at the desired 
concentration. In this way, the continuous phase of the emulsion emulates the air 
phase in which the doped Ply tracers are seeded and the tracers are emulated by the 
droplets of the dispersed phase. This approach enables quantitative intensity 
measurements to be made on highly doped emulsions in a stable and controlled 
environment and without the limitations of the inner filter and self-absorption, given 




Refined 	olive 	oil, 	o-xylene, 	dimethyl 	sulfoxide 	(DMSO), 	n- 
dodecyltrimethylammonium bromide (DTAB) and the fluorescent dyes: 7-amino-4- 
methylcoumarin (Coumarin 120), 7-amino-4-trifluoromethylcoumarin (Coumarin 
151), 	1 ,4-bis(2-methylstyryl)benzene 	(Bis-MSB), 	1 ,4-bis(5-phenyl-2- 
oxazolyl)benzene (POPOP) and 4-dicyanmethylene-2-methyl-6-(p-
dimethylaminostyryl)-41-1-pyran (DCM) were obtained from Aldrich Ltd. Silicone 
oil, poly(dimethylsiloxane-fluid 200, 50 CSt, (PDMS) was obtained from Dow 
Corning Inc. Water (analytical reagent grade) and sodium hydroxide (NaOH) were 
obtained from Fisher Ltd. Silica nanoparticles (Aerosil 200; d= 12 rum, Aerosil 300; 
d= 7 nm, Aerosil R972; d=16 nm) and ethyl cellulose (Ethocel) were kindly 
donated by Degussa and Dow Chemicals respectively. All the materials were used as 
received without further purification and the solvents were of spectrophotometric 




3.1. Fluorescence and Absorption Measurements on Bulk 
Solutions 
Fluorescence measurements were carried out using a Fluoromax spectrofluorometer 
(Jobin Yvon). Solutions were contained in Disposable PMMA cuvettes (100% 
transmission above 320 nm) were used. Excitation and emission spectra were 
recorded using dye solution concentrations of 6x10 8 M with an estimated error on 
the molarity not exceeding 1%. Absorption measurements of dye solutions were 
carried in fused silica cuvettes with 1-cm path length using a Cary 300 (Varian) 
double beam spectrometer. 
Details of the instruments and the measurements methodology are found in the 
relevant section in Chapter 3. 
3.2. Emulsion Preparation 
As olive oil is a common nebulisation fluid in PIV experiment, it was sought to carry 
out emulsions quantitative intensity fluorescence measurements for concentrations of 
Bis-MSB in olive oil up to the saturation limit (- 10 M). This led to preparation of 
emulsions based on formulation 1. 
However, as a- xylene was found to afford higher concentrations of Bis-MSB ( 10-2 
M) than refined olive oil, emulsions based on formulation 2 were therefore prepared. 
3.2.1. Preparation of oil-in-water emulsions 
Formulation 1 
A typical method for preparing oil-in-water emulsions based on the formulation 1 
consisted in dispersing 2.5 % wt. of hydrophilic Aerosil 200 in 95 ml of water 
containing 10 M of the surfactant DTAB, using an ultrasonic processor (Microson 
XL2000) fitted with a 3.2 mm tip, using a power of 10 W for 2 minutes at 22.5 KHz. 
The pH of the aqueous phase was adjusted to 4.5 by the addition of a 1 M solution of 
NaOH. The oil phase (olive oil) was then added (5 ml) followed by further 
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sonication for 2 minutes at 20 W and 22.5 K1-Iz. The vessel containing the emulsion 
was cooled in an ice bath during all sonication processes to avoid excessive heating 
leading to evaporation of the liquid phases. 
Formulation 2 
For a typical emulsion based on formulation 2, hydrophilic Aerosil 300 particles (4% 
wt. ) were dispersed in 10 ml water containing 10-4  M of the surfactant DTAB, using 
an ultrasonic processor (Microson XL2000) fitted with a 3.2 mm tip, using a power 
of 10 W for 2 minutes at 22.5 K}{z. A 2% wt. solution of ethylcellulose in o-xylene 
was prepared. Setting the high shear homogeniser speed at 11000 rpm, 20% of 
total volume of the oil phase (18 ml) was added to the water phase and 
emulsification carried out for 1 minute. The remaining of the oil phase volume (72 
ml) was then added slowly to the pre-emulsified mixture and the processor speed 
was set to 20000 rpm. The emulsification was carried out for 3 minutes. 
3.2.2. Preparation of water-in-oil emulsions 
A typical water-in-oil emulsion is prepared by pre-dispersing 2% wt. of the 
hydrophobic silica particles Aerosil R972 in 40 ml of PDMS oil using a vortex mixer 
for 1 minute then sonicating for 3 minutes at 40 W at 22.5 KHz. The resulting oil 
phase was then pre-homogenised with 60 ml of the 'water' phase which was DMSO 
using the vortex mixer. The resulting emulsion was then further emulsified using a 
high shear homogeniser for 3 minutes at 24500 rpm. 
3.2.3. Characterisation of Emulsions 
Emulsion stability was assessed by storing the emulsion for 24 hours and visually 
monitoring the evolution of the onset of creaming and settling. Qualitative 
assessment of droplets size distribution and the extent of droplets flocculation was 
carried out by light microscopy. Emulsion drop sizing was carried out by laser 
diffraction scattering. A flow cytometry was used to investigate the contribution of 




3.3. Fluorescence Measurements on Emulsions 
The fluorescence measurements on emulsion samples were carried out using a 
custom build setup as shown in Figure 4.1 The same spectrofluorometer as used for 
the bulk solutions measurement (vide supra), was coupled with two liquid-guide 
optical fibre bundles (Edmund), one to carry excitation light from the spectrometer to 
the sample and one to carry emission from the sample to the spectrometer. A custom 
build holder was devised to hold the optical fibres and a flow cell consisting in a 
disposable borosilicate glass microcapiiary tube (Kimbie/Kontes) ofN-51A grade (> 
90% transmission above 350 nm) for which the volume capacity and inner diameter 
were 25 j.tL and 0.5 mm respectively. 
The optical fibres were placed above the capillary tube and along its longitunal axis. 
The excitation optical fibre was placed perpendicularly to the capillary so that the 
elastic scattering reaching the emission fibre is minimised. An angle of 	300 
between the emission and the excitation fibres was found to allow a maximum of 
fluorescence signal to be gathered (Figure 4.2). 
Figure 4.1: Experimental setup for the emulsion fluorescence study. 1- Excitation liquid-guide 
optical fibre. 2- Emission liquid-guide optical fibre. 3- Support plate for liquid-guide optical 
fibres. 4- Support plate for the microcapilary tube. 5- Outlet silicon tube. 6- microcapilary glass 
tube. 7. Silicon tube. 8- syringe pump. 9- Dispensing syringe containing the sample. 
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Previous experiments have shown that fluorescence measurements of emulsion 
samples in static forms, such as a thin sample layer on a cover slip, did not allow the 
acquirement of repeatable and quantitative data. 
This is because on the one hand, it was difficult to control the volume of sample 
being measured (mainly error on sample volumes and vaporisation effects) and on 
the other, as measurements were made, photoquenching decreased the overall sample 
fluorescence. Therefore, a solution to the above difficulties was sought and consisted 
in flowing the emulsion samples through a fixed volume cell. In this way, at 
relatively high flow rate, the sample is homogenised and the likelihood of its 
photoquenching is suppressed. Also, the use of a fixed volume cell such as calibrated 
microcapilaries allowed carrying measurements at known sample volume while 
avoiding evaporation. 
The emulsion samples were prepared by diluting stock emulsion in water at 1% vol. 
and then flowed through the capillary tube at a fixed flow rate of 0.5ml/min. via a 
silicon tube (Altec) connected to a KDS250 syringe pump (KD Scientific). 
Figure 4.2: Side ies of the custom build sample and optical fibres holder. 1- Excitation liquid-
guide optical fibre. 2- Emission liquid-guide optical fibre. 3- liquid-guide optical fibre holder 
plate. 4- Microcapilary cell tube . 5. Microcapilary cell tube holder plate. The arrows are 
displaying the direction of the flow. 
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
As noted in the Introduction to this chapter, it is desired to identify dyes with high 
fluorescence quantum yield, intense absorption at 355 nm and fluorescence emission 
wavelength centred either in the high sensitivity range of blue channel (450 nm) or 
the red channel (z 620 nm) of silicon based CCD cameras. 
4.1. Fluorescence of Bulk Solutions 
4.1.1. Blue emitting dyes 
Four candidate dyes, Coumarin 120 (C120), Coumarin 151 (C151), Bis-MSB, and 
POPOP, were characterised by fluorescence spectroscopy. Initial studies were made 
by dissolving the dyes in olive oil which is routinely used for gas phase flow seeding. 
The excitation and emission spectra are shown in Figure 4.3.A, together with those 
of undoped olive oil Figure 4.3.13. The emission spectrum of olive oil shows: a broad 
peak at 430 nm, which is due to vitamin E and a second weak peak at 671 nm due to 
chlorophyll. Work by Kyriakidis and Skarkalis.' 4 showed that the chlorophyll acts as 
a quencher for the vitamin E and that it is possible to increase the intensity of the 430 
nm peak by heating the olive oil to degrade the chlorophyll. 
The fluorescence spectrum of Bis-MSB shows clear vibronic structure with two 
peaks at 400 and 421 nm (maxima) and a shoulder at 448 nm. The excitation spectra 
consist of a single peak with vibronic structures absent. 
In olive oil, the coumarin dyes C151 and C120 display a broad emission peak with 
no discernable vibronic structure with fluorescence maximum at 434 nm and 407 
nm. Similarly, the excitation spectra of these dyes show no vibronic structure and 
display a single peak, apart in the case of C120 where a shoulder is present at 315 
nm. The latter is due to the absorption band of olive oil. 
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Figure 4.3: A - Excitation (dashed lines) and emission spectra (solid lines) of Bis-MSB (red), 
CiSI (blue), POPOP (black), C120 (purple) in olive oil (6x10 8M) and undoped olive oil (green). 
B- Enlarged view of excitation and emission spectra of undoped olive oil. Emission spectra were 
acquired using an excitation wavelength of 355 nm. Intensities have been normalised to the 
maximum. 
The excitation and emission spectra of POPOP in olive oil show clear vibronic 
structures. The fluorescence spectrum consists of a main peak with a fluorescence 
maximum at 416 nm and two shoulders at 395 and 441 rim. 
The comparison of the relative fluorescence intensities of Bis-MSB, C 151, POPOP, 
and C120 in olive oil at the peak sensitivity wavelength (450 nm) of the CCD camera 
(Table 4.1) shows that the most intense emission was obtained for Bis-MSB and 








at 450 nm 
Bis-MSB 400/421 /448 *  0.90/1/0.68 0.67 
C151 434 0.58 0.53 
POPOP 395/416/441 0.31/0.39/0.35 0.32 
C120 407 0.33 0.23 
Olive oil 430/670 0.26/0.005 0.24 
Table 4.1: Relative maxima fluorescence intensities of Bis-MSB, C151, POPOP and C120 in 
olive oil along with relative intensities at the peak sensitivity wavelength (450nm) of the CCD 
camera. * indicates a shoulder. 
The emission spectra of the coumarin dyes in refined olive were found to exhibit a 
lower fluorescence intensity when compared with Bis-MSB, which is surprising 
since these dyes are noted for their high quantum yield' 5 ' 7 . Also, the fluorescence 
emissions of both C151 and C120 (structures 1 and 2 respectively in Figure 4.4) 
were found to undergo a large bathochromic shift with solvent polarity as shown in 
Figure 4.5 for C151 where the fluorescence emission maxima is red shifted from 434 
nm in olive oil to 481 nm in methanol. 
H/I 	 0 	0 	 H/I 	 0 	0 
CF 	 cm, 
I 	 2 
HQçf 
tlI R- C,; Cl2S RiI 1 
Figure 4.4: Molecular structure of CISi and C120. Intramolecular charge transfer structure of 
C151 and C120 in polar solvents. Possible conformations for C151 and C120 in non-polar 
solvents (4 & 5). The structures 3, 4 & 5 were taken from reference 13. 
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Figure 4.5: Emission spectra of C151 in olive oil (green), dioxane (blue) and methanol (red). 
Emission maxima: 434nm (olive oil), 441nm (dioxane) and 481m (methanol). Emission spectra 
were acquired using an excitation wavelength of355 nm. Intensities have been normalised to the 
maximum. 
This solvatochromism has been reported by Jones et al. 18 for 7-aminocoumarin 
derivatives and more specifically for C151 by Nad et al.'9 and C120 by Pal et aL 20 
where these dyes display not only an unusual low Stokes shift but also a low 
quantum yield in non-polar solvents when compared with the moderately polar and 
polar solvents. This behaviour is explained by the fact that in non-polar solvents no 
specific solute-solution interaction is present. This results in the molecule adopting a 
non-planar non-polarised structure (structures 4 and 5 in Figure 4.4) in both the 
ground and the excited states and therefore a low Stokes shift is observed. 
Furthermore, as in non-polar solvents the 7-NH 2 group is in a free motion, this has 
the effect of activating a nonradiative deexcitation channel for the excited state (S,) 
which dissipates the excess of energy to the solvent. This in turn drastically 
diminishes the quantum yield. 
On the other hand, in more polar environments the dyes adopt planar and polar 
intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) structure (structures 3 in Figure 4.4) where the 
flexibility of the amino group is restricted and in resonance with the benzopyrone 
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moiety. Therefore, and contrary to non-polar solvents the C120 and C151 dyes 
exhibit a higher quantum yield. In the excited state, the ICT structure lies lower in 
energy than the non-polarised structure so consequently a larger Stokes shift is 
observed for these dyes. 
Contrary to the dyes C151 and C120, the dye Bis-MSB is a stilbene derivative and a 
highly efficient blue emitting laser dye 21,22  for which the quantum yield, close to 
unity, shows little solvatochromism 23 . 
In the excited state, substituted stilbenes have been reported 23 to favour a planar 
conformation which maximises the it conjugation. This explains the presence of 
resolved vibronic structure in the emission spectra of Bis-MSB (Figure 4.3 and 
Figure 4.6). However, for Bis-MSB in the ground state, there is a steric hindrance 
between ethylenic hydrogens and the methyl group of the terminal phenyls which 
impede the adoption of the planar conformation. As a result, the ground state consists 
of an inhomogeneous mixture of pseudo-planar conformations which results in an 
absorption spectrum without vibronic structures as shown in Figure 4.6. 
The ability of some stilbene derivatives (such as Bis-MSB) to achieve planar 
conformation in the excited state, which is not possible in the ground state, has been 
attributed to the increase of the bond order (or bond length) of the ethenyl-terminal 
phenyl single bond (i.e. the single bond linking the double bond and the terminal 
phenyls). Consequently, the extent of steric hindrance between the above mentioned 
substituent decreases and allows the adoption of planar conformation 23 . 
However, recent work by Thipperudrappa et al. 24 showed that the magnitude of the 
Stokes shift varies by 8 nm from the least polar solvent (benzene) to the more polar 
methanol. This tends to indicate the limited effect, in the excited state, of solvent 
polarity on the bond order of the ethenyl-terminal phenyl single bond. 
Therefore, it can be concluded that the Stokes shift in stilbene derivatives show little 
solvatochromism and it is only as function of the ability of the molecule to achieve a 
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Figure 4.6: Absorption and emission spectra of Bis-MSB in Chloroform along with its structure. 
Emission spectrum was acquired using an excitation wavelength of 355 urn. Intensities have 
been normalised to the maximum. 
This can be further illustrated as in the case of DSB (1,4-Distyrylbenzene) in which 
the ortho substituent group of the terminal phenyls are hydrogens. For this derivative 
the Stokes shift is found to be smaller than Bis-MSB 23 . 
The solubility of Bis-MSB in polar solvents was found to be very limited (in the 
order of the micromolar) when compared to the concentration level (103102  M) 
that would be required in Ply tracers for satisfactory visibility. Therefore, the polar 
solvatochromism of Bis-MSB was not investigated further. 
However, the fluorescence intensity that could be achieved for Bis-MSB in olive oil 
was found to be limited by the maximum solubility of _10-3  M (the solubility is even 
less in paraffin oil, which is also used as a nebulisation solvent in Ply). Therefore, 
another solvent was sought, in which Bis-MSB is more soluble and which would be 
suitable for nebulisation to produce tracer particles. O-xylene was found to satisfy 
both the criteria of nebulisation (see chapter 3) and solubility allowing a Bis-MSB 
concentration of 102  M to be achieved. 
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4.1.2. Red emitting dyes 
In the multiphase flow PIV application described in this thesis (see Chapters 1 and 
5), the red emitting candidate dyes were required to exhibit high quantum yield as 
well as strong absorption in both 355 nm and 532 nm. However, the list of available 
dyes displaying such quantum yield and large Stockes shift, i.e. absorption at 355 nm 
and emission at 620 nm, is far from exhaustive. 
The dye DCM is one of the most well known red laser dyes owing to its high 
efficiency, broad absorption bandwidth and large Stokes shift in polar solvents 4 ' 20 . 
The absorption spectrum of DCM in DMSO (Figure 4.7) was found to present 
absorptions over a large spectral range with a main broad peak at 478 nm 
(maximum) and absorbance at 355 and 532 nm of 0.23 and 0.33, respectively. 
The photophysical properties of DCM are largely dominated by intramolecular 
charge transfer (ICT) between the electron-accepting substituents, pyran ring with 
two cyano groups, and the terminal electron-donating, dimethylamino, group (inset 
Figure 4.7) 17  . 
Figure 4.7: Absorption spectra of DCM in DMSO along with its resonance structures. 
Intensities have been normalised to the maximum. 
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DCM exhibits marked solvatochromism where the Stokes shift and quantum yield 
increase with increase of solvent polarity. This is explained as a result of DCM 
adopting a bipolarised structure (due to ICT), that is stabilised, in the exited state, by 
polar solvents via the formation of a twisted intramolecular charge transfer (TICT) 
conformation. Transitions to the latter state occurs from a locally planar untwisted 
excited state and fluorescence emissions are expected from these two states. 
However, as the transition between the locally excited and TICT states is fast (100 
fs) and occurs at high rate, only fluorescence from the TICT state is observable 28 and 
occurs at longer wavelengths with high quantum yield. 
In Figure 4.8 the fluorescence emission of DCM shows a large broad peak with a 
maximum intensity at 628 nm and with no vibronic structures as a result of 
transitions from a mixture of TICT conformer states. The ratio between fluorescence 
maxima at 532 and 355 nm is 1.42 (Table 4.2). 
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Figure 4.8: Emission spectra of DCM in DMSO (10,7M)  from excitation at 




532 nin 355nm Ratio (532/355) 
intensities  
Absorbance 0.33 0.23 1.5 
Fluorescence 
1 0.7 1.42 
(at _628_nm)  
Table 4.2: Absorption and fluorescence relative intensities at 355 nm and 532 nm for DCM in 
DMSO. 
4.2. Optimisation and Characterisation of Emulsions 
It was beyond the scope of the work presented here to carry out in depth and/or 
systematic investigation into the exact mechanism by which the composition of each 
emulsion affected the final emulsion stability (such as contact angle, conductivity 
measurements....). A pragmatic approach was adopted, that was based on findings 
already published on the literature 2932 that demonstrated that a given 
constituents/parameters lead to an improvement of the emulsion stability. 
The optimum formulation for emulsion stability was determined by varying the 
water/oil phase fractions and particle concentration and then visually assessing the 
emulsions stability after a 24 hours period by monitoring the appearance of any 
creaming or settling. 
4.2.1. Oil in water (01W) emulsions 
4.2.1.1. Formulation 1 
For the formulation 1, where the oil phase consisted of olive oil, the water/oil phase 
fraction was varied between 50% and 5% while keeping the concentration of silica 
nanoparticles constant (2% wt.) and the aqueous phase pH at 4.5. This led to the 
preparation of the emulsion Al to A6 (Table 4.3). 
As reported by Binks et al. 30, emulsions stabilised with Aerosil particles show 
marked stability at pH around 4 where the particles are slightly negatively charged 





2% wt. silica nanoparticles, [DTAB]=10M, pH4.5 







Table 4.3: Definition of emulsions Al to A6 in which the oil phase fraction was varied. 
Therefore, the water-in-oil emulsion aqueous phase was fixed at 4.5, as previous 
experiments showed that at this pH value stable emulsions were produced. 
The addition of cationic surfactant such DTAB was also found to improve the 
stability of the Pickering emulsion based on Aerosil 20033  fumed silica. In a recent 
work by Binks et al.34 , it has been shown that at low pH there was a strong 
synergism between solid particles and surfactant molecules in stabilising 01W 
emulsions. The suggested mechanism consisted in the surfactant rendering silica 
particles increasingly hydrophobic as well as decreasing the oil/water interfacial 
tension. 
As the surfactant concentrations in the works of Binks et al. 33 '34 was in the range of 
104 M, this concentration for DTAB was used in this work. 
Once the emulsions Al to A6 were prepared, they were stoppered and stored for 24 
hours. After this time, it was difficult to assess visually the effect on the emulsion 
stability of varying the oil phase fraction for the formulations Al to A6 (Figure 4.9). 
This series of emulsions shows some phase separation with a release of particles in 
the lower water phase. 
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Figure 4.9: A picture of the emulsions Alto A6 displaying the effect of volume fraction on the 
emulsion stability. 
In order to study the impact of silica particle loading on the emulsion stability, the 
emulsion formulation A6 was used as a model and the emulsions B 1 to B6 (Table 
4.4) were then prepared with the particle concentration varying from 4% to 0.25%. 
Formulation 1: 
5% Oil/Water fraction, [DTAB]= 10 -4  M,  pH=4.5 












In this, series of formulations, the silica particles have an obvious effect on emulsion 
stability as seen in Figure 4.10. 
Figure 4.10: A picture of the emulsions RI to B7 displaying the effect of silica particle loading on 
the emulsion stability. 
However, it is hard to visually assess the effect for the formulations having a particle 
concentration above 2.5%; the emulsions Bl, B2 and B3 were stable for more than a 
week. The emulsions displayed an increase of viscosity with increased of particle 
loading, the emulsion BI was particularly viscous and presented a gel like rheology. 
The impact of particles concentration on the emulsion viscosity is due to both the 
coating of drops by the particles and to the aggregation of the excess particles in the 
continuous phase 35 . 
Below a particle concentration of 2.5%, the emulsions show a gradual phase 
separation. Emulsion B7 shows a clear phase separation, as the particle concentration 
was too low to stabilise the emulsion. 
Emulsion B3 was subjected to dynamic light scattering measurements and light 
microscopy examination to investigate both the droplet size distribution and the 
extent of drop flocculation. The dispersitivity of oil droplets within the emulsion is 
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critical and the oil droplets must exist individually so that the fluorescence 
measurements will not report the properties of large drop floes. 
The micrographs (Figure 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13) of a diluted (1% vol. in water) sample 
of emulsion B3 in water show that the drops are well dispersed within the water 
continuous phase and do not display any noticeable drop flocculation. 
V 	 - 	 -- 







Figure 4.11: Optical micrograph of B3 emulsion diluted in water at lOx magnification. The 
actual scale is lOx the one displayed. 
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Figure 4.12: Optical micrograph of B3 emulsion diluted in water at 50x magnification. The 
actual scale is 2x the one displayed. 
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Figure 4.13: Optical micrograph of B3 emulsion diluted in water at lOOx magnification. 
The emulsion B3 was diluted at 1% vol. in water and subjected to laser diffraction 
particle size analyser for emulsion drops size measurements. Drop sizing results in 
Figure 4.14 show that the emulsion B3 contain a single and rather broad monomodal 
size distribution (mode = 4.4 pm) extending from - I to 15 tm with a mean and 
median drop diameter of 4 tm (Table 4.5). 
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Figure 4.14: Droplet size distribution of emulsion B3. 
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Mean 4.071 jim 
Median 4.097 gm 
Mean/Median ratio 0.994 
Mode 4.443 gm 
Standard deviation 1.635 gm 
Table 4.5: Drop sizing statistics for the B3 emulsion. 
The ability of the flow cytometry technique to discriminate between fluorescent 
species according to their fluorescence intensities and size has been exploited to 
determine the number of fluorescing populations, which contribute to the overall 
fluorescence intensity. Therefore, in order to substantiate the size distribution results 
for the emulsion B3, it was sought to found out if the overall recorded fluorescence 
intensity from emulsion dye doped droplets is due to a single drop size population or 
at the contrary at the sum of different size populations. 
A 1% vol. dilution of the emulsion B3 in water was taken as a reference. Figure 4.15 
shows the count number versus the fluorescence intensity at 450 nm. The 
fluorescence intensity of olive oil droplets in the emulsion, collected at 450 nm, is 
represented by one broad peak, which suggests the presence of a single fluorescing 
droplet population. As the fluorescence emission of olive oil is quite weak, the 
experiments were repeated by preparing the emulsion B3 with an olive oil phase 
containing 6x10 8 M of Bis-MSB. 
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Figure 4.15: Flow cytometry count number versus fluorescence intensity for a 1% dilution of 
emulsion B3 in water. 
The results of the flow cytometry for a 1% dilution of emulsion B3 in water Figure 
4.16 shows an increase of 10 fold of the fluorescence intensity at 450 nm in 
comparison with the fluorescence intensity of the reference emulsion of undoped 
olive oil (39 vs. 3641). Moreover, there only one large peak (with a shoulder) 
present, again suggesting that there is one main fluorescent droplet population. 
However, the presence of the shoulder at higher fluorescence intensity indicates the 
probable presence of a much smaller population but with larger droplets. 
)$t 	1. 
voel 45010-A 
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Figure 4.16: Flow cytometry count number versus fluorescence intensity for a 1% dilution of 
the doped emulsion B3 in water. 
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The emulsion B3 being the most stable for the emulsions based on formulation 1, it 
was therefore used as model for fluorescence experiments on emulsions (see section 
4.2.1). 
4.2.1.2. Formulation 2 
In previous experiments in has been noticed that that the addition of ethylcellulose in 
o-xylene improved dramatically the stability of the prepared oil-in-water emulsions. 
Ethylcellulose is an oil soluble ethyl ether polymeric emulsifier for which the 
mechanism of stabilisation of 01W emulsions has been proposed by Melzer et al.36 . 
According to the authors, ethylcellulose was found to precipitate at the oil/water 
interface forming colloidal ethylcellulose particles. The latter act in a similar manner 
in stabilising 01W emulsions as do solid particles in Pickering emulsions. 
Hence, it can be suggested that for the emulsions based on the formulation the 
improvement in stability of the emulsions based on formulation 2 can be attributed to 
combined effect of ethylcelluose and silica particles as well as to the known 
interfacial activity of the ethyl ether polymers 37 ' 38 . 
In this work, a trial and error approach has been adopted to determine the amount of 
ethylcellulose to be used in o-xylene and a value of 2% wt. of was found to produce 
stable emulsions. 
For emulsions with formulation 2, five 01W emulsions have been prepared by 
varying the liquid phases fractions from 10% to 50% and keeping the concentration 
of Aerosil 300 particles, DTAB (10 M) and pH (4.5) constants. Table 4.6 indicated 
the required components quantities for making a 100 ml emulsion. 
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% Aerosil 300 (wrt water phase weight) 2 
2 % Ethylcellulose (wrt oil phase weight) 
Emulsions C  C2 C3 C4 CS 
Oil/Water fraction 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
V(o-xylene+ethylcellulose, ml) 10 20 30 40 50 
V(water+DTAB, ml) 90 80 70 60 50 
m(Aerosil 300, g) 1.80 1 	1.6 1.4 L 1.2 1 
m(Ethylcellulose) 0.17 1 0.35 1 0.53 1 0.70 0.88 
Table 4.6: Definition of formulation 2 emulsions C1-05 in which the oil phase fraction was 
varied. 
Once the emulsions C  to C6 have been prepared, they were stoppered and stored for 
24 hours. After this period, it was observed (Figure 4.17) that a clear correlated 
phase separation is occurring as the oil/water fraction was decreased from 50% to 
10%. For these emulsions, creaming is generally apparent 1 to 3 hours after emulsion 
preparation. 
It was also observed that the higher the oil/water volume fraction the higher was the 
viscosity of the emulsion (the emulsion CS presented a gel like rheology). As the 
viscosities for the emulsions C4 and C5 were much more pronounced than the one of 
Cl, C2 and C3, it was decided to increase the amount of silica only on the latter 
emulsions. This is to avoid a further increase in viscosity, that generally occurs in 
emulsions with high silica particles loading (see Chapter 2), and which will render 
the emulsions C4 and C5 unusable for the purpose of this work. 
Using the same formulation for Cl, C2, C3 emulsions the concentration of Aerosil 
300 was increased to 4%, this led to the preparation of the emulsions Dl, D2 and D3. 
These emulsions were stored for 24 hours after preparation. In Figure 4.18 it can be 
seen the effect of particle concentration on emulsion stability. 
For all three oil/water fractions, there is a marked stabilisation of the emulsions. The 
emulsion Dl with 10% oil/water volume fraction and 4% silica particles did not 
show any creaming after one week, whereas the emulsions D2 and D3 only showed a 
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limited phase separation after this period. For this reason the emulsion Dl was used 
as model for fluorescence experiments on emulsions (see section 4.2.1). 
Figure 4.17: A picture of the emulsions CI to C5 displaying the effect of volume fraction on the 
emulsion stability. Left to right, the 0/W volume fraction are 10%, 20%, 30%, 40% and 50%. 
The emulsions Dl, D2 and D3 were diluted at 1% vol. in water and subjected to laser 
diffraction particle size analyser for emulsion drops size measurements. Drop sizing 
results in Figure 4.19 show that the emulsions contain a single and monomodal size 
distribution ranging from 2 to 6 m and 2.5 to 8 p.m for Dl, D2 and D3 
respectively. The drops size mode for the three emulsions is situated between 3 and 5 
Pill while the mean drops diameter range between 4 and 5 ltin (Table 4.7). 
Figure 4.18: A picture of the emulsions Cl. Dl, (2. D2. C3 and D3 (from left to right) displaying 
the effect of 0/W volume fraction and silica particles concentration on the emulsion stability. 
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Figure 4.19: Droplet size distribution of emulsion Dl (blue), D2 (purple) and D3 (yellow). 
Formulation 2 with 4% 
wt. Aerosil 300. Mean drop size (.tm) Mode (Jim) 
DI 4.1 3.1 
D2 4.8 4.8 
D3 5.4 4.8 
Table 4.7: Drop sizing statistics for Dl, D2 and D3 emulsions. 
Figure 4.20 displays the appearance of three emulsions based on the Dl formulation 
where the oil phase has been doped with Bis-MSB at 10, 5x10 3 and 102  M. 
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Figure 4.20: A picture of the formulation Dl emulsions at different doping level of Bis-MSB in 
o-xylene phase. Left to right: 	5x10 3 and 102  M. 
4.2.2. Water in oil (W/O) emulsion 
Four emulsions based on the formulation 2 were prepared where water/oil fraction 
was varied from 10 % to 40 % (El to E4 in Table 4.8) and the concentration of silica 
particles kept constant at 2% wt. of PDMS. 
Once the emulsions have been prepared, they were stoppered and stored for 24 
hours. It can be seen from the aspect of the emulsions El, E2, E3 and E4 (Figure 
4.21) that after this period of time, no phase separation occurs when the water/oil 
fraction is varied. 
W/O emulsion, 2% wt. Aerosil R972 
Emulsion El E2 E3 E4 
• (DMSO, ml) 10 20 30 40 
• (PDMS, ml) 90 80 70 60 
Table 4.8: Definition of W/O emulsions E1-E5 in which the water phase fraction was varied. 
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Figure 4.21: A picture of the emulsions El, E2, E3 and E4 (left to right displaying the effect of 
01W volume fraction. 
All four emulsions were stable for more than a week, and no further investigation on 
the effect of silica particles was carried. 
Micrographs of the 1% vol. dilution emulsion E4 in PDMS (Figure 4.22 and Figure 
4.23) show that the droplets are well dispersed with little evidence of flocculation. It 
also shows the presence of very few large droplets. This is confirmed in the results of 
dynamic laser scattering (DLS) measurement of 1% vol. emulsion dilution in PDMS. 
The droplet size distribution clearly appears monomodal, with a mean diameter of 
3.8 pm and a mode of - 3 1m. The distribution is right skewed towards large 
diameters in the range of 10 gm, but less than 10% of the population has a diameter 
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Figure 4.23: Droplets size distribution of E4 water-in-oil emulsion as determined by DLS 
measurement. 
Figure 4.24 displays the appearance of the emulsion E4 where the water phase has 
been doped with DCM at 10.2  M. 
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Figure 4.24: A picture of the emulsion L4 itii a doping ic ci of DCM in t)ISO at I0_2  M. 
4.3. Fluorescence of Emulsions 
4.3.1. Fluorescence of doped 01W emulsions 
Fluorescence measurements of both the doped formulations I (emulsion 133) & 
formulation 2 (emulsion Dl) were carried out on the custom-built capillary flow cell 
setup described in 3.2.4 and shown in Figure 4.1. Three B3 emulsions were prepared 
in which the olive oil phase was doped with Bis-MSB at concentration lO g , 5x104 
and 10-3  M, respectively. In the same way three Dl emulsions were prepared in 
which the o-xylene phase was doped with Bis-MSB at the concentration lO s , 5x10 3 
and 102  M. Since there must be sufficient dispersion of the dye-doped droplets 
within the emulsion to ensure that the fluorescence measurements report the 
properties of individual droplets, not a continuous phase, the original bulk emulsions 
was diluted in water (1% vol. for formulation 1 and 0.1% for formulation 2) for 
fluorescence measurements. 
The diluted emulsions were stable for the duration of the experiment and the 
fluorescence emission spectra measured for the two sets of emulsions are shown in 
Figure 4.25 and Figure 4.26. 
A plot of the relative intensity against doping concentration for each emulsion set 
(Figure 4.27) shows a near-linear increase in the fluorescence intensity with 
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increasing dye concentration, which is an indication that no concentration quenching 
is occurring for Bis-MSB tracer droplets up to a concentration limit of 102  M in o-
xylene and 10 3M in refined olive oil. 
Figure 4.25: Fluorescence emission spectra of aqueous emulsions of 4 urn droplets of olive oil 
doped with Bis-MSB at a concentration of (a)10 3M, (b) 5xIO4M and (c)1OM. Intensities have 
been normalised to the maximum. 
Figure 4.26: Fluorescence emission spectra of aqueous emulsions of- 4 urn droplets of o-xylene 
doped with Bis-MSB at a concentration of (a) 10 2 M, (b) 5x10 3 N1 and (c) 10 3M. Intensities have 
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Figure 4.27: Plots of relative fluorescence intensity against Bis-MSB concentrations in olive oil 
(top) and o-xylene (bottom) droplets in diluted emulsion samples. 
4.3.2. Fluorescence of doped W/O emulsions 
In the same way as for 07W emulsions (section 4.3.1), fluorescence measurements of 
doped W/0 emulsions were carried on the custom-built capillary flow cell setup. 
Three E4 emulsions were prepared in which the DMSO phase was doped with DCM 
at concentration lO s , 5x10 3 and 102  M, respectively. The emulsions were diluted at 
1% vol. in PDMS and were stable for the duration of the experiment. 
The fluorescence emission spectra measured for this set of emulsions are shown in 
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Figure 4.28: Fluorescence emission spectra of oil emulsions of- 4 Am droplets of DMSO doped 
with DCM at a concentration of (a) 10 2 M, (b) 5x 10 -3 M and (c) 10 3M. Excitation a 355 nm. 
Intensities have been normalised to the maximum. 
Figure 4.29: Fluorescence emission spectra of oil emulsions of 4 p.m droplets of DMSO doped 
with DCM at a concentration of (a) 10 2 M, (b) 5x1O 3 M and (c) 10 3M. Excitation a 532 nm. 
Intensities have been normalised to the maximum. 
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For emulsions excited at 355 nm, the fluorescence spectra (Figure 4.28) were found 
to be noisy with a weaker than expected fluorescence signals when compared with 
the sample excited at 532 rim. This can be explained by the low absorbance of DCM 
the UV, which results in a low fluorescence where ambient scattering (mainly 
reflections from the cell wall and multiples droplets scattering) are more marked. 
However, a near-linear increase in the fluorescence intensity with increasing dye 
concentration is obtained for samples excited at 355 nm (Figure 4.30—top). 
For emulsion samples excited at 532 nm, none of the above observation are reported 
and a linear relationship is obtained for these samples (Figure 4.30—bottom). 
Therefore, these results indicate that no concentration quenching is occurring in 
DCM tracer droplets for concentration in DMSO up to solubility limit of- 102  M. 
Figure 4.30: Plots of relative fluorescence intensity against DCM concentrations in DMSO 
droplets in diluted emulsion samples at 355 nm (top) and 532 nm excitation (bottom). 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
In this work, the importance of fluorescent tracers with optimised spectral properties 
for fluorescence—particle image velocimetry (FPIV) applications has been discussed. 
Amongst a set of candidate dyes, Bis-MSB and DCM were identified as suitable blue 
and red emitting fluorophores exhibiting high quantum yield and high solubility 
10-" M) in o-xylene and DMSO, respectively. 
A laboratory method, employing stabilised Pickering emulsions with micron-sized 
dispersed droplets (- 4 pm) has been devised for assessing and optimising the 
fluorescence properties of dye-doped droplets for use in particle imaging. 
Using this method, quantitative fluorescence spectroscopy can be performed on 
micron-sized droplets at the high dye concentrations required for successful PIV 
measurements in gas phase flows. The obtained results have demonstrated that no 
concentration quenching effects are occurring in Bis-MSB and DCM for 
concentrations up to the solubility limit (- 10 2M) in their respective solvents. This 
also imply that in principle, even higher fluorescence intensity could be achieved, if 
a greater concentration could be attained. 
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OPTIMISED FLUORESCENT TRACERS FOR 
MULTI-CONSTITUENT PIV 
1. INTRODUCTION 
As PIV has become a powerful tool for measuring fluid velocity owing to its non-
intrusive nature', one of the challenging application areas for its implementation is in 
the quantification of multi-phase and multi-constituent flows 2  (see Chapter 2). The 
application of conventional PIV techniques to such flows generates images from the 
tracers in both constituents or phases which does not allow quantification of the flow 
fields in each component of the flow and hence further parameters such as relative 
velocity and mixing cannot be quantified. 
Previously, flow phases have been discriminated based on particle image size 3 , or 
brightness4 . These techniques require a particle size ratio of -P5 for reliable 
processing4 . In the case of sprays injected into the gas phase the particle size range of 
the droplets may extend from the sub-micron to 10 microns and therefore overlaps 
the micron sized particles typically added to the gas phase 3 . Typical examples are 
fuel sprays for combustion in automotive and gas turbine engines, agricultural sprays 
and metered dose inhalers. Furthermore, there are multi-constituent gas phase flows 
where mixing is important and in such cases both components will need similarly 
sized seed particles to achieve adequate flow following. Hence flow constituent 
discrimination by particle size or brightness is not feasible. 
In such situations, optically active tracers, normally producing a fluorescent or 
phosphorescent emission over a range of wavelengths different from that of the 
illuminating laser beam, provide a means of identifying the origin of a particular 
tracer particle. Whereas fluorescence persists for only 10-100 ns after excitation, 
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phosphorescence is much longer lived. These tracers thus emitted phosphorescence 
for a measurable time after exposure, with the brightness gradually reducing, 
allowing the direction of the velocity vector to be inferred from a single exposure 
photograph. Automated analysis was never achieved with this technique and no 
quantitative data produced. 
On the other hand, fluorescent tracers are the mechanism of choice to differentiate 
the seeding in one phase from that in another in multi-phase and multi-constituent 
flows gas phase PIV. Two groups have addressed the problem with regard to 
gasoline direct injection (GDI) sprays using 532 nm laser light sheets with 
conventional tracers in one phase and fluorescent tracers in the other 6 ' 7 . The emission 
spectrum of the fluorescent dopant was selected to be separate from the excitation 
and hence combinations of filters were used on a pair of monochrome CCD cameras, 
positioned 1800  opposite each other such that each camera only produced images of 
one type of tracer. Whilst multi-phase velocity vectors were produced, the data 
suffered from either poor validation rates 6 or required the phases to have differing 
velocities 7 implying that the optical discrimination of the fluorescent tracers from the 
conventional tracers was not completely successful. In a previous work, Towers el 
al. 8 used rhodamine-doped droplets and conventional tracers illuminated with a first 
pulse at 532 nm and a second from a pulsed dye laser at - 640 nm. Images were 
obtained on 2 monochrome cameras with filters, such that one camera only imaged 
the 2" pulse and fluorescence emission, with the other recording Mie scattering from 
the first pulse. By performing logical operations between the images, based on the 
presence or absence of co-located fluorescence at the same pixel location as the 
green Mie scatter, it was possible to obtain separate fields for the first pulse tracers 
for each constituent of the flow. However, the efficiency of the dyes was insufficient 
to allow fluorescent droplets of <5 pm to be imaged when using 532 nm for both 
excitation source, requiring high energy >100 mJ, and for Mie imaging, which only 
requires low energy 1-3 mJ. 
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All the gas phase multi-constituent and multi-phase flow work reported depends on 
image processing algorithms to separate the flow constituent information from the 
two cameras. Therefore, sub-pixel registration is important to increase the reliability 
of processing, but is experimentally difficult, owing to the different distortions 
introduced by the filters used on each camera. Furthermore, constituent 
discrimination errors are introduced when particle images from the two constituents 
overlap. 
Considering that no reliable data has been obtained on two-phase flows with the 
available techniques, a novel strategy for multi-constituent flow measurement in the 
gas phase is presented here. It consists in an all solid-state laser, a single 3-chip 
colour camera and two optimised fluorescent tracers with widely different emission 
bandwidth. For each constituent of the flow, a fluorescent dye was chosen to emit 
light at a particular wavelength in order to discriminate between the types of tracer 
particle and hence flow constituent. The adopted approach is to exploit the inherent 
co-registration offered by a 3-chip color CCD camera with the images recorded in 




2. FLUORESCENT TRACER SELECTION AND IMAGING 
SYSTEM 
The desired properties of the fluorescent dyes in these applications are strong 
absorption at 355 nm (frequency tripled Nd:YAG), high quantum efficiency, large 
Stokes shift (Chapter 2) and a fluorescence bandwidth situated in the high sensitivity 
range of silicon based CCD cameras. For use with colour cameras in the multi-
constituent PIV experiments described here, it is desirable for the fluorescence 
emission bandwidth to be contained within one of the primary colour bands 
corresponding to a detection channel of the colour CCD, and for there to be 
sufficient chromatic separation between the illumination and the fluorescence and 
between the fluorescence and any wavelengths used for Mie scattering. 
In chapter 4, Bis-MSB was found to be the best UV-excitable candidate dye for blue 
emission and it was shown that concentration quenching effects were absent for 
concentration up to 102  M in o-xylene. In the same chapter DCM, which emits in the 
red (620-660 nm region) when excited at either 355 nm or 532 rim, was also found to 
show no concentration quenching effects for concentration up to 102  M in DMSO. 
Consequently, DCM tracers can be used in one flow constituent whilst the Bis-MSB 
tracers is used in the other. Simultaneous excitation of both dyes can be achieved 
using 355 nni excitation from one Nd:YAG cavity (Figure 5. 1), giving chromatically 
separate images in the blue and red channels of a colour camera, thereby achieving 
flow constituent discrimination. A second pulse at 532 nm will generate Mie scatter 
signal from both types of tracers in the green channel and a red signal for the 
constituent tagged with DCM. Cross-correlation between the red and green layer 
should produce vectors for one constituent, while between the blue and green layer 
the vectors for the other constituent. The phase/constituent tagging strategy is 
summarised in Table 5.1. 
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355 nm (1st  pulse) 532 nm 	(2t 	pulse) 




Table 5.1: How constituents tagging strategy. 
The 3-chip colour CCD Hitachi HV-F22F digital camera utilised in this work 
internally separates the imaged light into bandwidths of red, green and blue that are 
directed to the appropriate CCD chip. This allows three co-aligned images to be 
recorded simultaneously. 
Figure .l: All image of the experimental t1os, shere both the Bis-1SB and DC-NI doped tracer 
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O-Xylene, Dimethyl sulfoxyde (DMSO) and the fluorescent dyes: l,4-Bis(2-
Methylstyryl)Benzene (Bis-MSB, MW= 310.44 glmol) and 4-Dicyanmethylene-2-
methyl-6-(p-dimethylaminostyiyl)-4H-pyran (DCM, MW= 303.36 g!mol) were 
obtained from Aldrich. All the materials were used as received without further 
purification and the solvents were of spectrophotometnc grade or equivalent. 
3.2. Experimental 
3.2.1. Laser light sheet formation 
The experimental setup is shown in Figure 5.2 Two single-cavity pulsed Nd:YAG 
lasers (Continuum Surelite 11-10) which were fitted with frequency doubling and 
tripling crystals, gave a first pulse of 355 rim light and a second one at 532 rim. The 
pulses separation was set at 50 j.ts using a delay box. 
It was found that standard high reflectivity dielectric mirrors did not remove the 
entire second harmonic from the 355 rim pulse; this caused initial problems of 
crosstalk in the information between the colour channels. The problem was 
overcome by using a dispersive fused silica 15 mm equilateral prism (Comar) (I, 
Figure 5.2) to separate the harmonics by refraction. 
Figure 5.2: Experimental setup (see in text for captions). 
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The laser beams were formed into light sheets to illuminate the flows using a 
combination of a negative (2) spherical and positive (3) cylindrical lens. 
In order to align the sheets of both wavelengths it was necessary to expand each 
beam at different distances relative to the cylindrical lens. Expanding piano-concave 
(f=-200 mm) (2) lenses were positioned in each beam and mounted on micro-blocks, 
giving 3-axes of linear adjustment, to aid the alignment. The beams then met at a 532 
nm dichroic mirror (4), which was clear backed, allowing the 355 nm beam to pass 
through unhindered. The co-aligned expanding beams were directed through a fused 
silica plano-convex cylindrical lens (fr300 mm) (3) to produce a laser sheet of height 
30 mm at the focus. 
3.2.2. Laser light sheets alignments 
The exact alignment of the two light sheets was critical; a JAI CV-A50 1 camera, 
protected by a neutral density (ND) filter, was placed directly in the sheet. This setup 
also allows the measurements of the beam profile, thickness and sheet positioning. 
3.2.3. Seeding methodology and imaging 
Solutions of Bis-MSB in o-xylene and DCM in DMSO at 102  M were prepared by 
dissolving the required amount of dye powder in its respective solvent. The resulting 
suspension was then immersed in an ultrasonic bath (50 Hz, Fisherbrand) for up to 
30 minutes to ensure full solubilisation of the dye. 
The solutions were drawn through separate pressure-driven medical nebulisers 
(Med2000 Andy Flow) into the sheet. A regulator attached to a N 2 cylinder allowed 
the pressure and hence seed density to be varied. The atomised droplets were 
removed from the laboratory environment using an extraction system. 
Images were recorded onto a Hitachi HV-F22F 3-chip colour camera and focused by 
a Nikon 105 mm lens at f 11. Brightness and sharpness on the camera were adjusted 
to reduce background noise level and due to a reduced sensitivity on the red channel 
(maximum of'-'0.6 compared to green channel due to the presence of an IR blocking 
filter) the red gain was increased with all the other options left unchanged. The 
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camera was used with a resolution of 1280 x 960 pixels and the pixels are 4.65 tm 
square. The lens aperture was set slightly more closed than in most Ply experiments 
(f1 1) to give sharply focused images in all 3 colour channels, i.e. to overcome any 
longitudinal chromatic aberration from the imaging optic and manufacturing 
tolerance on positioning of the CCD chips in the camera. 
3.2.4. Tracers droplets sizing 
Tracer particle sizing was performed in order to verify that the optimised 
fluorescently doped tracers were appropriate for satisfactory flow tracking. Each of 
the nebulisation solutions, 102  M Bis-MSB in o-xylene and 10..2  M DCM in DMSO, 
were drawn through a pressure-driven medical nebuliser (Med2000 Andy Flow) into 
a 532 nm light sheet and using the same seeding pressure and experimental 
conditions as those later used for the acquisition of Ply images. The seed density 
was controlled by a pressure-regulated flow of nitrogen. 
An interferometric particle imaging (IPI) setup was developed 9,10  in which the light 
directly reflected from the droplet surface and the first-order refracted beam interfere 
across a de-focused droplet image. Numerical analysis shows that the number of 
interference fringes across the image is proportional to the droplet size. The 
experimental setup was formed to give approximately equal intensity of reflected and 
first-order refracted beams at a scattering angle of 70° and a camera (LaVision 
Flowmaster 3) was used with a Nikon Plan 20X (NA 0.4) ELWD microscope 
objective. 
Conversion relationships between the number of interference fringes and the drop 
size are available in the literature and have been applied to the imaging setup 
giving a value of approximately 1.5 fringes per micron. A schematic experimental 














Figure 5.3: Schematic set-up for the interferometric droplet sizing experiment. 
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
4.1. Light Sheet alignments and Beam Profile 
The captured beams images were processed by Towers at Leeds University using the 
Matlab package (The MathWorks, Inc) in which the improfile function allowed to 
obtain the thickness and intensity profiles of the beams (Figure 5.4). In this image, 
both laser pulses are visible, the thicker sheet shown is the green pulse, inside which 
is the 355 nm sheet. The intensity of the laser sheets was significantly reduced to 
obtain this data (to prevent permanent damage to the camera). 
Green 
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Figure 5.4: Left- Laser Light Sheet imaged on JAI CV-A50, marks show edges of 532 nm (outer) 
and 355 nm (inner) laser sheets. Right- UV, green and combined horizontal intensity profile 
(Towers el al.). 
Because of the difference in sheets thicknesses, the differential error due to the out-
of-plane particle's motion between UV and green excitations in the overall 2D 
velocity field data must be considered. However, it is expected that the laser sheets 
are more similar in thickness due to the difference in camera sensitivity at the two 
wavelengths used and the differential error negligible. Moreove, the use of the 
alignment camera ensured that the centre of each sheet were precisely co-aligned. 
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4.2. Drop sizing 
The fluorescence emission of micron sized droplets, typically used in gas phase PIV 
for adequate dynamic response, was analysed by exciting both types of tracers 
simultaneously with a 355 nm pulse. Initial examination of the images recorded 
showed that Bis-MSB (blue) tracers had sufficient signal-to-noise ratio whereas 
images from DCM (red) tracers did not. In order to ensure reliable vector processing, 
a wider drop-size distribution (larger mean drop size) was used for the red tracers by 
changing the nebulisirig conditions such that a higher fluorescence signal was 
obtained on the red channel. 
The droplet size distribution using the interferometric method for each solution is 
shown in Figure 5.5. The mean droplet sizes for Bis-MSB and for DCM was found 
to be 1.04 .tm and 2.25 tm, respectively. 
600 - 
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Figure 5.5: Drop size distribution of Bis-MSB and DCM seed droplets (Towers et al.). 
The drop size distribution for the DCM (red) tracers spans from 1 to 5 pm but it 
needs to be established which part of the size distribution is recorded by the colour 
camera on the red channel. 
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Small particles (<2 rim) will have a considerably lower fluorescence intensity than 
larger ones (2-4 tm), due to the power law dependence on particle diameter of the 
fluorescence signal (expected to be between a quadratic and cubic relationship). For 
this range of tracer sizes the particle image size is dominated by the diffraction-
limited performance of the imaging optic, hence the particle image diameter is 
approximately constant at 1.8 pm (approximately 6 pixels) for the magnification 
used (20X). The particle images across the size range of all of the tracers therefore 
appear with an approximately uniform size and a Gaussian intensity profile of 
varying intensity for each color channel. Furthermore, to remove crosstalk between 
the colour channels (see section 4-3), particles with low signal-to-noise ratio will be 
removed so the bigger droplets are the ones actually contributing to the cross-
correlation process. 
To quantify the fraction of the DCM-doped tracers with detectable fluorescence, two 
sets of images of the tracers were recorded separately on the red (fluorescence, 355 
nm pulse) and green (Mie, 532 nm pulse) channels using the same seeding pressure 
of 0.35 bar. It is assumed that the 532 nm laser sheet energy is sufficient to make the 
entire distribution of tracers visible in the green layer of the colour camera. 
A Matlab code was developed by Towers at Leeds University to count the number of 
particles visible in an image. The ratio of number of red to number of green particles 
is an indicator of the part of the droplet size distribution being recorded, as only the 
bigger, more intense red particles will be captured. Based on a particle count 
evaluated over 30 green and red images an average of 73% of the particles present 
have sufficient fluorescence intensity to be imaged, indicating that approximately 
three quarters of the DCM droplet size distribution is recorded on the red channel 
under experimental conditions. Figure 5.6 shows the cumulative distribution of DCM 
drop size, highlighting the part of the distribution that is being recorded. Hence the 
mean drop size of the visible DCM doped tracers was evaluated to be 2.65 pm. 
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Figure 5.6: Cumulative drop size distribution for DCM tracers highlighting the size range 
visible on the red channel of a Hitachi HV-F22F 3-chip colour camera (Towers etal.). 
4.3. Cross-Talk Elimination 
In most colour CCD cameras the spectra of the red, green and blue channels are 
designed to overlap so that there are no colour-blind areas. However, this can also 
lead to crosstalk between colour channels, for example a 'red' fluorescent image 
produced a low signal in the blue and green channels. In this configuration the most 
damaging crosstalk is that between the red and blue images representing the 
separation of the images from the two flow constituents. The green channel still 
contains low level crosstalk from the other channels and the red and blue channels 
some low level crosstalk from the green Mie scattering. The potential for the DCM 
doped tracers to emit red fluorescence from the 532 nm pulse could also generate 
crosstalk but given the low pulse energy needed to produce the Mie scattered images 
this is expected to be at a suitably low level. 
A typical image obtained from the system is shown in Figure 5.7. In this case the two 
seeding streams are largely spatially separated, with the Bis-MSB -doped (blue) 





using a pulse of 532 nm followed 50 j.ts later by a 355 nm pulse. Careful examination 
shows green to red particle pairs on the left hand side and green to blue image pairs 
on the right, with both flows going from the bottom to the top of the image. 
Figure 5.7: RGB image (a) of spatially separate flow streams seeded with DCM doped tracers 
(left side of image) and Bis-MSB doped tracers (right side). Crosstalk compensated RGB 
component images are given in greyscales, red: b, blue: c and green: d. Illumination by 532 nm 
and 355 nm light sheets with pulse separation 50 p.ts. 
Figure 5.7 shows the original colour image (upper left) and the three separate colour 
channels shown in grey scales (image splitting was performed in Matlab). 
Crosstalk levels can be reduced using an approach initially applied in 3D surface 
contouring applications using colour imaging' 2 . This method was then adapted and a 
Matlab code written by Towers at Leeds University to obtain a quantitative 
evaluation of crosstalk between colour channels with 3-chip colour CCD cameras for 
3D shape measurements 13 . Using this approach the coupling effects can be estimated 
for each channel respectively as the percentage of the intensity from a particular 
channel that is detected in the other two channels. For example, for an image in the 
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red channel, Cr g and C,., represent the intensities detected in the green and blue 
channels expressed as a percentage of the intensity on the red channel. A similar 
process is used for the other two channels to define the coupling matrix as proposed 
by Zhang et al. 13: 
C,.,. Crg Crb 
Cg, Cgg Cgb 
	 (5.1) 
Cbr Cbg Cbb 
The first suffix for each term indicates the channel of the original image and the 
second suffix indicates the channel of the detected image. Elements along the 
diagonal are 1, i.e. C,.,=C gg=Cbb= 1. 
Images were taken separately of fluorescence emission from both types of tracers 
(red and blue) and Mie scattering (green) under experimental conditions. Each colour 
image was split into its RGB channels and a pixel-wise background subtraction 
performed on each channel. Greyscale intensity of particles in each image was 
measured on the three channels to obtain the crosstalk coefficients and the coupling 
matrix in Equation 5-1: 
1 	0.17 0.2 
0.43 1 	0.2 
	
(5.2) 
0.1 	0.02 1 
Equation 5.2 shows the coupling effects for the experimental setup used. There is a 
strong coupling effect between the green and the red channels and the green and the 
blue channels. By inverting the coupling matrix a set of corrected RGB intensities 
can be determined from a set of measured intensities pixel-wise across the image, 
thereby accounting for the crosstalk. The method was applied to a raw camera image 
and the results are shown in Figure 5.7 where crosstalk between colour channels has 
been considerably reduced. Care was taken in capturing the PIV images from the 
flow field and in measuring the coupling effects to ensure that the intensities were 
maintained within the linear range of the camera. 
DaVis version 7 from La Vision was used for data processing and cross correlation 
analysis. A pre-processing stage was employed to perform a background subtraction 
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of 15 grey scales to remove any residual low level crosstalk and also reduce 
background noise particularly on the blue channel. 
4.4. Image corrections 
Chromatic and lens distortions were accounted for in two stages. Firstly, images 
taken of a white-light-illuminated calibration plate were used to remove the 
distortions in each colour channel independently with the image de-warping tool in 
DaVis. Secondly, it is also necessary to estimate the distortions due to the 
combination of the offset between each of the three colour channels within the 
camera (since they are not exactly co-aligned) and chromatic lens distortions. For 
example, taking the green channel as the reference, there is a small offset from the 
green to the red and from the green to the blue images which produces false 
displacements on the vector maps. 
A simple correction procedure was used in which images taken of a white-light-
illuminated rough continuous surface were used to ensure that vectors would be 
obtained in every interrogation window across the whole field of view. Images were 
split into RGB channels using Matlab and pairs of images (red to green and blue to 
green) were cross-correlated in DaVis 7.2 using the same calculation parameters as 
those later used for the vector calculation of the flow constituents. 
The validity and repeatability of the correction procedure were assessed. Different 
surfaces were used under the same illumination conditions and the maximum 
difference in displacement in any interrogation region was found to be 20% with the 
overall offset pattern unchanged for different surfaces. Once a surface had been 
selected the repeatability was tested by using different light levels. The maximum 
difference of the average displacement was found to be 4% for different light levels. 
An average offset of 0.3 pixels was obtained between the red and green images and 
0.75 pixels between the blue and green images. The displacements obtained in each 
interrogation window are then subtracted from the vector maps for the corresponding 
flow constituent to account for any false displacements. 
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4.5. Flow Field Velocity Vectors 
Following image distortion and crosstalk correction, the data were imported as 
double frames for green to red and green to blue. Background subtraction was 
performed and the adaptive multi-grid cross-correlation algorithm in DaVis 
employed to obtain the velocity vectors for each flow constituent. Finally, the vector 
fields corresponding to the chromatic distortion and CCD positioning offsets were 
removed. The resulting vector fields are shown colour coded for each flow 
constituent in Figure 5.8 corresponding to the RUB image shown in Figure 5.7. In 
this vector field it is clear that the crosstalk compensation has been successful and 
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Figure 5.8: PIV vectors found from cross correlation of the data in Figure 5.7. Red vectors from 
DCM-doped tracers, blue vectors Bis-MSB-doped tracers (Towers etal.). 
A second example is shown in Figure 5.9, where the flow, generated using four 
nebulisers (2 for each type of tracer) was brought together using a suitable pipe 
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before being imaged. This produced a densely seeded image with abundant 
constituent mixing throughout. The measured region is sufficiently downstream for 
the two constituents to be considered as well mixed. The vector map is presented in 
Figure 5.10 showing abundant clear regions of mixed flow where the blue vectors are 
thicker so that the interrogation regions with vectors from both types of tracers can 
be easily identified. 
Figure 5.9: A second example of a multi-constituent flow. The RGB image shown was produced 
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Figure 5.10: Ply vectors found from cross correlation of the data in Figure 5-8. Red vectors 
from DCM-doped tracers, blue vectors Bis-NI SB-doped tracers (Towers et al.). 
The validity of the vector fields obtained was assessed using the post processing 
stage in DaVis in which a median filter and a ratio-threshold for the different peaks 
on the correlation plane were used to discard spurious vectors. 
The vector fields in Figure 5.10 were analysed to ensure they are not biased towards 
integer values due to peak locking effects. DaVis 7.2 provides a numerical estimation 
of the peak locking effect' 15  based on the histograms of the velocities in the x and v 
directions which were found to be well below the acceptable level of peak locking 
effects (values of 0.024 and 0.03 were obtained for the Bis-MSB and DCM doped 
tracers, respectively). 
A quantitative comparison of the velocity vectors in each constituent has been 
generated by taking the resultant velocities (the magnitude of the 2-component 
vector) from each interrogation region. By sorting the resultant velocities in 
Peak locking is a bias error. The uncertainties associated with PIV measurements can be classified into two 
categories: random error and bias error. The influence of random error can be reduced by statistical analysis using 
a sufficiently large ensemble set. The bias error, on the other hand, may still contaminate the results even after 




ascending order for one constituent (DCM) and plotting the magnitude a continuous 
distribution is obtained in Figure 5.11. 
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Figure 5.11: Resultant velocity comparison for vector field in Figure 9 with DCM-doped (red) 
and Bis-MSB-doped (blue) tracers (Towers etal.). 
The 'position axis' refers to locations where vectors in both constituents were 
obtained and such that the magnitude of the velocity is increasing. The 
corresponding resultant velocity magnitude for the Bis-MSB tracers is plotted as 
points for the same positions as for the DCM tracers. It is clear that there is a good 
correspondence in the velocities measured at the same spatial position in the image. 
The average difference between the resultant velocity calculated between both types 
of tracers was found to be 0.25 pixels (0.046 m/s) equivalent to approximately 3.96% 
of the average displacement across the image. 
As discussed above, larger droplets were required for DCM tracers (red) to ensure 
the data obtained were reliable. The limiting factors for the recording of red 
fluorescence are the reduced sensitivity on the red channel (compared to the blue and 
green channels) of the camera used and the aperture required (f#  11) for a sharp focus 
on the three colour planes. DCM tracers produced with a Laskin nozzle 
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(monodisperse droplets, mean size 1 pm) were tested separately with an Imager 
Intense camera (LaVision, a cooled but not intensified camera) and focused with the 
same Nikon 105mm lens. The particle images obtained were sufficiently bright to 




Flow direction, displacements and associated velocity vectors have been measured 
successfully in a multi-constituent gas phase flow using a single 3-chip colour CCD 
camera and solid state lasers. Direct quantification of the fluid mixing velocities has 
been achieved and pertinent correction procedures have been implemented to reduce 
the effects of crosstalk and CCD offset. 
The use of optimised fluorescent tracers at high dye concentrations and free from 
concentration quenching effects allowed to produce seed droplets with strong 
fluorescence intensity signal which permitted to obtain tracers images with low SNR 
for cross-correlation analysis. The development of Bis-MSB (blue emitting) and 
DCM (red emitting) based tracers that are excitable using either frequency doubled 
or frequency tripled pulses from an Nd:YAG laser, will enable a wide range of flare 
removal (see Chapter 6) and multi-phase/constituent flow experiments to be 
performed with standard solid state lasers. 
The use of a 3 CCD camera for multi-constituent and multi-phase flows can also be 
extended to obtain three components of the velocity vector by adding a second 
colour camera in a stereoscopic imaging setup. This approach would be simpler to 
implement compared to the conventional method of multiple cameras for each stereo 
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OPTIMISED FLUORESCENT TRACERS FOR FLARE 
REMOVAL IN GAS PHASE PIV 
1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the major problems in practical particle image velocimetry (PIV) 
experimental systems has been unwanted 'flare' in the recorded images. Flare is 
caused when the light used to illuminate the tracers also impinges on surfaces within 
the experimental setup. The light that is scattered from a solid surface is much more 
intense than that scattered from the tracer particles, giving saturation in the recorded 
images near these regions, and therefore particle images and flow vectors are lost 
This is particularly problematic in a number of industrially important applications, 
for example, in turbomachinery 2-4  studies of flow and spray dynamics in automotive 
engine cylinders 5  and chemical engineering reactors 6,7 
Various approaches have been taken to reduce the effects of flare. Matt black surface 
preparations can be beneficial for a short period 8  However, with pulsed illumination 
the surface layer can rapidly become ablated. More recently, mirror-like paints 
containing optical absorbers have been reported for flare removal 9 . An alternative 
approach is to use fluorescently doped seed particles which emit light at wavelengths 
longer than that used for illumination. Providing sufficient chromatic separation 
exists between the excitation and emission wavelengths, filters can be used to 
prevent the intense light scattered from any solid surfaces from being imaged. The 
extremely high contrast ratio of commercially available bandpass filters (to >1 O) 
means that fluorescent tracers can be used to produce measurements in close 
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proximity to surfaces and hence facilitate the study of boundary layers, flow-
structure interactions and microfluidics. 
In this Chapter, it is described the use of highly Bis-MSB-doped micron-sized tracers 
compatible with gas-phase flow seeding for recording high contrast Ply images. 
These highly concentrated tracers are free from concentration quenching effects and 
discussions of the optimisation of theses tracers are detailed in Chapter 4. 
UV excitation of Bis-MSB (in o-xylene) seed droplets from a frequency-tripled 
Nd:YAG laser, is adopted, such that a long-pass (wavelength) filter can remove the 
unwanted Mie scattered light. Subsequent tests using conventional atomisers have 
been conducted to assess visibility of the fluorescent tracer particles in conventional 
PlY imaging geometries. Finally, the application of the optimised fluorescent tracers 





O-Xylene, and the fluorescent dye 1 ,4-Bis(2-Methylstyryl)Benzene (Bis-MSB, 
MW= 310.44 g/mol) were obtained from Aldrich. All the materials were used as 
received without further purification and the solvent was of spectrophotometric grade 
or equivalent. 
2.2. Seeding methodology 
The required amount of Bis-MSB powder to prepare a solution at 10.2  M was 
dissolved in o-xylene. The resulting suspension was then immersed in an ultrasonic 
bath (50 Hz, Fisherbrand) for up to 30 minutes to ensure full solubilisation of the 
dye. 
The solution was drawn through separate pressure-driven medical nebulisers 
(Med2000 Andy Flow) into the sheet. A regulator attached to a N2 cylinder allowed 
the pressure and hence seed density to be varied. The atomised droplets were 
removed from the laboratory environment using an extraction system. 
2.2.1. Tracers droplets sizing 
A concentration of 102  M Bis-MSB-doped o-xylene tracers was nebulised using the 
same seeding pressure and experimental conditions as those later used for the 
acquisition of PIV images. Tracer particle sizing was performed using the same 
interferometric particle imaging method described previously in Chapter 5 (section 
3.2.4). 
2.3. Experimental setup 
2.3.1. Laser sheets alignments 
Laser beams were formed into light sheets with a height of circa 40 mm at the focus. 
The exact alignment of the laser sheets was critical to ensure that the same volume 
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was illuminated by both the first and second pulse. A similar approach to the one 
detailed in Chapter 5 (section 3.2.2) was utilised to insure proper alignment of the 
laser light sheets. 
2.3.2. Flow field against a turbine blade surface model 
To demonstrate the efficacy of the developed dye solution for NV, a laboratory 
experiment was performed to examine the flow against a turbine blade surface. The 
experiment was setup as shown schematically in Figure 6.1. A flow field was 
generated using three pressure-driven nebulisers (Med2000 Andy Flow) containing a 
solution of Bis-MSB at 102  M in o-xylene. The seeding pressure was set to 0.5 bar 
with a regulator attached to a N2 cylinder. The flow from the three nebulisers was 
collected in a flexible pipe and placed under the metal blade. The blade was tilted 
such that its entire lower surface was directly visible to the PIV camera and was 
illuminated by the laser sheet. 
Light sheet  
1111111111 
Flow direction 
Figure 6.1: Schematic of the camera view and laser sheet orientation for a laboratory flare 
removal experiment. The inset (lower left) is an image of the gas turbine blade used. 
2.3.3. Imaging system and data processing 
An Imager camera (LaVision Flowmaster 3, cooled but not intensified) was used 
with a Nikon 105 mm lens at f  5.6. Images were recorded, corrected and processed 
using Davis version 7.2 from LaVision. Mie scattered light was recorded by the 
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camera on double-framed images with a pulse separation of 70 .is between laser 
pulses; a laser energy of 6 mJ per pulse was used for illumination of the flow. 
The double framed images were processed using the adaptive multi-grid cross 
correlation algorithm in Davis; lens aberrations were accounted for using the de-
warping tool available in Davis using images taken of a white light illuminated 
target. 
2.3.4. 532 nm Illumination 
The tracers were evaluated using two single-cavity pulsed Nd:YAG lasers 
(Continuum Surelite 11-10). The first set of measurements was performed using 
conventional 532 nm illumination by fitting doubling crystals to the laser cavities; 
the two laser beams were combined using a 532 beam splitter with two dichroic 
mirrors positioned on the beam path to remove any remaining 1064 nm energy. 
2.3.5. 355 nm Illumination 
To achieve flare removal the Nd:YAG laser was frequency tripled to 355 nm by 
adding tripling crystals to both laser cavities. It was found that standard high 
reflectivity dielectric mirrors did not remove all of the second harmonic from the 355 
rim pulse. This problem was overcome using equilateral fused silica prisms on both 
beams to separate the harmonics by refraction. The two beams were combined using 
a 355 nm half wave plate and a polarisation mixer. Bis-MSB tracers were used at a 
concentration of 102  M in o-xylene; the imaging lens blocked 355 nm Mie scattered 
radiation hence no additional filtering was required. 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
3.1. Drop Sizing 
Drop sizing results for a population of 1000 droplets are shown in Figure 6.2 (left). A 
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Figure 6.2: Left— Drop size distribution under experimental conditions for o-xylene doped with 
Bis-MSB-doped (102  M). Right— Image of emission from micron sized Bis-MSB fluorescent 
tracers (102  M). 
The visibility of these tracers was evaluated with a field of view of the same size as 
laser sheets typically used for PIV illumination (height 40 mm). It was found that 
satisfactory images of the fluorescence emission of micron-sized tracers could be 
obtained with as little as —30 mJ pulse energy of 355 nm laser radiation at f#  of 4, for 
Bis-MSB at 10 2  M, as shown in Figure 6.2 (right). This compares very favourably 
with two previous studies in which another stilbene derivative, Stilbene 3 (also 
known as Stilbene 420), was used in UV-excited tracer droplets for two-phase PIV 
In both cases, 355-nm pulse energies of 100 mJ were used. Driscoll etal. do not 
indicate the size of their tracer particles, but Kosiwczuk et al. state a diameter range 
of 1-5 p.m. Given the cubic dependence of fluorescence intensity on diameter (see 
Chapter 2), it is feasible that the images reported in the latter study are dominated by 
particles at the high end of the diameter range. 
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3.2. 532 nm Illumination PIV Results 
In the Ply experiment where 532 nm was used flare was generated on the surface of 
the blade as shown in the white saturated areas of Figure 6.3. The laser light directly 
Mie scattered from the blade surface is many orders of magnitude more intense than 
that scattered by the 1 .tm tracers causing the greyscale range of the detector to be 
exceeded. Under saturation at particular pixels, charge is leaked out to the 
neighbouring area thereby generating a region of unusable pixels on the detector 
where the particle images cannot be observed and hence flow measurements are 
impossible. 
A window size of 128x128 pixels was used for the first pass which was then 
decreased to 64x64 pixels with 25% overlap for the second pass; these parameters 
were selected to provide a clear visualisation of the low velocity vectors below the 
blade. The resulting vector field is shown in Figure 6.4 which has the seeding image 
as background. 
The resulting vector map shows that flare generated on the blade surface prevented 
seed imaging and velocity measurements within the region with saturated pixels, 
hence data reporting the interaction of the flow with the surface cannot be obtained. 












3.3. 355 nm Illumination Ply Results 
Measurements on the blade were repeated using 30 mJ UV illumination, acquiring 
double-framed images with a pulse separation of 70 gs. In this case no flare was 
produced as shown in Figure 6.5. The lower surface of the blade upon which the 
laser sheet is incident is visible. Blue fluorescence from the Bis-MSB doped tracers 
generated high contrast particles within the images. Such images could be obtained 
for several minutes before agglomeration of the tracers on the blade surface produced 
a detectable fluorescence. 
Figure 6.5: Imaging fluorescence of tracers with 355 nm illumination. 
After image correction, velocity vectors were calculated with the same cross-
correlation parameters used for conventional 532 nm illumination. 
The vector map obtained is shown in Figure 6.6. The inset figure demonstrates the 
ability to measure up to the blade surface. Vectors are obtained within 75 j.tm of the 
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surface corresponding to one interrogation window size at 4x4 pixels when the field 
of view is -20 mm. 
Figure 6.6: Velocity vectors of tracers with 355 nm illumination (Towers et al.). 
The removal of the image 'flare' has enabled velocity vectors to be obtained right up 
to the surface of the metal blade. It can also be seen that the continuity of the 
velocity field is considerably improved. With Mie imaging, the presence of flare 
results in the loss of the vectors from all interrogation regions containing some 
saturated pixels (Figure 6.4) which increases the size of the region where the velocity 
information is lost. In contrast, with fluorescence imaging the velocity data shows 




A highly concentrated solution of Bis-MSB in o-xylene (102  M) was utilised to 
generate tracer droplets (<1 j.tm mean diameter) free from fluorescence concentration 
quenching effects. The fluorescence properties of Bis-MSB are such that double 
pulsed PIV experiments can be successfully conducted with standard solid-state 
lasers and silicon-based CCD cameras. 
The optimised tracers are not only significantly smaller than those developed 
previously 11 but can be imaged with a relatively low laser pulse energy of 30 mJ at 
355 nm over a vertical field of view up to 40 mm. 
The effectiveness of these fluorescent tracers for flare removal in PIV experiments 
has been demonstrated, enabling measurements to be made in close proximity 
(75 gm) to reflective or scattering surfaces. This fluorescent PIV technique is 
expected to find applications in boundary layer studies and flow structure 
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IMPLEMENTATION OF EMULSION DROPLETS AS 
TRACERS FOR MICRO-Ply MEASUREMENTS 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The development of microfluidic devices and the expansion of their applications into 
a wide range of areas, such as micron-scale supersonic propulsion nozzles', 
medical/biological lab-on-chip integrated devices  and inkjet printing, have created 
an ever growing need for reliable diagnostic techniques to achieve reproducibility, 
quality control and improved designs. 
Micro-Particle Image velocimetry (micro-PIV) is a well-established measurement 
technique that accommodates the limited optical access that characterises micro-
fluidic devices and at the same time provides high spatial and velocity resolutions. Its 
development stems directly from the principle of macroscopic PIV 3  and was first 
implemented by Santiago et al. where the velocity field in a Hele-Shaw flow 
around a 30 pm elliptical cylinder was measured using an epifluorescence 
microscope setup. 
As in macro-PIV, micro-PIV measurement consists of following the path of particles 
seeded in the carrying fluid, the velocity being extracted through a digital imaging 
correlation approach. (In the case of micro-PIV the particles have micron or 
submicron diameters). Because the average down-stream velocities are usually high 
due to the small cross-sectional areas of channels, a stroboscopic illumination is 
* The Hele-Shaw experiment allows to simulate two-dimensional irrotational flow, 
i.e. with zero vorticity, past a given object. 
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used. The image of the pulsed emission from the particles is further captured by a 
gated, high-sensitivity CCD camera. 
A typical micro-PIV setup (Figure 7.1) consists of a microscope equipped with 
appropriate filters and mirrors, a CCD camera and an illumination source 
(trans illumination or epi-illumination) 
Figure 7.1: Schematic representation of an upright light microscope for micro-PIV 
measurements: I- Lamp (transillumination). 2- Translation stage with microfluidic device. 3-
Objective. 4- Filter I Dichroic mirror housing. 5- Eyepiece. 6- Camera mount. 7- External 
illumination aperture (epi-illumination). 
Contrary to macro-PIV, flow field illumination in micro-PIV using a thin laser light 
sheet, where only tracer particles intercepting the sheet are imaged, is experimentally 
difficult because the limited optical access and the small dimensions of the 
microfluidic device render the generation of a laser light sheet and its alignment 
technically challenging. For these reasons, micro-PIV employs wide-field 
illumination of the flow field volume. Consequently, the use of elastic scattering 
(reflection) for imaging is impractical because of multiple scattering from tracer 
particles and reflections from the microfluidic chip surfaces. Instead, fluorescence is 
the preferred method of imaging tracer particles. As shown in Figure 7. 1, the 
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excitation light is delivered by the illumination source and the dichroic mirror and 
emission filter serve to eliminate any excitation light from entering the CCD , while 
transmitting the fluorescence emitted by the fluorescent seed particles. 
Monodisperse solid particles of latex or polystyrene, 1 to 5 gm diameter, coated with 
a fluorescent dye are generally used to obtain a good contrast and facilitate image 
treatment. An alternative solution to enhance the contrast is to use polymeric 
particles having the fluorophore incorporated in the bulk. From a practical point of 
view, the large volume fraction of particles in the carrying fluid often leads to 
clogging of channels, and particles tend to adsorb onto the surfaces, from which they 
cannot be removed easily. To reduce uncertainties, such as motion parallax, the 
particles should have a density close to the carrying fluid which avoids buoyancy 
effects, as these appear to be important for low flow rates. To overcome these 
problems, a novel micro-PIV seeding methodology will be described here, in which 
micron-sized fluorescent droplets of a water-in-oil (W/O) emulsion are used instead 
of solid particles. These types of tracer offer several potential advantages: 
- A significant improvement in image contrast. The fluorescence being 
proportional to the volume of droplets rather than the area of the tracer as in 
the case of coated particles. 
- Flexibility for matching the densities between the carrying fluid and the 
tracers, so that no correction is needed. 
- Straightforwardness and ease of micro-chip cleaning. 





Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) - (d=l.l, flD=i.47)  and PDMS oil, 
poly(dimethylsiloxane), fluid 200 - (=50 ctS, flD=  0.96) were obtained from 
Aldrich and Dow Corning, respectively. Silica nanoparticles Aerosil R972 (d=16 
nm) and Lumogen F Red 305 were kindly donated by Evonik-Degussa and BASF, 
respectively. All the materials were used as received without further purification and 
the solvents were of spectrophotometric grade or equivalent. 
2.2. W/O Emulsion Preparation 
A 40% vol. water-in-oil emulsion was prepared. The silica nanoparticles were 
dispersed in PDMS oil (2 % wt.) by ultra-sonication for 3 minutes 
(20 kW at 15 Hz). To avoid overheating, the vessel containing the oil was cooled in 
an ice bath during sonication. To the PDMS nanoparticle dispersion (60 ml), 40 ml 
of a solution of Lumogen F red 305 (1.1 gIl) in DMSO was added and the solutions 
pre-emulsified in a vortex mixer for 1 minute. The resulting emulsion was further 
emulsified using a high shear homogeniser (Ultra Turrax T25, IKA) at 24500 rpm for 
2 minutes. 
2.3. Micro-PIV System 
Microfluidic channels were etched by means of deep reactive ion etching in fused 
silica (glass channels) and poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA). For the glass 
channels, two 1 mm thick silica wafers were etched with 50 p.m deep, 200 p.m wide 
channels and anodically bonded afterwards. The PMMA channels were processed on 
one side only in 2 mm thick PMMA, the top lid was glued to the bottom etched part 
for a resulting channel of 90 x 50 p.m. The microfluidic chip was mounted in a holder 
with inlet(s) and outlet connected to a flexible PVC tube by means of Presearch 
connectors (Presearch Ltd, Basingstoke, Hampshire, UK). A Nanoflow sensor N-565 
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(Upchurch Scientific, Oak Harbor, WA) was connected to the outlet to monitor the 
throughput of the pump(s). In these experiments, MiI1iGAT continuous pumps 
(Global FIA, Inc, Fox Island, WA) were used together with their valve system to 
alternate between feed solution (the emulsion described above) and the flush solution 
(pure PDMS oil). The micro-PIV system consisted of a Dantec Microstrobe (a high 
intensity light emitting diode) source, controlled by a Flowmap System Hub, 
illuminating the chip from 5 mm below the surface with 90 ns pulses. The time lapse 
between two images in a pair was 100 ps, and each measurement consisted of 25 
image pairs recorded at intervals of 1 s with an interline transfer CCD monochrome 
camera (Hisense MKII, Strobe double frame). The system was operated through 
Dantec Dynamics FlowManager v4.7.1 software (Dantec Dynamics A/S, Skovlunde, 
DK). The set-up is shown in Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.3. The recording frequencies 
were adapted by trial and error following previous work in the literature 5 . Since 
steady-state flow was studied, the velocity field was supposed constant, and the 25 
sets of images were used to present an averaged result with improved statistics. The 
ensembles of 25 image pairs were treated using the so-called ensemble (or average) 
correlation method 6 . Each experiment was reproduced five times to obtain the 
standard deviation of each set of data. 
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Figure 7.2: Schematic representation of the micro-PIV experimental setup. 
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532 nm excitation from LEO 
Figure 7.3: Sketch of the microfluidic T-junction chip. The emulsion solution is flown through 
the chip inlets I & 2. 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.1. Emulsion Characterisation 
Micrographs and the result of a dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurement of 1% 
v/v emulsion dilution in PDMS are shown in Figure 7.4 and Figure 7.5 respectively. 
The droplet size distribution (Figure 7.5) clearly appears monomodal, with a mean 
diameter of 3.8 p.m and a half width of 1.35 p.m. The distribution is right skewed 
towards large diameters in the range of 10 p.m, but less than 10% of the population 
have a diameter larger than 6 p.m. while 75% of the droplets have a diameter smaller 
than 3 p.m. On the micrographs (Figure 7.4) only a few large droplets can be seen, 
which is consistent with the DLS results. 
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Figure 7.4: Micrographs of 40% v/v water-in-oil emulsion at lOx and 50x magnification (left 
and right respectively). 
The emulsion droplets doped with the Lumogen F red 305 fluorophore were excited 
with 532 nm light delivered by the microstrobe LED. The fluorophore has its peak 
absorbance and peak fluorescence at 578 nm and 613 nm, respectively, as shown in 
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Figure 7.5: Droplets size distribution of 40% v/v water-in-oil emulsion as determined by DLS 
measurement. 
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Figure 7.6: Absorption and emission spectra of Lumogen F red 305 in CH 20 2 Intensities have 
been normalised to the maximum. 
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3.2. Micro-PIV Results 
3.2.1. Validation of water-in-oil emulsion as tracers 
In order to validate the use of W/O emulsion droplets as tracers, downstream axial 
velocity were measured across the width of the channel, far away from the inlet in 
order to guarantee a fully developed flow. The results of a micro-PIV measurement 
in a glass microchannel are presented in Figure 7.7 and are plotted against the 
analytic solution to the flow of a Newtonian fluid in a duct of rectanguiai cross-
section with sides located at x = Ea and y = ±b, where a > b 
The governing equation of such a flow is: 7 
d2 w d 2wldp 
2 y 2 pct 
where w(x, y) is the downstream velocity, t is the viscosity and dp/dz the constant 
pressure gradient down the channel. With the boundary conditions w(±a, y) =w(x,±b) 
0, a solution is found in the form: 
W 2 = 	y32 	(-1)' coshx 	A 
—(1/2)(dpIdz)b2 1 b 2 	0 (2n + 1) coshAa 
COS fly 
where X = (2n+l)itl2b is the slip length. The through-thickness average 
(x) = (112b)fwdy is then given by: 
_2 	1 coshAx 
—(113p)(dp1dz)b2 - 	 n =(22 + 1) cosh A , a 
A parabolic velocity profile is obtained, characteristic of the laminar flow of a 
Newtonian fluid in a rectangular channel. The solid line displayed in Figure 7.7 is the 
through-thickness average of the downstream velocity W: in the present case, the 




As a result, the velocities determined by micro-PIV are contributed to by the whole 
channel, which is reflected by Figure 7.7, as a satisfying agreement is observed. 
One last feature deserves additional comment: while the theoretical velocity profile 
is null at the wall, as required by the no-slip boundary condition, the experimentally 
determined values are non-zero. This phenomenon, commonly referred to as a partial 
slip boundary effect, has been observed in a number of micro and nano-fluidic 
systems (see reference 9 for a recent review). The slip length X is determined by 
fitting a parabolic function of the experimental results and determining its intercept. 
This leads, in the present case, to a value of? = 10 ± 4 jim. The resulting uncertainty 
in the range of the experimental error: the micro-PIV results are the average of a 
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Figure 7.7: Axial flow velocity profile determined by micro-PIV across a glass micro-channel of 
200x 109 j.tm 2 rectangular cross-section with an inlet flow rate of 750 nlmin'. Filled circles and 
error bars respectively represent the average and standard deviation of five replicates of the 
same experiment; the solid line is the through thickness average velocity determined by the 
finite volume method, see text for details. Inset: micrograph of the channel measured, width= 
200im, showing about 30 fluorescent droplets in motion. 
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Furthermore, within the set of experimental data determined, four out of the ten 
measured velocities at the wall were very close to zero, and may represent a better 
approximation of the slip behaviour. 
As a consequence, it is not possible to conclude the existence of a partial slip at the 
walls from these measurements. Nevertheless, the results are globally satisfying, 
particularly as no moving average or other smoothing algorithm were used to further 
treat the data: the data presented is the raw ensemble correlation. 
3.2.2. Velocity results 
Having validated the use of water-in-oil emulsions as tracers for Micro-PIV in single 
straight channels, it was proposed to explore the limitations of the technique on other 
microfluidic devices. Accordingly, T- and Y-junctions were manufactured in float 
glass and poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), respectively. 
Figure 7.8 shows one snapshot taken during the measurement of the glass channel, 
with the resulting micro-PIV results superposed. As expected, the zones where the 
fluid has a low velocity do not allow droplets to be carried in, and therefore only a 
negligible velocity is obtained in the V-shaped exclusion zone at the junction of the 
two inlet channels of the T junction. The correlation with modelled results of a CFD 
simulation, similar to that obtained by co-workers and shown in reference 10 appears 
satisfying, although slight deviations from ideal behaviour are noticed. These are 
usually attributed to: 1) deviations from the modelled geometry and 2) irregularities 
in pump throughput. The latter effect has been documented and shown to be a 
measurable factor in micro-PIV experiments' 1 . 
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Figure 7.8: Micro-NV measurement of a glass T-junction where the fluid is driven from the left 
and right branches with inlet velocities of 75 nUmin to meet head-on in the middle of the T-
geometry. 
In the present case, neither of these justifications seem to hold, as the flow profiles 
were found experimentally to compare well in each branch far away from the 
junction. 
Instead, one notices that the computed flow rate is higher in the left branch than in 
the right branch, which is attributed to a difference of background light intensity and 
therefore an imbalance of contrast between the droplets and the background from the 
left to the right of the picture. 
This is an effect of the microchip holder which does not allow a homogeneous 
distribution of light over the microchip. Although it was hoped that the improved 
signal to noise ratio would overcome this effect, this is not the case. In order to 
account for such poor illumination conditions, it is necessary to revert to the usual 
practice, in which the zone is split into a number of areas of interest with 
homogeneous intensities that are dealt with separately in the micro-PIV analysis. A 
novel arrangement for the light source has been introduced recently on a similar 
system, which should overcome this limitation 12 . 
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It can be seen that the flow in the top branch is perfectly defined, while 
approximately 80% of the velocity information is missing from the bottom one. At 
the same time, a typical result is observed for this type of junction where the flow is 
laminar and where the flow from the bottom branch is expected to flow alongside the 
one originating from the top branch. 
The experiments on PMMA Y-junction chip were more problematic than those on 
the T-junction because previous experiments on the same Y-junction chip using solid 
particles had resulted in clogging of the bottom inlet channel. This obstruction was 
found difficult to clean and resulted in dissimilar seeding in the two inlet branches. 
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Figure 7.9: Top: A snapshot of fluorescent W/O emulsion droplets flowing through the PMMA 
Y-junction. Bottom: Micro-PIN' measurement of a PMMA V-junction where the fluid is driven 
from the top and bottom branches with inlet velocities of 75 nLfmin. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 
A refined experimental method for micro-PIV was applied to the characterisation of 
rectangular microchannels using doped water-in-oil emulsion droplets as alternative 
tracers to conventional dye coated solid particles. 
Emulsion droplets were validated as suitable micro-PIV tracer as agreements with 
the analytical description of a Newtonian fluid down a rectangular channel were 
obtained. 
Micro-PIV experiments using this method in T- and Y- junctions were carried out 
and velocity fields were successfully obtained. Compared to dye-coated particles, the 
improved contrast from doped emulsion droplets meant that no additional signal 
treatment was needed after cross correlation analysis. 
As proof-of-concept, this type of emulsion based micro-PIV tracers offers the 
potential of matching the densities between the carrying fluid and the tracers without 
the need for post processing corrections. 
In addition to straightforwardness of micro-chip cleaning and contrary to dye coated 
particles, emulsion based tracers offers the possibility of choosing within a wide 
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The aim of this thesis was to optimise the fluorescence properties of dye-doped 
tracers for use in gas phase multi-constituent particle image velocimetry (PIV) and in 
PIV applications where flare removal is required. 
Bis-MSB and DCM have been identified as UV-excitable blue and red emitting dyes 
exhibiting high quantum yield and peak fluorescence in the respective colour 
channels of the imaging system. 
Novel methodology and instrumentation was developed to establish that tracer 
droplets with high concentrations of these dyes (up to the solubility limit - 10.2 M) in 
o-xylene (Bis-MSB) and DMSO (DCM) are free from fluorescence quenching 
effects. This implies, that although in the PIV applications discussed in this work, 
tracers were in the range of I to 3 p.m, it would be is possible to utilise even smaller 
droplets (in the range of 300 nm) if higher dye concentration could be achieved. 
The optimised red and blue fluorescent tracers enabled multi-constituent PIV 
measurements, where relatively low 355 nm and 532 nm illumination energy (2 mJ 
and 50 mJ, respectively) allowed phase discrimination to be carried on a single 
colour CCD camera. Flow direction, displacements and associated velocity vectors 
have been measured successfully as well as a direct quantification of the fluid mixing 
velocities. 
UV excitation of Bis-MSB doped tracers enabled flare removal in Ply experiments. 
These micron-sized tracers (<I  pm mean diameter) can be excited with relativly low 
laser pulse energy (30 mJ) and permitted measurements to be made in close 
proximity (75 gm) to reflective or scattering surfaces. This fluorescent Ply 
technique is expected to find applications in boundary layer studies and flow 
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structure interactions such as in turbomachinery, automotive and chemical process 
industries. 
Contrary to the high energy pulses often reported in PIV experiments, the 
combination of optimised tracers and low laser pulses achieved here has several 
benefits such as: prolonged lifetime of the optical components, reduced photo-
degradability of seed droplets and better control of the dynamic range of the imaging 
system. 
In the devised spectroscopic instrumentation, stabilised water-in-oil (W/O) and oil-
in-water (O/W) micro-emulsions were utilised to mimic the fluorescence properties 
of PIV micron-sized tracers. This instrumentation was also used to quantify the 
sensing ability of fluorescent microsphere for monitoring the pH in living cells'. 
The doped water-in-oil emulsions also found application as tracers in a novel 
experimental method for micro-PIV. Emulsion droplets (- 4 Am) of Lumogen F red 
dye in DMSO were implemented as alternatives to dye-coated solid particles for the 
characterisation of rectangular microchannels. As the whole droplet emits, the 
improved signal-to-noise ratio of these tracers in comparison to dye-coated particles 
allowed velocity field in T- and Y- junction micro-chips to be successfully obtained 
without the need for signal treatment after cross-correlation analysis. In future work, 
doped oil-in-water emulsions tracers could be employed for micro-PIV in biological 
applications. The potential advantages of emulsion-based tracers over dye-coated 
particles are numerous, such as being free from dye leakage, the ability to match the 
fluid/tracers densities, the flexibility to choose within a wide range of probes for 
sensing or fluorophores that best suit the illumination requirements of a given micro-
Ply setup and ease of production, using straightforward and reproducible recipes, 
without the need for the laborious synthetic route that dye-coated particles require. 
M. Bradley, L. Alexander, K. Duncan, M. Chennaoui, A. C. Jones, and R. M. 




QUANTITATIVE FLUORESCENCE MEASUREMENT 
FROM IMAGING AIRBORNE MICRON-SIZED 
FLUORESCENT DROPLETS 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this work, it was attempted to quantitatively correlate the fluorescence intensity 
from airborne micron sized fluorescent droplets (1 to 5 gm) with their diameter, as 
this offers numerous potentials such as better laser power tuning, dye concentration 
optimisation and imaging system dynamic range control. 
The theory predict that a cubic relationship exists between the emitted fluorescence 
intensity (IF)  and the diameter of a doped droplet (d r), such as: 
If _Cd 
with C an experimental constant and n 3 
Previously, Le Gal et al. , Domann et.al.2 and Park et al. 3 have established the 
validity of this relationship for droplets with low dye absorbance and diameters in 
the range of 50 to 300 gm. However it was found that for high dye concentrations the 
exponent value, n, lies between 2 and 3. 
For the droplet sizes (I to 5 gm) studied here, the optical path length of small and the 
absorption effect should therefore be less marked than in larger droplets 




When imaging small particles, diffraction effects become significant when particle 
sizes are no longer negligible with respect to the incident illumination wavelength 
(X). In such situations, a diffraction pattern from a particle in the object plane will 
spread out as an Airy function in the image plane (see section 2.1.4.2.1). 
The diffraction-limited spot size is d = 2.44(1 ± rvI)fA with r = 	the lens f- 
number. For a non-infinity corrected microscope objective to: 
ds = 1.22(M + 1)X/NA 
	
(1) 
With NA, M and ? being the numerical aperture of the objective, the magnification 
of the objective and the fluorescence wavelength (taken as 450 rim), respectively. 
Therefore, the effective particle image diameter in the image plane is: 
de =jM2d 2 ±d 
EXPERIMENTAL 
Micron-size doped droplets with diameters in the range of 0.5 to 5 urn were imaged 
with an extra long working distance (ELWD) 20X microscope objective (NA = 0.4) 
attached to a CCD camera. Three doping concentrations of Bis-MSB were 
investigated: 10 3 , 5x10 3 and 102  M. 
Using the following optical setup parameters: M = 20, NA = 0.4 and X = 450 nm, the 
diameter of the point spread function d 28 urn 
Therefore for droplet diameters (d r) in the object plane, the expected image droplets 




dp Mdp de (gm) dpix (pixels) 
1 20 35.1 5 
2 40 49.3 8 
3 60 66.6 10 
4 80 85 13 
5 100 104.1 16 
6 120 123.4 19 
7 140 142.9 22 
8 160 162.6 25 
9 1 	180 j 	 182.3 28 
10 1 200 1 202.1 31 
Seed droplets were generated with a pressure-driven medical nebuliser (Andy Flow, 
Med2000). A 355 nm illumination from a tripled Nd:YAG laser was used as 
illumination/excitation source. 
A large particles images sequence was captured and were processed using a Matlab 
code developed by Towers at Leeds University which, has two functions: 
to select a droplet within the image and from its intensity profile, determine if 
drop is in focus (Figure A-i) 
from the selection of an individual focused droplet, the code fits a Gaussian 
function of the drop greyscale intensity. The fitting result is the determination 
of the droplet radius as a factor of the Gaussian fit standard deviation (SD). 
The proportionality factor has been calculated by least squares fit between 
the Gaussian and the Airy functions (Figure A- 2). 
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Figure A-i: intensity profiles from different seed droplets. 
I 	
I I I I I 
U I 4 
Figure A- 2: Airy (blue) I Gaussian Profile (red) - Linear Least Squares Fit at 2.8678 standard 
deviations to 1st dark Ring. 
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
The determination of the droplet radius as a factor of the Gaussian fit standard 
deviation (SD) has been carried out by linear least squares fit. A value 2.8678 was 
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determined so that r= 2.8678*SD .  The code then calculates the droplet greyscale by 
summing the greyscale pixel values (density) contained in an area of irr 2 (with r= 
2.8678*SD). 
Table 1 represents an example of the data obtained from processing image droplets 
with the Matlab code where the Gaussian SD/radius ratio is set at 2.86. 
The graphs 1,2 and 3 below are plots of the drop's effective (image plane) and real 
(object plane) diameters (Table 1). 
10 1 M Sx104M 1 	10 M 
d, (pixels) dp (wn) denilty de (piz.4i) dp (urn) dsflSity de (pixels) dp (urn) d*nuty 
5.78 1.74 135830 636 2.44 2071.95 6.33 2.41 2841.65 
6.51 2.60 1992.73 7.55 3.58 3451.13 7.52 3.55 502358 
7.50 3.54 2657.15 8.59 445 6131.09 8.55 4.42 10215.48 
8.52 4.39 3059.27 10.01 5.55 8758.94 9.85 5.43 1413007 
9.88 5.45 5327.81 11.21 6.43 14465.35 11.17 6.41 25496.79 
11.23 6.45 5894.33 13.46 8.03 15182.70 13.42 8.00 2959398 
12.62 7.44 6599.21 15.57 9.48 23878.89 
1497 907 1066.2.51 1738 10.72 2757291 
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The plots below represent comparison between Bis-MSB at iO M, 5 10 3 M and 
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The graphs 6, 7 & 8 represent all the data plotted (without averaging) of the drops 
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From the results presented here, it seems that it is not possible to correlate the drop's 
greyscale intensities with the cube of their diameter (d r). The fitting coefficients do 
not reflect the linearity between the fitting gradients and the increase of the dye 
concentration. 
The fitting coefficients seem unexpectedly bad (n <2) for the density against dp 
plots. Especially that the exponent value (n) decrease as the dye concentration 
decreases. This is contrary to the trend obtained by Le Gal et al. 1 This raises 
questions on the validity of the obtained results. 
Therefore, from the results obtained here it is not possible to reach a conclusion as 
several experimental difficulties were encountered: 
- The diffraction spot size (ds) is a calculated value (for A =450 nm), while 
actually the fluorescence emission is broadband (even if it is peaked at 450 
nm). Thus the "real" ds could be slightly different and this could bias the 
results. 
- As the plots show- the large majority of drops diameters (dp) are below 10 
gm, and since the probed droplets diameter is too close to the resolution of 
the imaging system, some data could be erroneous. 
- The imaging system was not optimised to probe such small droplets. The 
time allocated for this experiment did not allow reproducing this experiment 
with other sets of microscope objectives (e.g. water or oil immersion) 
offering better magnificationfNA combination for improved resolution. 
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Optimization and evaluation of 
fluorescent tracers for flare removal in 
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We report the &kçta of optimized fluoacent dye-dopul tracer p.tides forgas-phase 
particle image sckximctsy (PIV) and their use to diimnnte 'flare' front the inaes obtained. 
In such applicitiessa, micron-sized tracer particles are normally required to accurately follow 
the flow. Hoar, as the tracer size is reduced the uncxu* of fight rncidea an the particle 
diminishes and consequently the intensity of canned ligl*(Iuorcseeree). Hcnce them sa 
requirement to identify dyes with high camn yield that can be ásaolwd in conventional 
tracer media at hiflis ccmccntrntions. We describe the selection and chagsccn of a highly 
luoresceti blue-emitting dye. Bia-MSR, using • novel method, employing stabilized 
micro-cuishacisa, to enaslate the thacrescalce propertics of tracer particles. We present the 
result, of PIV experiments. using Iam tracer pamcks do-zylasc doped with 8u-tB, in 
which elastically arnttcrcd 'flare' has been successfully removed from the images 	an 
app, 	optical Iher 
K.ywmda: flax icmoval, particle ijnac selocianetay. luoresceure 
(Sense lujes in this article arc in colour only in the electzviac version) 
1. IntroductIon 
PIV has become a powerful tool For measuring fluid velocity 
owing to its rim-intrusive flatzc (Ii. In pulsed PIV. a laser 
beam as focused onto a light theet which illuminates tracer 
particles in the flow. Lathe from the particles or tracers in 
then elastically scattered and imsul aio a CCD cantos or 
Iotogruçthk lInt. In doubled pulsed PIV, the tracers ax 
illuminated twice and their imaflea are recorded either within 
the aiuic fisme or ci*o separate frame,.. Alec correlation 
analysis, a 2!) vector mop of the 1usd flow is produced. 
One of the major problems in practical eiperimcntal systems 
has been imwus*al 'flare' in the freckled images. Flare 
is caused when the lifibi used to illuminate the tracers also 
impinges on surfaces within the experimental setup flie 
list that is scattered from a ntlal surface in much nure 
irgoan than that scanned from the tracer particles. 5g 
sanitation in the teced imapes near these seiaas. and 
O57.OflIstl I343. 1 $  
therfore particle images  and flow vectors we Icnt (2). ma in 
particularly problematic in a aaanber of industrially important 
applications, for example, in cs,bom.dinery 13-51, studies of 
Bow and spray dynamics in antamotise entine cylinders [61 
and chemical engineering reactors (7. 8(. 
Various approaches have been taken to reduce the effocis 
of flare. Man black surface preparations can be beneloal for 
a shot period 191. However, with pulsed illumination the 
airfare layer can rapidly become ablated. Mom pecauly. 
usiryor-like paints contionsiLge optical abucsa have been 
sepoited for flare removal 1101. An alternative approach 
is to use flucrcscczaly doped .eui particles which emit 
Li8Ii at wavdenpthis longer than that used for illiuninatice. 
Provided sufficient chstic separation exists between the 
excitation and ciasason wssvlcnflths, (theta can be used to 
prevent the intense Lili scatsesed from my solid surfaces 
(roan briar! intaped. The extremely high corinust ratio of 
commercially available bwdpsss liters (to . tO') means that 
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fluorescent traorrs Can be used to produce measureniradi in 
cloie lexzim1y to ajthcea .izl hence facilitate the study of 
boundary layers, flow-stractare tolencticass and nicro&tidics. 
In liquid flows the tum of fl.csescent tracers his 
beat eatabhahul and slable nria1s am now availthk 
commercially (Duatec III 1 In these cases, the particles 
can be )lO #&m in diameter whilst still giving suitable 
Scse-folowing performance. Walther es if 121 employed 
Iuoreacesg tracers to quasfy the fins' of fuel within a 
diesel iqector. The tracers were 2 am in axe, aid were 
successfully imaged over a rdstwcly small. sub-am field of 
view. However. the dicietry of the fluorescent emission was 
not quantified and did net need to be olliatircel owuig to the 
high energy density of the illuminnison, orer such a sinaU field. 
There has also been considerable development of flecseaccnt 
tracers for nacro-PIV (13. 141, has again the fldd of view 
is sub-mm and additionally the flow velocities an iuffricsidy 
low to permit knga timed ezposum Gpona) with. cn.nua 
wave laser to be used and hence niitsple ?awcscasce pht*imsi 
can be obtained frsin individual luotophose molecules, 
In the ges  phase, it is generally accepted that .iicton 
and sab-uticritti tracers am required for an a&qua dyeaaic 
rcwoIue 1151. Qiatib eral 1161 used larger 1thoaphoseaccs* 
coated particles to altos' the unction of motion of tracers 
within a flow. Whereas fluorescence persists for only 10-
100 us after excitstioo, phosçèxseseaice is much longer lived. 
These tracers data anrned phosçhosescerice for • meaawable 
time sifter espouse, with the btiglineas gradually r' 4."g, 
allowing the diiection of the velocity vector to be infened 
horns single esposuse photograph. Aatouusted atalyuis was 
nave, achieved with this technique and no quantitative data 
were produced. Fl.crcsecsl tiaccA have husid application 
as chromatic ,sathus of flow constituent (17] and flow phase 
(1$-20I toasable sissiltaneous ascasuremait innuiltiple had 
stiejata However, these wese limits as to the inininun 
size of &ixtscait tracer that could be imaged 1171. the PIV 
processing pvc poor validation rates [I]. there had to be a 
large diffesece in flow velocity in order for the diii in the two 
phase* to be separated 1191 or large Ibtoeseast tiscers were 
used for the gas phase (20]. Similarly the use of fluoieacent 
tracers and different tiating of the laser pulses to conipenaate 
for the chiferencein velocity of the piases (air/fad itieraction 
in fud iqect lots) still required a difference in the velocity range 
for successful phase separation 1211. Fkjomescaxe and Mie 
scatter (tutu tricershas alsobeen used tocalcul.te Santo' meat 
drop sire by oç*iwanai of the &iorop&ze concentration to 
give a cubic u*ay function with sespert to drop sire 172]. 
The uk.asi data in this case was obtained from I&qp droplets 
in the 10-100 pm range 
In this pspef. we describe the development of nucron-
sized Aumxop&tose-dopoi tracesu compatible with gas-phase 
low seeding fix wcording high Contrast PlY images. 
The approach adopted is to investigate several candidate 
lucnphcwva with a high quantum yield that are soluble 
at high concentration I "table solvents. Fwtheimmxe. 
exciLitk'ti in the UV. e.g. from a freq.encyinpled N&YAG 
laser, is adoçied, such that a long-pass (wavelength) filter 
can remove the wwaid idic scattered light. Whilst  
ii c., d 
these am many commercially available dyes and documented 
emission apectra, much of this infoimiison concenst low dye 
cencentrutiona and the optical awuonaient of a &MMMftCF 
cell is very diffrjerit from that of a I jim droplet. To enable 
evalaatino of • dyes performance at high ccuicclitrguotl in 
micron-aired droplets. stable eeaihacuia have been prepared 
and studied quantitatively by fluoroecnce speciseacopy. 
Subsumnent teats using coiwengk*ial aotsazera have been 
caitbictal to assmas visibility of the luorescent trace, 
particles in conventional PIV i.t.grilg geometries. Fatally. 
the application of the optiniard fluorescent msuca's is 
deaioaased to mpanstify a lebautcey flow around a metal 
blade. 
2. Evalnathas of fluorescent dvii as dopsuts 
flr Now tracer, 
21. Materials 
Refined olive oil, o.zylate, n-dodecylthuwthylmnin'um 
bromide (DtiR) and the fluortaccnt dyew 7-astino-4-
atethykotiaiann (asanin 1200-.uuno-4-tiuluoronwth1-
caimam (Coumsein $51), l,4bis(2-uicthy1styi3l)bcnzetw 
(Ris-M591. l,4-b15-phenyl-2-oxszclyl *tewate (POOP) 
were obtained (sean Aldrich. Hydrophilic silica nauop.zticies 
(Aerosil 300 dp — 7 mast) and ethyl cdhioue (Ethocd) 
were kindly donated by Evomik Industries and Dow 
Qienacals, respectively. All materials wese used as 
ieccived, without further pun Icatian, and the solvents sew of 
apectrophoiometnc grade or equivalent. 
In the context of gas phase PIV where tracer droplets  
we airborne, ipp..ae pmtective messuws (e.g. extractor) 
must be undertaken in order to sold breading the seeded 
sir. Mcvcithcksa. it abesald be mentioned that Ris-MV (nip. 
iao 'C) presents no significant haza.ai and displays a low 
toxicity 123, 241. while o-xykne tb.p. 143 'C), as most oigazic 
solvents, is classified as hazardous [24]. Both compounds ax 
stable under ordinary conditions of use =W storage (24] mid 
no diennal instability has been nosed. 
22 Specrrs'ftwmuweric asessumnears on bag dye xAmriow 
Fluorescence spectra of bulk achaticuis were mearaxed using a 
Fhosomax photon .ccssanng spctro&koiometer tJdhin Yvan). 
Dye soháais were contained in disposable PMMA cuvcttes 
(I0 transmission above 320 urn). Excitation and enasasat 
spectra were recoldad using dye sohstiats with concentration 
Of 600(±0,06) x 10-4 NC 
23. Sdeerirm ca Jvie dye 
The desired properties of the dye for the pmast lam removal 
application at intense absorption at 355 non, high ?arorrseaice 
quantum eciatcy and a fluorescence emission wavelength 
centred in the high-satsitivity range of silicon-based CCD 
camam. For PlY eapeninals in nuilti-const.tuai and nuski-
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ISO 	 ~Im 
5IV*i0 (vwms) 
Fure I. E*liatIc*(dastard aes) and sasak's spectra (wIld 
lines) frotal 	to top 01: *ask 	o4v,c1. Cl 3). P(WOP. 
C 15 and B. (the laini k's: ciampousals dissolved in oils, 
oth Eiuluiusi apats were acapliral odes an .ZC*aIOn wavelsotg1h 
of 355 ase. Iaaisltha bay, bass cnimalz.d to di. staxisturn  
intensity of Rhs-M 
bandwidth to be narrow and ciher contained within one of the 
primary colour bande, coriespanding ba detection diannel of 
a csr CCI). or located at a d.4mril region widin the viadde 
spectrum. To satisfy both sets of Requirements. a dye was 
sought with a strong Iucwcsnec cmusson around 430 non. 
Four candidate dyes. Coumann 120 (C120), Cournano 
151 (C151). Bin-MSB aid POPOP were diaractenard by 
luceesceree specuoscopy. loutial studies were made by 
dmiolving the dyes in cove cii which is rostirady used kw 
gin-phase flow  seeding. 
Eacitatmam and oniariam spectra of the dye sointions an  
shown in ñgue I. together with those of undopcd dive W. 
The olive oil ban an emission b.id central on 430 u.m disc to 
the presaice of vitamin  1251. 
The ccsamnaiin dyes (C151. C120) are potentially good 
candidates because they an known to have a high qusiman 
yield and a large Stokes shift (wuvekngth difference between 
the excitation and emission maxima) 1261 in polar sdiraga 
127. 281. However, their fluorescence properties are ahet*-
4w'wat and they display a lower quaanms yield and a 
sialler Stokes shift in non-polar solvents 129. M. such as 
olive oil. The anciat intense caisaica at 450 out wan given 
by Bis-MSB (I .4-hiM 2-nscthistyiyLenzene). a sti,aie 
derivmivewhicii hasa quantum yseldclose to uniy(O.96 [311). 
a &iorescentx lihsiuse of 12 us 1311 and a Stokes altift that 
shows little aojwai d1pu&see 131. 321 and is sufficient to 
enable elhciai wavelength discrimination between excitation 
lipht and emission liscrefore. Bis-hGB was selec ted as the 
dye of choice. 
Hcwaevu. the fluorescence in tensity thee codd be achieved 
for flis-MSB in reined olive cii wan found to be limited by 
the .iaxinaius sohibility of -10' M 1331 -  (The sohibibty is 
even less in pinfin oil. which is also used in PW) The jefore, 
another solvent wan sought. is which Bia MSB is more sohidie  
arid which would be suaabk for nebulization to prodece tracer 
p.iticks O-zylene was found to satisfy both criteria, allowing 
a Bis-NUB concentzntia of 10-' M to be achievul. 
4. Use n/ai.bia analaoiu v aiauuic the ftuwescaruca 
p,vperne, cfrrarwpasside: 
Whilst spcctmft.orometer meieIscnb of highly dihic bulk 
dye sokitrons provide a cpratstitative companion of their 
scspceuve &Jcxescace intensities, the dye is to be used at 
new saturated ccmncagraion levels in tracer chogileta. in 
order to detcrnine the dye ccnccs*r.tion at which wiaaaa 
&sxescoeu intensity will be achirvul it is necessary 
to determine wheder concentration-related adf-qseneling 
ecta [34L  such as the formation of dye aggrees or 
examcr kxuartion, or acIf. har$un will hind the mnaeaw 
in thioseicenen mnatmoty with increasing dye concentration 
in tracer droplets. In a previous study. Kosiwucz ci d 1351 
selected optimal fluoe,cent dyes for tracer droplets in two-
phase PIV on the bads of spectroscopic meanurcasala is 
bilk dilate solution (10' M solution in • I an nch-leng1h 
cuvette). However, different dyes will abc's different self-
quenching eficicocies. an that the 'optimum dye' selected as 
the basis of its luorescenec intensity at low concentration may 
prove not to be optimum at high concentration. Conventional 
spectroiuoroasclernscanuer*a of  dye seshitias in acuvette 
do not allowquaitrtatsve luoresceree intensity mom rements 
at high coseentratior's because of the inner filter oflect [34] 
and self-absorption over the relatively long excitation and 
crolasas path lengths (mm to cm). Thcreixe, we have 
developed a method to mmmc tracer droplets by forming 
an al-in-water croulsion in which the micron -sized doped 
droplets are dispersed within a non- luoresceni and non-
misc ible castsn.oss phase. In this maaner quantitative 
spectroacoçiic usessureanais could be made on the droplets 
is a stable and castroUed laboratory environment 
241. 	E.wmidosu prupseion. O-m.-water endiicna, 
stabilized by solid issnoparticks 136-381 of hydrophilic silica. 
were prepared by homogenizing 50% volume fraction of dye 
mohatias in o-xylenc. containing 2% wt of ethyl cellulose. 
constituting the 'oil' phase, with the water phase contairing 
lO'M of DTAB and25% wtofdiapened iilicanaicpankles. 
The pH of the acueura phase win then adjusted to a value of 
43. There most be suffscia* dispersion of the dye -doped 
droplets within the emulsion to assure that tie &,cmescasce 
menu remals rcgxat the properties of individual droplets, not 
a continuous phase. To achieve this, arsslsicsis were dibsied 
is water to 0.1% ofthe original cossceatruuoss for &scneacasce 
usesauremala. Osaracterizatice of the Chutiul enadion by 
microscopy, laser diffraction and flow cytoneny showed that 
the droplets were well dispersed and had a mean diameter 
of circa 2 g4flL An optical micrograph of  clihial emulsion 
anspk is shown in figure 2. The dilusedemelisona were atable 
for the duration of the flu...coce measurements. 
24.2 Fanrescaas'e i.eaarususeau on essisl,wnx The 
fluorescence measuranais were carnal out uarng the sane 
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Vure 3. Fiat.easc* entiodom iuctzu of squeous 	01 
—2 jam droplets 01 o.iyhin. doped with Ri,.MSB ala uncmara*h. 
01(a) 104 M.b)5 x 10 3 Musd(c) IOM.Eaia 
was acquired agias as excitation waelti4di 01 355 u 
have bass .ciaaIdto that 01u I  P4 Mffvk. 
(vi&nWra).bycosplmg two optical file berates. onctocarry 
excitation hls from the spocnome to the sample aid one 
to carry cmiaiou from the sample to du ipecvosneL The 
araihion sanp&e was presented in a low cell. csunrp of  
iaaa (N -5 IA grade with >90 tuasususaicas above 350 nut) 
miciocapillasy with • bore of 05 mat, fed at $ caIas4 rate ci 
03 ml mar' by a syringe pump. 
Figure 3 ibowa the l.owacnce anuasco spectra 
measured for three emulsions of o-iymene drupkta doped with 
Bis-P.tSBatconcsiionaoul0'M.S x I0 -'Maid I0M. 
iespecti'dy. A near Iizw mca,e in luceesernec intensity 
with inavasing dye concen1IIcai was ohienvaIiiidicotin that 
no concentration quenching in occurring up to a concentration 
of I0 M is-MSB (the limit of solubility in o-zylene). 
This. in priwiple, even higher laomucnce iotenasty could 
be achieved. if. greater concaira Ion could be attained. 
M Ca (I al 
iI 
05 	10 	IS 	20 
Damp Sim - 
Fr, A. Drop g1.  11 	I is under szy.4l..rslCJconditions kw 
o-zykw daç.d with Bâs-B-dopsd IO P4). 
3. SIziall of atomized tracers using Iaterferoietrk 
particle bnaØag 
Tram particle swop was pafomiul in order to verify that 
the optimized thioreucasly doped uacera were appropriate for 
a wide nmr of pasjthaee Hows The nebulization ichitcas. 
I0 M Bi,-MSB in o-zyk'r. Was drswn through a preie-
drivers medical nebuliza (Med2000 Andy Row) into a 532 nat 
light sheet. The seed density was controlled by a preze-
atdaatdflowofnitsvpen. Anuierfrmmcttic patsckimapmg 
(WI) atup was developed 139.101 in which the light diwctly 
,elecd from the droplet surface aid the fiat-order refr.cied 
bean interfere acrm a dc-fcxuaed droplet image. ?hmuricid 
analysis shows that the number of usserfiuree frsnea acrons 
the iaape ii p...4tiOni1 11D the droplet size. The experimental 
setup was farmed to give .çsproziaiatdy equal intensity of 
iedccd and flis-osier refracted beam at a scattering ask 
o110 andaea (laViuots Rowuiasser3) was used with a 
?.kon Plan 200.4 ELWD microscope objective. Conversion 
uehiicnibipu between the camber of isacrfeaenee hinges and 
the drop axe 1411 are avoidable and have been applied to the 
imaging scuipgiving a value of appioiaaimdy 15 fringes per 
microlL 
Sia-MSB-doped o-xylcne uen were nebulized  using  
the asate  seeding pawe and experimental caiáuona as 
those later used for the acquisition of PIV image. (vfk i#.). 
Fora population of 1000 droplets a meat cleopuru o(094 pat 
was cthtaitsed with the size distribution shown in Ipure 4. 
The viability of these tracery was evaluated with a field 
of view of the some aize as laxer ihects typically usud for 
PIV ilhauisstioa (heist circa 40 mm) It was founal that 
is6ctoty inaea of the luoresceuce emnaim of aeon-
mien uueaa could be olu..ned with as little as -30 ml pulse 
aiay of 355 nut laser mediation at Fl of 4, for Bi.-MSB at 
l0 P.i, as shown in figure 5. This cempszs very u.vc*uab1y 
with two previous stucks in which another itilbene derivative. 
Stilbene 3 (also known as Stilbene 420). was used in UV-
excited tracer droplets kw two-phase PIV 121.351. In  both 
cases, 355 ran pulse enequrs of 100 ml were used liacdl 
et al do not indicate the size of their tracer paaicks. but 
Kosiwczuk at at star a diameter rase of I—S pm. Given 
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iOrssseat Max  Figure 7 lInainF Ms stler of trwen with q2 am 
Ught 
-• 	 flow 
Fura ö. Scb.m.te of the usmx new asd tte sliest aesI.tkis 
for a %thacey 1w. wasord erpariawat Tlw inset (kwt fl) is 
m imp ori. go imbine blade ussid. 
it is feasible that the images reported in the latter study 
air dominated by particles a the lss end of the dimtetcz 
raw- 
4. Iaiaglag of lvorescr.l trars for NV 
To de.ite the efficacy of the dcsvkpuf dye achatinea 
for NV. £ I.bcnkwy experiment was perfixuted to examine 
the law against • turbine blade surface. The expenmcs* was 
scaip as shown acbemakally in huw 6 with the tip of the 
black towards the camera, the beer shies inns on the 
lower surface of the blade mid • low is Serstrused vertically 
upwards over the blade surface, which is reperserstative 01 
twbcnwchinay, applicazasa for PlY. 
The tracers were evaluated uicn€ two sinie-cavity pulsed 
N&YM beers (Casiussim Surdise Il-tO). The nit set 
of nwaazratneur.s was performed using conventional 532 ems, 
illumination by fitting doublung cryath to the laser csviiics 
the two Isier beacni were combined using .532 beam spIller 
with two tic lvic .simxs poslkawd on the beam path to 
remove my semaining $064 not aseiy. 
Laser beams were formed no lplst sheets with a height 
of cisea 40 mm as the focus. The exact of the 
later abteta was critical to ansturc that the same volume was  
illuminated by both the bit and the secoad pulse. A JAI CV-
A50 I itch camels was plaeedtizectly iio the sheet (pnteelrd 
by a suitable neutral dasuny biter) to enable ceertet ali8naient 
oldie two later sheets. 
A how (acId was 8nnexsted using three jweaeure-chiven 
nthslizcrs (Med2000 Andy Row); their seeting misuse was 
an to 0.5 bar with a reulaor atached to a N 2 cylinder. The 
Sow from the three ncbulizeis was collected iii hexible pipe 
and placed wader the metal Made. 11w blade was tilted such 
that is entire lower surface was directly visible to the NV 
camas sad was illwnmaed by the laser sheet 
An lmaer camera (l.iVision Rowsuaster 3. cooled but 
not iiiasaikd) was used with a Nikesa $05 mm lena a F* 
5.6. lmaea were recoahel. coruected and processed uun 
Davis version 71 from LaViaion. Isbe scatteted light was 
secorded by the camas on dosthk4csmed uhFs  with. pulse 
separation 0170 pa between laser pslscs a later energy of 
6 ad per pulse was used for ilL.minicis of the how. 
Under this ccni.raiion. lire was generated on the 
surface 01 the blade as shown in the white satirgal seam 
of buse 7. The lascr lieu directly Mit scattered from 
the blade surface is many orders of asaatutk mar intense 
dim that scattered by the I pm tracers cw.auit the rey.cde 
nmr of the detector to be exceeded. Under sanitation at 
particular pisela.chasge is leaked out to the tic4bboming area 
theteby generating a ieus of unstable pixels on the detector 
where the particle isasFi cannot be observed and' how 
.samuremats air uspenuble. 
The double framed images were jwucemed using the 
adeçiive m.hjiid czua,-a,rrdaticsi algorithm in Davis; lens 
obenutiona were accounted for using the de-warping tool 
available in Davis using images taken of • white light 
ilh.munaied target. A window star of 128 x $28 pixels 
was used for the brat pass which was then doceemed to 
64 x 64 panda with 25 overlap for the second pass; these 
parameters wear selected to provide a clew visualizition of 
the low velocity vectors below the blade. The tesulting vector 
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The resulting vector map shows that lire gcncraed 
an the bide surface prevented seed imaging and velocity 
messuwtncg*i within the region with triturated puck, hence 
is mpocting the uzacram of the Row with the ,wf.cc 
camot be obned Similarly, lightieflectod from the .wf.sr 
also produced tsndotnly located spurious vectors. 
To achieve Raw removal the N&YAG laser was fruuency 
tripled to 355 an by adding tripling crystals to both laser 
cavitieL It was found dust standard highs reflectivity , thekctnc 
mUTVrI did not runeve all of the second hanncimc hun the 
355 nm pulse. This problem was overcome using equilateral 
fused silica prurns on both beam, to uewsSe the hmenics 
by rthlctseL The two beams were combined uiitrg i355 mi 
half wave plate and a polarization mixer. Light sheets were 
kwrred and their corseci abgrswur  was obtained following 
a similir procedow as thint for the 532 am wtup using the 
3M CV-A50 I inch camera. Bis-MSB tracers were used at a 
ccaccntrsticzao( 10 Maso-iylcne; the ing lens blocked 
355 om Mie sc*icrul radiation hence no additional fil" 
was seqiared. 
Meaauensu*aon the blade were rcpeadusing3OmJ LW 
Wuntnation. .cqiinng double-framed images with a pulse 
separation of 70 jus. In this case no Raw was produced as 
shown in figure 9. The lower surface of the Made upon which 
the laser sheet is incident is visible. Blue luorcacerre from 
the Bis-MSB doped ' mrsgencratedhighcontritutliartkics 
widen the images Stich images could be obtained for several 
minutes before agglomeration of the tracers on the blade 
,u,face prnxlacul a detectable Issoresceoce. 
After image correction, velocity scetolu were calculated 
with the asase c s-conelntien parameters used fix 
co.wention.l 532 om ilkuiinion. The vecicu map obtained is 
shown in lipm 10. The inset figure dernonatrs the ability to 
mesiaw up to the blade suriace. Vecton we obtained within 
75 um of the surface corresponding to one ussertogation 
window size at4 x 4 pizek when the lieldoI view is'-2Omm. 
The runcwul of the image iliac' has enabled velocity 
to be obtained right up to the surface oldie mciii bide. 
It can also be seen that the continuity of the velocity Reid is 
I 	i 	 1 	-I 114­ 1S Aith 	5 nrn aIIusgn. 
casiiderably inçro'vul. With Idle imaging, the aeaasee of 
Awe reiraks in the loss of the vectors from all uicnogntien 
egiraw containing some untrstal pixels (see figure 8) which 
increases the sine of the iegon where the velocity isfomintiors 
is lost. In coo rssi with Rxs sconce imaging the velocityda 
show excellent continuity along the blade mrface arid around 
its loft-hand edge. 
5. Coiduslen 
A laboratory method, employing stabilized usicrendisona. 
has been devised for assessing sail cçiinizing the fluorescence 
properties of dye-doped droplets for use in pan idle imaging. 
Using this method. qumiis.atnre thinresecoce spectroscopy 
can be perkwmed as succors-sized droplets at the high dye 
concentrations rnuirnd for suixeurful PIV riwasurcmen8 
in gas-phase flows. Mic,en-zui deopicts of Bis-MSB is 
o-sykre show inscruo fluorescence at 450 net. when excited 
at 355 ran, and we lightly suitable for particle imaging using a 























expected toid jphcationa in boundary layer sxies and 1171 
low atnicture .sLeI1C*Is in hurboinschanety, satoisotive and 
chemical process industries.  
Mi... So. T.c. 19 (2Ij 113103 
have been achieved. producing a higher lucwesenc.c uaaisity 
than that previously obtained using flh,-MSB in dive oil 
1 331. The &iomcaior properties of Bit-MSB are such that 
doithic pthul PIV experiincnu can be aicccsifully couthicted 
with standard solid-state [men and sibcon-bsnd CCD 
cams. 
The optimized um are not only aigni&antly sonalk-
(w 
m l  (w 
1 sm nieas diameter) than those developed previously 1351 
Lust can be imaged with a rdstrvdy low I&= pulse unet 
of30mist355nan ova a vertical fidd of view up to 
40 sun. 
The cffcc6vcwm of these flimosesccrit usorn for flse'e 
removal is PIV cuprnmaus has been deaiomstracd. ensb&ing 
meauwenwila to be math in close proximity to irOective 
or scanefina ssufacrs. This luorciccsu PIV tedmmuc is 
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RESRAIQI ARTICLE 
Optically efficient fluorescent tracers for multi-constituent P1% 
0. A. Anr*ts-Jes M. P. ()seny 
M. (ban. N. C. Arl-j.en-
C. L Tewes- A. C. Jams 11 P. Towers 
Ii Pbs, 2no711a'sie fl My 3tot lad. 11 Amps WWI NbIlAdadodism 103spasebw m 
0 	 2W$ 
Abad This pita was motivated by the need for 
inqeoved taatnentei*atico to study nizing processes in 
muid-consmucut and asahi-phase fluid  systeten The 
ddopnent of a single cokax enowea PIV seni that  can 
imsge miami size spectrally distinct fluosesceot thopleu in 
a asdd-cowtitaseat pa - flow is reported. Concentra-
tions of flumencei* dyes in son have been optimised to 
achieve sufficient fluorescence visihi lily. The adopted 
pltiknoçfliy is to exploit the inherent co-regiswation offered 
by a 1-chip mikax CCD cuees with the iuwps —aided 
in the thave cokar pica caibling flow aninient/piase 
to be tktemtincd as well as pulse order. The nesob show 
that the specnal discrimination wocess is iuhit and in a 
well mixed pa-phase low the avetap ersor between the 
flow velocities in the two constituents is <. The use of 
UV excitation (en a*tahiy excitable dyes) has the added 
benefit of specoafly sepossling the excitation wavelength 
uiom the imaging bandwidth to slow re removal'. 
I I.udurflaa 
MV has become a powerful tool for rneazuig fluid 
velocity owing to its oim-snmnive natic (Adrian 1991). In 
pd MVa hart boon is loatened lato a light died which 
D. A. 	 M P. O,ay 
N. C. Aen-J 	C II To 	- 0 P. Towse OR 
Scl of h4achmeal Vaosomirg, UsiveoWy d L. 
LAW& LS2 911. t.ac 
.I: tp ie,w•I.c.k 
M 	 A C. Joems 
i1 d Cry. tsiwatyot E&wb. wed Usia lsi, 
P,&dwgb 11i9 iii. U 
illunienses nacer çwrtides In the flow. Light (torn the 
pzncka cc tracers is then elastically seattesed and imaged 
onto a CCD canteen or phoeoçaplic film either within the 
saute frnne or cmso separate franses. After conelation 
aenlysis a 2D vector m, of the fluid flow is produced 
(Wentcrwcd 1997). One of the challenging application 
arena for MV is in the qoutdicatiou of molti-*wse and 
molticoinuci* flows (Hai 1994 The spplication of 
conventional NV techniques to such flows generates ma 
get 1mm the toccra in both coistinenas or phases .id 
hence velocity vectors across the cwaafl image 1cM. 
However. such an approach does not allow quantification 
of the flow Ide in each component of the flow and' F , , 
f,xr p.nrnewra such as relative velocity and mixing 
cannot be quantified 
A number oItwo-phenc flows occur wham ow phase is 
nativafly present as bobbles or sobd particles,--the ills-
pased phase. The size of the bdiblm or solid pitticks Is 
Iyj*cdly lspr (-100 lam) compared with the seed parti-
cles (-3) lam)  In the continuous liquid phase. Therefore. 
the flow pluses have been diacerned benal on gsetick 
image six (Jakobsen cc 5. 1996k or brightness (Kiger and 
Pan 2000). These techniques require a panicle size ratio of 
-5 for reliable itncecitg (Kiget and Pan O0). In the 
can of rays injected into the pa phac the particle size 
nuge at the diopiets iney extend 1mm the nth-miaen to 
teen of nicrorie and thetelose ownIspa die isacren sized 
particles typically added to the pa phase (Wiling 1997). 
Tpcal czançhes are fuel sprays for ccntthwtsim in Limo-
motive and gas turbine engines, agricultural Ways and 
mderal dose isdolen. Fsib.unire. these ax usd11-cots-
abtuent gas phase flows where mixing is important and in 
such cam both coinpcenenta will need similatty sized seed 
pxticks to achieve adente flow (allowing. Hence flow 





not feasible. In these cases cpikifly active wncem nor-
mally psodiaings fluorescent or Øeat emission 
over a mp of wavelengila dslcsese froni dat of the 
ilbaunatnng laser beam. peovide a maim of i&ntilping the 
origin of a particular smccr particle. 
Optically active tracers were hot used in fill held 
inatumeasatson in 19*5 to thiesmine flow direction faim 
pbospborescent — talk (Gintib cc .1. 1985). Phanco-
ccci tXaceTh an being devckad for hare eha.fion 
in bawdily layer ,ncaatmeaa. and laming of '.2 lAm 
fluoaisceci uaceo mu mdhnwo heidi of view has been 
replied (Waldier at at 2000)L Fhaweaceat tocem of 
-20 pm hanietet have been used In bqmld flows to 
remove flax close to lasge die-d pisuclea (Hamm 
l99*.Danta 9*). 
In msiti-hese and multi-ctueci flows In the pa 
phase fluorescent uscco on also the niecinziax of choice 
to thfkse.tiat she seehng in one phase from that in 
another. Two gmep have aàheod the psoiska with 
regaid to gasoline three injection (001) aptays using 
532 mm laser list thais with conventional tracers in mm 
phase and fluwwinat eacera in die other (RcisenkcJ,o 
cc al. 3)02. Boedic ad Sitnoem 2004Tin ciaon 
,ecvom of the fluorescent dcpl* was selecied to be 
seprase *om the excitation and hence comblm&iia of 
hints wow used on a pair of mrzioclaome CCD 
positioned ISO oise each odar such that each cameo 
only sothiceil images of we type of wacer Whilst multi-
phase velocity veetoes wow pmdnccd. the this suffered 
1mm laid poor vsh'si'u rats (Beedic and Simoca 
2001) or required the *55mm to have diffirring velocities 
(hc*icthotbcr ci at 2002) Implying diet the optical cbs-
criminetion of the fliseeaeiu tracers from the onoventiosal 
iesoers was not a)nçksely aeceasfit Pncvioon wok in 
mutdcoadurist flows used rhod.wine-e1 dmç*ets ad 
conventional tracew illanliala with a fm pidin at 
S32mm and a second froma pulsed dye taserai -blOom 
(Towers cc ii. l. Images woe thsdnol on two 
monochrome cameras with hints such that one cameo 
only lathed the second pulse and fluorestrnoe emission. 
with the ciba wcorthng Ishc scattering (mm the first pidie 
By psr*nnlag logical opwkwa bci'wccn the images. 
based an the psesence or silence of on-bested fluores-
cence ci the same *zcl hicciton as the pun Mie acacier it 
was possible to obtain separate heith for the hue pulse 
un br each conciftatci of the flow. Howeves. the 
efficiency of die dyes was lhclat to allow flimsesecti 
diopleta of <5 pm to be Waged when using 532 mm as 
bosh floosmor pimp. inquiring higis energy >100 nil. 
and for Mie imaging, winch only inqulins low energy I-
3 W. This led to the mod an indhcmust optical system 
requiring sloane hints tha generated Wage distcieiicaia All 
the gas phase naid-comnurua and naiki-phax flow work 
I 	low 
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reported depends on image psoorueng algorithms to 
separate the flow oniatciont inbuansion from the two 
camesaL Therdcrc. sub-ptiel wgu itamon is unpoitas to 
lnaeae the iekatibty of processing. but Is opsflmciesfly 
difficult. owing to the thffrreu* distortions, itirodmiend by 
the fibers used on each camera. Furthermost, constituent 
disaUzination coors ax iond when pamucle images 
1mm the two ceomu..rs1. overlap. The maixmea cii-
component vckxlnea (via aeseocipic smngenlenta) in a 
two conadhrti/phase flow mung such nimbi cameo setups 
for each view has not been aannpsed owing to the ctpes 
iunaitd complexity 01 the system. 
Considering that no reliable data ha been obtained on 
two-phase flows with the syllable todlaquca. we present a 
atreiC$ fur s4-uatiiacat how mesameneci mu the ss 
phase. main; an all solid state lases a single 3-chip miss, 
cameo smut the development 01 two fluorescent skpamsta 
with widely cbffrrcu* emission wecur. For each asatitu-
era of the low. a flusiescont dye was cbtaen to colt light 
at a iamiicula wavelength in osdo to diarmnlacie between 
she types of tracer paucle aid hence Now constituent or 
phase. The adopted philosophy is to exploit the Wareui 
co-egissnnon offered by a 3-chip colour CCD cameo 
with the images racondal in the dac colour planes. 
enabling how constituemislase to be dciernined U wall as 
pidic oiia with the possibility of cthtaftlng thine-conpo-
meets 01 velocity by ndcbeg a second 3-clip color cameo 
in a stoeosccpic ananganera. The use of IN escitauen. 
(mm a frequency uspled NdYAG laser, ha the added 
beedli of spectrally separaing she escitatftai wavelength 
(mom die imaging inadwiddi and hence likers in past bile 
cobs, channels an not xquixd. Experimental dots is 
pocwgftd to con hun the performance of the qpaach. 
U*rsg a single type of fluorescent tracer. a wnwntioal 
ogle-phase PIV aipeament can be performed when the 
laser light. or late. scattesed by the surfaces In an eI-
meeting gig. can be memoved by ampda*c Altering therdly 
allowing nxaaieuieat in dose proximity to the surface 
(iwaesi ci at 3X). 
2 Mass tare (meet adectiem and hinging system 
The deslmnd pstpemues of the fliamnaceat dyes in these 
&Wbakdow sue strong ailoiption at 355 mm (faiquency 
tripled NdYAO). lass quantum efficiency. amthctemi 
specual srpsuel', between escitmuon and eussatosi 
wavelelu and a fluoe-ence common pecu'man in the 
high sensitivity ramp of linen band CCD camera. For 
use with colour cameos in the muld-constituent PIV 
experiments described here, it is also do laNe for the 
fluo.escenee common taalwidth to be ccuaflrd Within 
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detection channel of die colour CCD. and for there to be 
aicieat chromatic sepsmncm hetwem the illumination 
and die flumeseam and between the fluormorme and my 
wavelengths used kie P.4c scattering. it was laaid that dyes 
dvdoped ongUafly for dye Laws teed to o(frr lig*ia 
solubility (to maiwiae flucwouc* yield) in a rge of 
sol'veigs that we aiitthle for mvitathn as gas phase 
seeding. Previously. Bi-?.B dye. eltidi emits in the blue. 
44J0-470 an. "co cached at 355 an (McGicc et at. 
200). was employed a conccaraiora Ic to S x 10-  
molar (hi). Here, an increseal dye couxinraUca baa been 
achieved. iuip.ovrng the fluorescence üzeiaity, by tang 
Xylem: ua solvent. Dye coneentithornoptol x 10 2 M 
have been scliewed and an aifliciciuly stable for mtmne 
laboratory use The other flow cotatitneat may he scaled 
with couwatonsi tacer particles aid illuminated with 
532 mu laser bu to give tte scattered images only. 
wlierw combined 355- and 532-excitation of the Bis-hB 
doped tracers will generate both fluorescence (blue) and 
Mic (green) Imagem tterdty digereiuisting  between the 
wsocra. It is assumed that either the imaging km will block 
any hfle scattered 355 urn radiance or that a ktng-p' 
fiber with a atioff wavelength a appmtimstc)y 400 urn is 
used. With this atnle', the tracers may be diacnminstcd 
using a first puke of 353 and 532 urn r 5 nm with polar 
energies 01 typically 50 and 2 ml. respectively. The red 
image charnel of a colour &tcctca - reuaiia unused and 
hence an NdYAG pumped dye laaercangesetale aseciad 
pulse. giving Mic-scatierul images from both tys of 
tracer in the 63)-(0 mu regirm. 
Red fluorescent tracer particles have also teen invati-
gated. bawd an DCM dye dissolved in DhO. Similar 
ceneenuatheni op to I x I0 M have been aclieved. 
DCM lies akaovpden bends conveniently krasa) at both 
355 and 532 mu giving a wide range of alic,atima. Per 
tingle dareIconMinaeiu flows, the DCM n-sects may he 
usa) with a hhetat rnosioclionw camera and a ttandird 
twin-cavity P):YAG laser with both aqius at 532 mu in 
onler to remove flare (mm the images. The fiber uadecied 
to block the 532 urn eacitalicm ultiba umuinmng the 
fluorescence. In macenaIt*sea flows. IXM txaccra can 
be used in one flow constituent whilst the His-hB n-seas 
are used in the ether. Imultancous excitation of both dyes 
can be achieved using 335 urn eacitanon from one 
NtYAG cavity. giving clionatically separate limps in 
the bloc and red clamith of a colour camera. therthy 
achieving flow cciatitvait dlciimuaixm. A low energy. 
1-2 mJ, ceeced pulse at 532 an will generate Mie scatter 
from both types 01 n-acer in the gaten dared. Hence the 
two vector fields; can be obtained. flia apçwo.ch ha the 
advantage that only solid state lasera are required. 
This work bus etilhaed a 3-clip coloer CCD Hush liv-
P22F digital cswa which insciutily sclasaled  the imaged 
F. I Iuigc ot 6t irc 	 4.jnt w&b H. M.'li jz) 
D 	(fl.ght), andw by a 35 an hs b1 anal 
light into bandwidths of rat, geen and blue that are 
directed to the appoiae CCD clip. Ills allowed time 
co-aligned snaps to be recorded MmidIalIeously. An 
image of the experimental flow, when both the Ria-MSB 
and DCM doped tracer ibojieta are ilkeniia*cd using a 
theetof laser light a355 am. is shown inFig. I. Quali-
tatively it can be seen diet the anisaces from the Bia-h8 
and DCM dseplets arc obtained in the blue and red clan-
nda of lie CCI). respectively. If the flunascencc emission 
is idetily matched to the CCD response, completely sep. 
araw images of the two types 01 u-acer are chained in the 
blue and in) image layers. A second polar at 532 urn will 
preduechiie scalier images of both u-seen within the green 
layer. Crun-cuwlatita between the red and scat layer 
thcadd piothiec vecton for one ce*uent and between the 
blue and gi-ren layer the vectora for the other conwitneet. 
The rails green Mic images of the coat*e flow comes-
uttit generate: randomly located nin -elations and hence 
that is higher background noise in the ouirelaiou plan4 
but the velocity vectors can atill be obtained reliably pm-
viding time are two or more atcea in eadi saceogatsoa 
3 Esperboenlol setop Md drop lung 
The dyes were evaluated using two singk-czvity poised 
NtYAG beers (Coittlaitan Sanlite 0-10) which were 
hued with frcrucy doubling and tripling ciys*ak, giving 
a hat puke of 532 mu light and a second o(355 am. hwas 
found that aaixbrd 11gb redecthuty dielectuc nirrcm did 
net remove 11 of the second harmonic (mm the 355 urn 





inliusetism between the colourclaimels. The Iwddmt  wa 
oteowe by using a spcndve (med silIca 15 mm ea-
Intend IEun to iepwafe the hxusnicn by refraction. Tbe 
experimental sytteut is shown schematically in Fig. 2. The 
laser beans wow (tamed into ht sheets to dlon*naic 
the Rows using a ccaxthimtttai or a negative spherical and 
pcaath'e cylindrical las. Is ta*r to age the sbeet foci of 
both wavelengths it was esecy to expand each beam 
at difteseti distances, relative to she cylindflcai lens.  
Eq*nllng plano-concave (f - —0 mm) IF yew 
positioned in inch barn and mtmtaI an micso-blockt. 
grns 3-axes of hiwar adjustment. to aid the ahVsuwrl. 
The barns dwn met at a 532-um chctrcic miner. which 
was clew backed. allowing the 355-am bean to pass 
thtE*II smlin&md. The co-digswd expanding bame yew 
disectal draws a Issed silica plaoccasva cylindrical 
km (f = 300 mm) to produce a laser sheet of heist cijca 
30 mm at the teem. The enact shg.seu of the two Ii.gl* 
abects s critical: a JAI CV-A50 1/2 inch canam. pa-
tected by a neural clesalty (ND) Rker win placed d1*cdy 
in the sheet. This slowed meaazeute*a of the beam 
paRk. thickness and slowed sheet ptatiomng; a reFe-
seetative image is ilsowe in Fig 3 melding the hthajial 
intasaty W1*Ie. In this image, both laser gedaea an visible. 
the Slicker dines shown is the pace sue, initli which is 
the 355 mu dact The intensity of the laser sheets was 
significantly seduced to obtain this data and by different  
amounts (to peve* pemanat damage to the camera). 
Allowing for the tiffemeec in canto sensitivity w the two 
wavelengths used it is expected dot the laser sheets am 
mow similar in dickeem wIshe the me at the alignment 
camea emused that the cab ci ach sheet were psecisely 
co-aligned. 
Xylem and DMSO we used a soheata for the ftan-
reamni tracers and solutions were dawn tluca*i separate 
pmasue-dflvas medical nebdlza's(Mrd3)00 Andy Row) 
into the sheet A regtiatoc attached to a P42 cylinder 
allowed din pressure and hence seed dainty to be vaned. 
The ateelatti hc&U  wow reaswin frow din lalceascey 
enviase mining an extinction sysiem. knaga wow 
reaadul coo a Hitacli HV-F2 3-clip colas canca 
r. I e.—'—a —fr 
Pvks2UV355ow 
ttqi t'Um (M) 45:623-631 
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--hard hori'mozaaf tay jse24. IA. Li u* i4p.. .1 332 
d 353 . (wserl low slands  
and farmed by a Mkca 105 men km at Fl I. Dñarnea 
and daqalean an the camas were a4mtul to reduce 
backgtosasd noise lawS and tie to a reduced sesintivity on 
the red clamd (uriurnow of -06 compared to gwen 
channel dm to the Feneoce of an IR blotting Rhet) the red 
gsin was iucwaied with all the other options left winlan-
p51. The camera win used with a asclutica of 
1,210 x 960 puck and the pixels ac 4.65 pm spare. The 
mar settings were used for all the data presented In this 
paper. The lea sputum was ad sh1ly mete closed than 
in mom Ply experiments (F1 I) to Site sharply Isoamed 
itna in all 3 colas chattels. i.e. to overcome any low 
gitutinsi cliomstic aberatian from the imaging opac and 
maidsetiximig tideauce an p1*doang of the CCD chips 
in the camera 
The Rutisr.vis.c owlakat of mican sized droplets. 
typically used in gas re PIV for sdemate dymanic 
response. wes analysed by exciting both typa of tracers 
simultaneously with a 355 not pulse. killS enanana*kai of 
the isiagea recorded slowed tha Bia-MSS ( blue) tracers 
had wShdera sigial-to-iwe ram whewa.s images from 
DOd (ad) tacaa did net In ce*r to emese sekalik 
veetce pa—raing. a wider dmop-sia distribution (larger 
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the nekohaüig conditions such that a llia lbacrencence 
agimi was obtained at the sed channel. 
The bop-size llartbuucm for each type of va was 
determined tasug at iiatrkiouatsic method in wilds 
dimplet an is cctdatcd by mmasdng the angular 8e-
qatocy at interfesence fringes Ican defocused inages. An 
ln*ger lateme camera (LaVtsicn) was used with a Nikon 
Plan 3) 04 ELWD microscope objective to obtain the 
required dekscuaml imaging system I Lhenachkc et al. 
2005), Conversion relationships between the number at 
into In fringes and the drop size (Setildetnov and 
Tiopea. 2004) an available and have been applied to the 
ddxiaal imaging atop giving a value of awosivasely 
'5 frion Vs per c'n These convealon eek0cm. tlpe ate 
expected to be accurate within a w percent (Scmklaurnv 
and Tropea 20044 
Drop sizes wen measured under experimental unxll-
ibm (seeding ruse 035 her) for a qsulaziui at 1000 
particles for each type of tracer. Mean dioplet sizes at 
lD4pass fee Bls-MB (blue dye) and 125 pm lot 0CM 
(ted dye) were obtained The dmpkt site disufbuWm for 
each solution is shown in Fig. 4. 
The drop size distribution for the DCM (red) tracers 
aistiom I to 5 larn bat it needs to be established which 
pal at the size distribution is reandal by the atlas 
camem at the red channel. Small anidea (<2 pm) will 
have a coraidembly lower flucu'enee intensity than lar-
ger ones (2-4 pm). Mc to the power law dependence on 
particle diameter at the fluoieacaice signal (expected to be 
between a quadtafic and cubic telasiatalIp). For dos range  
of Imect sizes the particle Image sue is &anliatcd by the 
dirnacuas halted palonnance at the Imaging optic. hence 
the particle image diameter Is appiosinately constant at 
18 pm (a'oainateIy 4 suds) for the magnification used 
The particle Images across the size rge of all of the 
tracers; thaclosi appear with an approximately tasfam 
size and a Gaussian intensity profile of vaty lug intensity ha 
each coloca' channel. Fisitheuncie, to temove croastalk  
627 
between the coksir clan Is (see Sect. 4), particles with 
low aipaMo-aaiac ratio will be removed so the bigger 
diupleta an the oats actually catmibatlug to the erom-
ceeselatica psoceas. 
To quantify the (mien at the 0CM-doped tracers with 
detectable 8uorsccnce. two sets at images of the macera 
wese rccoida$ aqanuely at the ted (flucwesccnce. 355 urn 
poise) and gem (MIc. 332 mu poIse) ctarmda wing the 
same seeding pseasre at 035 bar. It is assumed that the 
532 mu laser diet energy is sufficient to make the aitise 
diasibalen of aicces visible in the peat layer of the 
clots cznaa. A Madab code was developed to count the 
natha at particles visible In an Image. The ratio at 
tnas .r ted to at pea' pard hs ie an indkow  
of the an at the droplet size diastitatiat bang pecaded. 
as only the lagget more intense red particles will be cap-
toted. Bated on a particle cain evaluated over 30 gseen 
and red images an average of 73% of the prudes present 
have aafhciatt fluotesceoce intensity to be imaged, indi-
cating that apxosiniae1y thee quarters at the 0CM 
droplet size lusirilsiticte is re.rnded on *1w ted dismal 
under experimental conditions. Rgire 5 shows the asam-
lative MairFaton of DCM Mop size. Mgldliung the pat 
of the datnb*gion that is being reundcd. Hence the mean 
dtop size of the visible DCM doped Ulcces was evaluated 
to be 2.65 pm. 
Both the Bla-B (blue) dye and the 0CM (red) dye 
wee used at a conenuancm at  10-2M.  No alatai 
fiheting was requited to block the 355 urn Mie acalercd 
hgtx from reading the CCD. To balance latemltics 
between the Idic (first pulse) and flucarescence (second 
poise) images neutral density hkees were placed in the 
uneapanded gem later beam path at seduce its pulse 
energy to an appsow ate level (dii avoided beam Folik 
vausisasi fatted a reduced Q awnth delay values). The 
335 an pAte energy was 95 ml and only lied at 
532 mu was ralliral for Mie scattering Into the Steen 
channel. 
Drop Size uo) 
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A typical — obtained frcm the sysun is shown in 
Fig. 6. In this caw the two neeshng str eams ale largely 
spatially anssated with the Sia-MSR-doped (hIm) traces 
on the rin and the DCM (and) U.fs on the left. The 
Julie was illwrnns*ed wing a pulse of 532 urn followed 
5011 Isa by a 355 cm poise. Caseuid examination shows 
gwen to and particle sirs on the bolt heed aide and green to 
bkan iJuliC pars an the igiL with hoth floss going from 
the bc*ttsn to the top or she image. Figure 6 shows the 
original colotw mange (ia left) and the dwm sepeale 
cdoor chitandi dinwm in gray andes (image splitting was 
paknnicsl in Málab. 
In most cokxx CCD cameos the spectut of the and. 
gwen and tduc cheiandi are designed to overlap so that 
shore are no onkar-bhnd arms. li,nevo, this can also lead 
to crslk between ccikaar channels. for example a 
iuoanacet* mange produced a low signal in the bkan and 
given clanamb In this cmigurnUos the moot ihinanging 
cnssa is that between the red and bkr images rqso 
searing the separation or the images from the two flow 
consisnesis. The peru chesid still contains low level 
cralk from the oUts chesmols and the red and bIts 
cluiehi sins low level aalk from the green hhe 
icattesing. The poset*ial lords DCM doped tacos to emit 
red fluoracence from the 532 sin pdse could also generate 
crcalk but given the low pulse energy nerde'to produce 
Uip FhMa () $Z-63I 
the Min sca*tcand manges this is expected to be at  suitably 
low level 
Crcnatalk levels, can be reduced sing an approach um-
daily applied in 3D nifice conoining applications sing 
coot, imaging (Iloanget a). 1999). This method was then 
ade*ed to obtain a quantitative evaluation of csisstalk 
between colosi cluida with 3-clip coheir CCD camew 
for 3D ilanpe measisuncisa (Ztang et ii 06). Using tils 
approach the coupling effects an be estimated for each 
chancel respectively as the pircaninge of di intensity, horn 
a puticulas chamel Slit is detected in she tither two 
clanasehi. Fcue*anple. for an mange in the and chasiel. C. 
and C b rep anse* the unensties detected in the pecu and 
bits thasuwis expressed us percentage of the inIe1y on 
the red channel. A similar process is used for the other 
two disineb to define the coupl ing mains as proposed by 
Zheng ci A. O6 
Co Gj Co 
Cr C C 11. (I) 
C5, C5 Cat 
The flit aihx lor each term iidcaiea di chesiel of di 
angina) image and the second suffix ln&aes the diaaiel 
of the detected image. Elements along the flagond are 1. 
i.e. C. C,, — Cs. — I. 
Images were taken seperau*y of fluorescence enasason 
from huh types of siren lied sal blue) and Ishe scattering 
(giern) sisis espesimsital conditions. Each colour image 
rI.e ROB anva).d 
sly i*t D.i. sVe 
. 0cM áisd trrr 
(14 mAr 1 ) md he 
M5a dcp.d vaoui (ns 
cassalk oawp—aftd nan 
----I-_s —  an 1 
v'& md (b). Ws(c) And 
g (m- M~UMMM by 1 1 2 
aad 115 — t*t 
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was split into its RGB clw.eIs and a pad-wise back-
ground subtraction pedorwed on each channel. Oseyszle 
intensity of pgnclm in each ingu was meaaeed on the 
three dia,meLa to obtain the cmal& coefficients and *1w 
coupling mais in Eq. I 




2 	 (2) 
0.1 	0.02 	I 
Equation 2 shows the coupling effects for ike  caped-
mental setup used. That iss Wortl coupling oflact between 
the peen and the aid ciwouda and the seen and the blue 
clwiick. By inverting the coupling nwuu a act of cctod 
kGB iniaiarnea can be deamr*nai *cm a let at mcared 
intauüea Ilsd-w*ae acrow the imoge. theseby aoiUing 
for the croalaJk. The Method wait applied to a raw ceea 
image and the rachi are shown in Fig. 6 wheat csoa1k 
bdween ailoir channels twa been coia drably reduced 
Cue was Iai in capturing the PIV images from the flow 
Meld ad in measuring the coupling cens to em ise that the 
miasMics were '-ud widin *1w lisear range of the 
canwm 
DaVis version 7 fran La Vision was used for  
p.taowmg and coadation wualyali. A pee-plocendng 
wage was employed to perform a background sacuon 
of 15 prey scales to iemoe any residual tow lard csoalk 
and also reduce background noise panictiafly on the blue 
channel. 
Chinmatic ad km tflstatioea wan accounted for in 
two maya. Firstly. images taken of a wtite-k*-i*kmi-
nated odiboiuiat plate were used to rem ove the distortions 
W each aukee chamd independently with the image do. 
waipiag tool in DaVis. Secondly. it is also necessary to 
e"'e the distortions due to the canti" of the offset 
between each of the dice aiim, chan nels within the 
cawea (since they are oot exactly co.aligned) and chit,-
matic km diatcrioiu For cxnnpk. taking the green 
ciwatel as the reference. there Is a mmli offset from the 
green to the ted and from the peon to the blue lumps 
winch Iralucon false displacements on the vector mam. 
A unk correction purthuc was used in winchima-
ges taken of a wbise4igk-ilkinin*ed Kmo continuous 
arfaau were used to aae that vectors would be obtained 
in every tateriogasion window across the wiank held of 
view. huaga view split into RGB clisack using Midab 
and pin of images (red to pato and blue to gwen) wen 
cran-wurelaied in DaVis ising the wee calculation 
parameters as dun later used for the vector akdatKm of 
the now catatituents. 
The validity and wp.'.hihty of *1w carcetion peace-
doe were aaemod. Difl'aese surfaces wan used under the 
wee ilkisinatton conditions and the ninweu Mffewnce 
in ikapiacanat in any intaiopticm region was found to be  
by 
20% with the overall offset peuca unchanged kurhffaei* 
surfaces. Cluac a surface had been selected the repeatability 
was towed by using ditfacan bgt* kvds. The maxumim 
difference of the average displacement was !id to be 4% 
for thffaei* light levels. An swap offset of 0.3plzeli 
was d*aAned bctweeu the red and peat images and 0.75 
pisek Iwewea *1w blue and peon images. The diaco. 
mats obtained in each inragatMmi window are then 
subtracted fun *1w valor umju for the corresponding flow 
constituent to saceui* for my hat Ms$aceuwula. 
S ka ad 
Following Image distortion and cra1k auacaion, the 
data were Impesled as double frames for pan to red and 
green to blue. Backjiwnd subtraction was performed and 
the adrlliw ,adti-pid cmm-aiaelatioa aIgmi in 
Di Via eok,yaf to thidn the velocity sectors for each 
Bow cemutucet. Fismily. the sector MeIth corresponding to 
the thionwbc distortion and CCD positioning offsets wew 
removed. The ranking sewer (with we shown atloiw 
coded for each flow a,waftueiu In Fig.? corresponding to 
the RGS image shown to Fig. 6. In this sewer Meld it is 
clear that the acmtik compensation ha been successful 
and Ifw1iy  aquwese regicea ouncaixutin, to each eaca 
type have been obtained. 
A second mow ban-wing eaanspk is dawn in Fig. a. 
bore the flow, gmeaacd moig hair almiuiseas (two for each 
type of Ua) was lmo1*t together tang a suitable p110 
before being imaged. This produced a dri..ely seeded 
image with almanthiu couwutuei* mixing throughout. The 
manned region is nsfhciendy douwaream for the two 
conutitucta to be considered as well miaed. The vatca 
map ispwaewed in Fig. 9 thawing afuthat clear regiom 
of nasal flow when the blue sedan see thicker so that the 
intampilon regions with sectors from both types of 
tracers can be easily Idauhed. 
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} IS. S A uaI eLmWle of a 	obmiCsI Sow, The kiln 
— dhows was p.u4ie.4 by ilhonialson "is 532 nd 135 sam 
I IA* ss and a mi1a os of 10 me 
The validity of the vectorfields obtained was aseemed 
UMng the pmt p.ocendng sup in DaVis in which a median 
hitor and a r hpeidiold be the diffetesi peaks on the 
cmeladcn plate weve used to discard apufloon vectam 
The vector Ileith in FIg. 9 wew processed to geneeste 
vidodly Iialoçanw to mute a4ietha peak locking effects 
wew ci&*1 in dw data for either conginane. The ino. 
gmnw for both oniiwmts and for bndi x and y velocity 
cxmete showed no cvivkwx of btanial towaads integer 
vthaea and besine it was arnckmkd that peak kklngeffecta 
fl, Iha (m) 	Z3-.63I 
wen not aginhcel. is. the paiucle iiges in all 3 a,knr 
channels wema well distributed over a miur of pixels.  
A paailitaflw conauon of the velodty yearn in 
each ci&ucae boa been gemuWd by taking the ronikass 
dodties (the magnitude of the two-wnets aor) 
from each intawption sepon. By minting the rmukaze 
dodüca in ascending orckr for am cituant (DCM) 
and pknting the nmipitude a condame distribution in 
otiajjwd. we Fig. 10 below. The non axis rdca to 
loUona in FIg. 9 where vectm in both ctuusta wen 
olxalzwd and such that the maginnade of the velocity is 
maca leg. The corwapondleg irmukast velocity mapitude  
for the Bin-ktSB tracers is plowed as points for the same 
positions U kr the DCM tracers. It is dear that thee in a 
good onirapondenee in the velocities meaatwd as die 
same spatial position In the wage. The aaage diffesence 
between the resultant velocity calculated between both 
types of uncesa was lowid to be Q25 pinch )D46 mis) 
cqiivalc* to approximately 3.*% of the aeage dis-
placement Across the Wage. 
As diacneand those. lajer dioplew were required for 
DCM uncesa (red) to ease the data denied were reliable. 
The halting (earn for the secerding of ed Bsixaccece 
are the reduced sensitivity on the red clautel (onuçsrut to 
the Won and Vwn cMarhi) of the camera used and the 
apertu re rutlrut (Fl It) for a sharp loaas on the dec 
edoir planes. DCM tacces pwxkieed with a Laskin nozzle 
(monodimpeoc thlu. inatai size I pm) wee tmnd sep. 
andy with at hnagcr lutme camera (L*Viidint. a coded 
NV 	Gonad ts, 
aiw1Mi,s of 60 dam 
is fig 5 lad ,ecain Iio 
Dc4-d ts. Was  
vi B. Ms&4.d 
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Poss*áoa 
r. is Ranksat velocity con4mmimm tir vockm Gem is fit 9 M 
Dc1aãw i.ê WA is1.daat MJ.'I t, 
but not mtetaahedcamera) and fociaal with the same M-
kou lOS mm has. The particle images Thinul we 
aifficietaly bright to povide irhable PIV data. The thai-
rcçdicres used here also have a mug potential kv 
application in Use iinovaI using either 355 or 532 am 
ilbiniaitum. The Mxctral aqasiñca between the excit*ion 
and the aniaum wavelengths provided wild allow for PIV 
in close piaz3nity to surfaces. 
6Cid.a 
Flow âcti. displacements and aaocialed velocity 
vectors have been managed success0ally in a ns*i-cai-
giniant pa pliant flow wing * angle 3d1p colour CCD 
canva and solid MalO lasers, Direct qtanüflca*lou of the 
Ihid taxing velocities has been echievaS and pertinent 
coracdcm ptocethues have been Implemented to adoco the 
cfcts of cwtalk and CCD ofiket.  
The wtxt has gataa.ted new hi'ly ecieet on for 
flair renewal and usca thscnminaüon in n-ciei* 
and milh-tase flows The toe of xylene a a silvan for 
BiaMSB has axheed a greater flucrearnet intensity 
that pieioanly obtained a higher dye catceaiien can 
be reached (via-i-via olive ill). lix dcviloçazxil of DCM-
based. red-emitting. tacea tat we ezdtthk rUng either 
faquency doubled a' frequency tripled puinca firm an 
NdYAG lanct will enable a wide range of flair ucmoval 
and nmki-phaso/aiUxnt Now expaiments to be pur-
(ornad with aaned mid state hea7.. 
The use of a 3CCD camera for mithi-wtuait and 
mild-phase flows can also be extended iD oh*ain thaic 
componcuts of the velocity vector by *Mug a second 
colour camera in a aesecswpic imaging setup. This 
atoseh would be Mnkr to iniplemean can jased to the 
ccmwt*icmal method of multiple camera kit each stereo 
view with different qiacal flkers.  
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Abstract--intracellular pH in living cells is measured in teal time at the single cell level using fluorescently covalently loaded micro-
spheres as efficient carrier systems and stable sensors. The use of these sensors immobilized covalaitly onto polymeric particles 
allows analysis of intracdlular pH this over long period of time and eliminates the disadvantages such as dilution within the cell. 
elimination via leakage or compartmentalization. 
0 2007 Elsevier Ltd. MI rights reserved. 
The pH of the cytosol affects a wide range of cellular 
processes and functions and, as a consequence, is regu-
lated within a narrow range by a variety of transport 
proteins that transfer ions across the cellular mem-
brane. Traditional methods to measure intracellular 
pH include the use of 31 P NMR spectroscopy,' micro-
electrodes' and fluorescent probes, t6 with recent ap-
proaches including the use of quantum dots (QDs)' 
and indicators based on green fluorescent protein 
(GFP). t 
Fluorescent indicators in particular are valuable tools for 
measuring changes in intracellular proton concentration, 
providing the necessary sensitivity required foroptical pH 
measurements inside living cells. Typical fluorescent 
probes used for pK measurement are based on fluorescein 
and its many derivatives, which exhibit multiple pH-
dependent equilibria.`-` However, although fluorescein 
has been used to measure intracellular pH" its use is re-
stricted for two reasons. First because of its rapidity in 
leaking from cells and because it is very difficult to quan-
tify intracellular pH (because the decrease in the cell fluo-
rescence due to fluorescein leakage cannot be easily 
distinguished from that due to pH changes.' 2 although 
Aeysu,ds Multifuactionalised microiphetes pH wnaor. Auceesecait 
robes Inirseellular delivery; In situ sensing. 
Corresponding author. Td.: +4440)131651 3307;tax +44(0)131650 
6453.; c-mitt remrio.swh., ,I acuk 
09ec-SS4XIS - 	front matter 02007 Ebeioer Lid. All rights reservist 
10. lOt 6)) .IanaL3)07. 10.075  
some fluorescein-derivatives such as BCECF and 
SNARF have been developed to overcome this prob-
lein). " Second, because dyes of this type are typically 
loaded into the cell as their cell-permeable acetoxymethyl 
(AM)esterderivatives (the neutral molecule isable to pass 
across the membrane) and once inside the cell esterases 
cleave to reveal the acid groups: however, this method 
has disadvantages, such as compartmentalization and 
prolonged cellular leakage (as discussed above).'t An-
other common problem that is encountered with all po-
tential sensors or cellular tags is dilution and cellular 
degradation, which results in little or no signal. Com-
monly used dextran conjugates offer a solution to these 
problems, but the drawback of this approach is their com-
partmentalization within endosomes, which requires the 
addition of chloroquine to facilitate release and subse-
quent pH sensing.' 
To be used for pH, measurements the fluorescent probe 
should be non-toxic, have a plC within the physiological 
range (generally between —68 and 7.4) to allow detec-
tion of small pH changes typical in a cell, while having 
excitation and emission wavelengths suitable for detec-
tion by flow cytometry. fluorescence microscopy or 
other techniques relying on cell fluorescence analysis. 
Also the fluorescence should be stable overtime.t' 
Previously we have demonstrated that amino functional. 
ised polystyrene microspheres can be used successfully 
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degradation within the cells)' In this paper, fluorescein-
loaded microspheres are used for real-time pH sensing in 
living cells. Binding fluorescein covalencly to micro-
spheres eliminates leakage of the dye from cells and en-
sures a highly localised 'dye' that allows 'on-bead' 
analysis. Additionally, dise to their micron size the la-
belled microspheres are easily visualised by microscopy. 
The sensor-loaded microsphere I was prepared by cow 
phng 5(6)-carboxyfluorescein onto 2 un aminomeihyl 
microspheres derivatized with an aminohexanoic acid 





Sóei I. preparation of Ssorc,vein-IabeUed sinino tunctonaIisrd 
polystyrene mict&rea I. Reants and conditions; (a) N-Fmoc-
,,nmobrxanoic add (5 nwv), HO (5 tqwv). DIC 15 aqwv). DMF. 
12 h (b) 20'/.pipesidioe in DMF; (C) 5(6)a:bozyltuoitsiain (5 equ&v). 
HO t5  equiv). DIC (5 equiv). DMF. 12 h. ISOHi = N-bydru*ybcn-
zo4ria DIC = N-dpyboth'1c DMF = cIiiieLhI-
foin. 
a 
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log Fmoc strategy for solid phase chemistry (see sup-
porting information for experimental details). 
Quantitative emission spectra were obtained using a cus-
tom-built system consisting of excitation and emission 
optical fibres mounted on a micro-capillary in which 
the sample was flown via a syringe pomp. This setup al-
lowed fluorescence measurement of a sample free from 
artefacts such as aggregation, scattering, photo-bleach-
ing and sedimentation. In this manner spectrofluorimet-
nc studies were carried out to evaluate how 
immobilization of the sensor affected its sensitivity to 
1111 by examining the nucrospheres at different bufkred 
pH values. All measurements of pH were made using the 
ratio of the fluorescence emitted at 525 and 610 rim. This 
ratio corrects for changes in cell vokine and fluoro-
chrome uptake' 9 Importantly, the sensor had very sim-
lIar fluorescence profile when bound to the mxrospheres 
as in solution (Fig. la) (for the 'in solution' details, see 
supporting information). Flow cytometry studies were 
aho carried out to analyze the fluorescence properties 
as a function of pH and showed an identical profile 
(see Fig. lb). 
Several cell bites (8I6FIO, HEK-293T and L929) were 
treated in triplicate with 2 lim fluorescein-loaded micro-
spheres I at a range of concentrations (0.1-0.8 mg/mI) 
over four different time periods (3, 6, 12 and 24 h) (for 
detailed protocol, see the supporting information). Fol-
lowing incubetion, the excess microspheres were re-
moved, and analysis by flow cytometry and 
fluorescence microscopy showed that cellular uptake of 
the microspheres was effective in all cases. The 
mocrcsçãeres were delivered into the cells, with varying 
IA 	 II 	 II 	 7 	 72 	 71 
SI 
400 	 515 
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Wavel.nqIi (niti) 
F1.e I. (a) Fluo,isxncc emission spmtra A,,, = 48 ian) and (b) calibration curve of pH yenta fluorescence aaity ratio 1525 ian#610 ran) 
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degrees of sus depending on the cell type investi-
gated. Figure 2a shows the results of HEK-293T cells 
(as a representative example) after incubation with 
2pm fluriresccin-loaded microspheres (0.1 mgmL) 
for 24 h. Figure 2b shows the confocal image obtained 
when BI6FIO cells were incubated with 2 pm fluores-
cei)-loaded microspheres (0.1 mgmL) for oh. Cells 
containing the beads (ca. 30'/.) were isolated by fluores-
cence-activated cell sorting and were shown by confocal 
microscopy after 72h of incubation at 37°C to be 
healthy with the sensor-microspheres inside the cells. 
The cell membrane was stained with a red fluorescent 
dye (PKH26. Sigma-Aldrich) which allows long-term 
in vitro analysis of live cells. Figure 2c shows the flow 
cytometric analysis of the rate of uptake of fluores-
cein-labelled microsplsires (0.1 meml') over a range 
of incubation times. A total of 10,000 events per sample 
were analyzed. FITC (530130 nm) band pass filters were 
used for fluorescence analysis of the cell suspensions. 
Cellular uptake was found to be concentration and time 
dependent. 
To analyze the stability of the microspheres some exper-
iments were performed. The fluorescence intensity of the 
microspheres inside cells was analyzed at different time 
points. We found that fluorescence was stable after these 
Flaw. 2. 1st MlcroLupy wage for using IIEK.293T ce& aJ, 
incubation at 37°C for 24h with 2 en Suoreaxin micro çberea. 
(superimposed map: olbflght phase and fluo,enxin filterimages). (b) 
Confocat microscopy ina of mclana cell. (BI6F 101 loaded with 
fluorescein microspbetm * (glen cede.) after 6b of incubation at 
37'C. (C) Row cysmewy mauls for cellular uptake of 2 ian 
Ruore.xntty labelled microipheres into BI6FIO cells overtime 
(0.1 mg/ml.). at 37 'C with 5% CO2. 
incubation tines (see supporting information for de-
tails). This result shows that the microspheres are stable 
and they are not metabolized by the intracellular 
enzymes. 
To determine if the microspheres internalized by the 
cells are in lysosomes. an acidic mxganelle-selective 
fluorescent probe was used (Lysotracker Red DND-
99, lnvitrogcn). The cells were incubated with fluores-
cein-loaded microspheres and the red dye at 37 °C. 
This experiment shows that the microspheres lie out-
side of the lyscisomes, since the green fluorescence is 
antsorrelated with the red fluorescence, which marks 
the periphery of the lysosemes (see supporting infor-
mation for details). This observed behaviour of the 
particicu nut being in the lysosomes greatly increases 
the potential applicability of these materials for cyto-
sotic analysis. 
Microsphere-indtEed cylotoxicity was investigated by a 
MT! assay to evaluate the impact of uptake on cell via-
billy. 2 ' The fluorescein-loaded microspheres were found 
to be non-toxic at all of the concentrations tested (see 
supporting information for details). 
To evaluate the microspheres as intracellular pH sen-
sors, the beads were examined in triplicate by flow 
cytomeiry with cells plated at various values of pH. A 
total of 10,000 events per sample were analyzed. The 
green fluorescence was recorded using the 515-545 nm 
band pass filter and the red fluorescence with the 600-
620 rim bend pass fiker. 
A calibration curve (fluorescence ratio against pH) was 
constructed from labelled cells resuspended in a high 
concentration of potassium buffer of appropriate known 
p11 by treatment with nigerian before flow cytometry 
analysis.' 9 (in the presence of nigerian, an antiporter 
of W and K, the intracellular [fr) becomes equili-
brated to the extracellular (HJ.) Figure 3 shows the re-
sponse obtained for HeLa and HEK-293T cells loaded 
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FIpie 4. F1uoreenee niiao.copy ina o( 1929 living cdli lo.ded 
with fluoreew micsunphcri I (green &) aAcr 12 h o( incubation 
at 37 'C. (a and b) The seen fluoeeaxnce anages obtained for pH 6 
end & rctivdy. (ci Quantitative analylis of fluorcseencc inisity 
rabo veisiva pH by miaoscopy. ZZ 21 
how the fluorescence ratio increases as a function of 
intracellular pH (in equilibrium with extraccltular pH) 
from 6.0 to 8.0. The differences in the fluorescent ratio 
between these two cell lines can be explained by the 
different capabilities of each cell line to take up 
micrcapheres. 
Intracellular changes in the pH were also detected glob-
ally by microscopic examination of the fluorescein4a-
befled microspheres m cells. fluorescence images of 
cells loaded with fluorescein microspheres were taken 
at different pH values after treatment with nigencin. 
The images in Figure 4a and b, which are representative 
of all the cells that we observed, demonstrate qualita-
tively the pH sensitivity of these microspheres in cells 
The fluorescence intensity increases when the pH in-
creases from 6 to 8. The quantitative results in Figure 
-Ic show that the fluorescence intensity increases by 
approximately 25% when pH is changed from 6 to 8. 
As expected, the value of the untreated cells was be-
tween pH 6 and 8. 
Finally the fluorescein-loaded microsphems were corn-
pared with the traditional sensor fluorescein diacetate 
(FDA) by microscopy and flow cytometry. After 2 h 
of incubation, the fluorescence intensity for FDA de-
creased for the same pH value while there was no loss 
of fluorescence for the mErospheres. These results show 
'hat the leakage problem was completely su&vcd using 
the bead approach (see details in supporting 
information). 
The use of fluorein4oaded marospheres as intracellu-
lar pH sensors in living cells has been successfully 
proved using a number of different techniques such as 
.,pectrofluoro.netry, fluorescence microscopy and flow 
cytometry. Covalent binding of fluorescein to the 
micraspheres dramatically improves the stability of the 
indicator overtime and eliminates leakage. At the same 
time it retains the properties of fluorescein for pH sens-
ing. The fact that these polymeric particles are not toxic, 
in addition to their cytosolie localisation, makes them 
perfect candidates for intracellular pH sensing. These 
fluorescein-loaded marospheres provide a reliable way 
to perform long-term cell monitoring. These results 
encourage the possibility of use of this approach for 
other ions such as K or Na and for ocher applications 
such as monitoring of enzymatic activity or drug 
delivery. 
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